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Abstract

Background. More than a third of patients with epilepsy suffer from seizures that are resistant
to antiepileptic drugs. Drug-resistant epilepsy is a serious condition associated with a structural
brain lesion. Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) secondary to mesiotemporal sclerosis, and extratem-
poral lobe neocortical epilepsy secondary to focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), a malformation due
to abnormal neuronal proliferation and cortical organization, are the two most common drug-
resistant epilepsies amenable to surgery. Surgical removal of the lesion is the only effective treat-
ment to control seizures, limit their adverse effects on cognition and reduce risks of injury and
death. Despite advances inMRI analytics, current algorithms are not optimized to accurately de-
tect subtle lesions, a scenario in ∼50% of referrals for pre-surgical evaluation. Since MRI criteria
to localize the surgical target are missing, these “MRI-negative” patients undergo hospitalizations
for invasive intracranial EEG monitoring (SEEG). Notably, there is a lack of objective criteria to
ascribe the status ofMRI-negative, perpetuating biases in the literature with a significant number
of patients beingmisclassified. Indeed, patients considered asMRI-negative based on visual evalu-
ation before surgery are not necessarily non-lesional, as retrospective quantitative analysis detects
lesions concordant with histopathology. Consequently, misdiagnosis or delayed diagnosis results
in lower chances for post-surgical seizure freedom compared to patients with positive MRI.

Objective. To objectively define MRI-negative and develop and validate novel approaches to
improve the yield of MRI to resolve hard to detect epileptogenic lesions.

Methods. We first performed a systematic review and meta-analyses to assess the consistency of
the criteria used to ascribe MRI-negative status in focal epilepsy (Project 1). Subsequently, we
employed a bipartite approach in developing algorithms to detect FCD, which rely on the inte-
gration of multiple imaging modalities through i) surface-based sampling that respects cortical
topology and provides accurate inter-subject correspondence (Project 2), and ii) minimally pre-
processed volumetric approach that facilitates high generalization performance combining deep
learning with uncertainty estimation for risk stratification (Project 3). Finally, we developed an al-
gorithm for hippocampal subfield segmentation using deep learning and assessed its lateralization
performance in TLE (Project 4).

Results. In Project 1, a systematic review of 196 studies demonstrated variability in ascribing
MRI-negative status. Narrative synthesis summarized the clinical, demographic, and presurgical
diagnostics profile of the included studies demonstrating that MRI-negative patients more often
undergo SEEG (76% vs. 54%), are less frequently operated (74% vs. 86%) and have a less favor-
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able seizure outcome (62% vs. 74%) relative toMRI-positive patients. Unsupervised clustering of
the diagnostic modalities revealed three distinct groups (MRI-dominant, nuclear-imaging, and
limited-MRI-information) with significant associations observed across several outcomes (MRI
reporting and post-processing, and SEEG). The metanalyses revealed favorable post-surgical
seizure outcome in 75% ofMRI-positive cohorts relative to 59% inMRI-negative, and that MRI
post-processing is associatedwith two-fold gain in diagnostic yield over qualitative review ofMRI
alone. In Project 2, we developed a classifier that leveraged surface-based descriptors of morphol-
ogy and intensity derived frommulticontrast MRI to accurately identify subtle FCD lesions ini-
tially overlooked on routine radiological assessment. The algorithm demonstrated excellent sensi-
tivity (83%, 34/41 lesions detected) and specificity (92%, no findings in 35/38 controls). InProject
3, we propose a novel volume-based detection algorithm that combines deep learning with uncer-
tainty estimation for risk stratification. The learner yielded the highest sensitivity (93%; 137/148
FCD detected) to date in histologically verifiedMRI-negative FCD.Minimal pre-processing and
generalizability across age andMRI hardware in cohorts sampled from nine tertiary epilepsy cen-
ters worldwidemakes this classifier ideal for clinical diagnostics. Finally, in Project 4,DeepPatch, a
volume-based subfield segmentationmethod that combines patch-based analysis with deep learn-
ing, demonstrated Dice of > 88% across hippocampal subfields in healthy controls and TLE pa-
tients. Importantly, we showed clinical utility by accurately lateralizing the seizure focus in 95%
of cases (91% inMRI-negative).

Significance. Our findings advocate for a central role of MRI post-processing in pre-surgical
epilepsy diagnostics. Our integrated approach combining the analysis of multiple contrasts with
advanced statistical learning techniques across diversemultisite datasets is designed to create open-
source generalizable algorithmswith the potential for broad clinical translationwith low technical
debt.
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Résumé

Contexte. Plus d’un tiers des patients épileptiques souffrent de crises résistantes aux médica-
ments antiépileptiques. L’épilepsie résistante aux médicaments est une maladie grave associée à
une lésion cérébrale structurelle. L’épilepsie du lobe temporal (ELT) secondaire à une sclérosemé-
siotemporale et l’épilepsie néocorticale du lobe extratemporel secondaire à une dysplasie corticale
focale (DCF), une malformation due à une prolifération neuronale et une organisation corticale
anormales, sont les deux épilepsies pharmaco-résistantes les plus courantes pouvant être opérées.
L’ablation chirurgicale de la lésion est le seul traitement efficace pour contrôler les crises, limiter
leurs effets indésirables sur la cognition et réduire les risques de blessures et de décès. Malgré les
progrès des analyses imagerie par résonancemagnétique (IRM), les algorithmes actuels ne sont pas
optimisés pour détecter avec précision les lésions subtiles, ce qui est le cas dans∼50%des cas référés
pour une évaluation pré-chirurgicale. Comme les critères d’IRM permettant de localiser la cible
chirurgicale sont manquants, ces patients « IRM-négatifs » sont hospitalisés pour une surveil-
lance invasive par EEG intracrânienne (SEEG). Ce manque de critères objectifs pour attribuer le
statut d’IRM-négatif perpétue les biais dans la littérature en augmentant le nombre de patients
mal classés. En effet, les patients considérés comme négatifs à l’IRM sur la base d’une évaluation
visuelle avant la chirurgie ne sont pas nécessairement non-lésionnels, car une analyse quantitative
rétrospective détecte des lésions concordantes avec l’histopathologie. Par conséquent, unmauvais
diagnostic ou un diagnostic tardif entraîne un plus haut taux de de crises post-chirurgicales chez
ces patients par rapport aux patients dont l’IRM est positif.

Objectif. Définir objectivement le statut IRM-négatif et développer et valider de nouvelles ap-
proches pour améliorer le rendement de l’IRM afin de résoudre les lésions épileptogènes difficiles
à détecter.

Méthodes. Nous avons d’abord effectué une revue systématique et méta-analyses pour évaluer la
cohérence des critères utilisés pour attribuer le statut IRM-négatif dans l’épilepsie focale (Projet
1). Par la suite, nous avons utilisé une approche bipartite pour développer des algorithmes de
détection de l’épilepsie focale, qui reposent sur l’intégration de plusieurs modalités d’imagerie par
le biais i) d’un échantillonnage basé sur la surface qui respecte la topologie corticale et fournit une
correspondance inter-sujet précise (Projet 2), et ii) d’une approche volumétrique minimalement
prétraitée qui facilite une généralisation de haute performance combinant « deep learning » avec
l’estimationde l’incertitudepour la stratificationdu risque (Projet 3). Enfin, nous avonsdéveloppé
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un algorithmepour la segmentation des sous-divisions hippocampiques à l’aide de«deep learning
» et évalué sa performance de latéralisation dans le ELT (Projet 4).

Résultats. Dans le Projet 1, une revue systématique de 196 études a démontré une variabilité
dans l’attribution du statut négatif à l’IRM. Une synthèse narrative a résumé le profil clinique,
démographique et diagnostic pré-chirurgical des études incluses, démontrant que les patients né-
gatifs à l’IRMsubissent plus souvent unSEEG (76%contre 54%), sontmoins souvent opérés (74%
contre 86%) et ont une évolutionmoins favorable des crises (62% contre 74%) par rapport aux pa-
tients positifs à l’IRM. Le regroupement non supervisé des modalités de diagnostic a révélé trois
groupes distincts (IRM-dominante, imagerie nucléaire et information limitée par IRM) avec des
associations significatives observées pour plusieurs résultats (rapport et post-traitement par IRM
et SEEG). Les méta-analyses ont révélé une évolution favorable des crises post-chirurgicales dans
75% des cohortes positives à l’IRM contre 59% des cohortes négatives à l’IRM, et que le post-
traitement de l’IRM est associée à un rendement diagnostique deux fois plus élevé que l’examen
qualitatif exclusif de l’IRM. Dans le cadre du Projet 2, nous avons mis au point un classificateur
qui exploite les descripteurs de surface de la morphologie et de l’intensité dérivés de l’IRM mul-
ticontraste pour identifier avec précision les lésions subtiles de la DCF initialement négligées lors
de l’évaluation radiologique de routine. L’algorithme a démontré une excellente sensibilité (83%,
34/41 lésions détectées) et spécificité (92%, aucune découverte chez 35/38 témoins). Dans le Pro-
jet 3, nous proposons un nouvel algorithme de détection basé sur le volume qui combine « deep
learning » et l’estimation de l’incertitude pour la stratification du risque. L’algorithme a démontré
la sensibilité la plus élevée (93% ; 137/148 DCF détectés) à ce jour dans les DCF négatifs à l’IRM
vérifiés histologiquement. Un prétraitement minimal et une bonne généralisation à travers les
groupes d’âges et le matériel d’IRM utilisé dans des cohortes échantillonnées dans neuf centres
d’épilepsie tertiaires du monde entier rendent ce classificateur idéal pour le diagnostic clinique.
Enfin, dans le Projet 4, DeepPatch, une méthode de segmentation des sous-champs basée sur le
volume qui combine l’analyse basée sur les patchs et « deep learning », a démontré un « Dice »
de > 88% dans les sous-champs de l’hippocampe chez les témoins sains et les patients atteints de
ELT. Il est important de noter que nous avons démontré une utilité clinique de latérisation avec
précision le foyer des crises dans 95% des cas (91% dans les cas négatifs à l’IRM).

Signification. Nos résultats favorisent un rôle central du post-traitement IRMdans le diagnostic
pré-chirurgical de l’épilepsie. Notre approche intégrée, combinant l’analyse de contrastes multi-
ples avec des techniques d’apprentissage statistique avancées sur divers ensembles de donnéesmul-
ticentriques, est conçuepour créer des algorithmes généralisables«open-source» avec le potentiel
d’une large traduction clinique avec une faible dette technique.
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Original Contributions

Project 1. DefiningMRI-negative Epilepsy
Weconducted a comprehensive systematic reviewof 196 studies and synthesized evidence to assess
the ambiguity in criteria used to ascribe MRI-negative status. Our findings revealed that MRI-
negative categorization lacks objectivity – across MRI reporting of contrasts, parameters, rater
expertise, post-processing, and invasive EEG. These findings suggest that invasive diagnostics un-
derutilize MRI both in acquisition protocols and post-processing. Subsequently, we presented
meta-analytic evidence based on70 studies demonstrating favorable post-surgical seizure outcome
in MRI-positive relative to the MRI-negative cohorts. Finally, we present the first meta-analytic
evidence based on 40 studies that supports the role ofMRIpost-processing in facilitating two-fold
improvement in diagnostic yield over standard radiological evaluation.

Project 2. Surface-based Automated Detection ofMRI-negative Focal Cortical Dysplasia
We developed a novel in vivo surface-based automated focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) detection
algorithm exploiting the complementary diagnostic power of T1-weighted and T2-weighted
FLAIR contrasts, together with a synthetic FLAIR/T1 map designed to increase the sensitivity
for co-occuring FLAIR hyperintensity andT1whypointensity at the grey andwhitematter inter-
face. Our histologically validated method assessed intra- and sub-cortical FCD features on multi-
contrast MRI and provided high detection performance (83%; 34/41 lesions detected), coupled
with high specificity (92%; no findings in 35/38 healthy controls). Operating on routine MRI
sequences, this approach optimizes the detection of subtle FCD lesions overlooked by standard
radiological evaluation.

Project 3. Automated Detection of Focal Cortical Dysplasia using Deep Learning
We proposed the first multicenter-validated deep learning detection algorithm formulated on
Bayesian convolutional neural networks that provide prediction uncertainty, while leveraging this
information tooptimize performance. The algorithmwas trained andvalidatedonminimally pre-
processed multimodal MRI data in histologically verified MRI-negative FCD across 9 epilepsy
surgery centers worldwide. Sensitivity was 93% (137/148 lesions detected: 85% inMRI-negative
FCD) using a leave-one-site-out cross-validation strategy, and specificity was 89% in healthy and
disease controls, providing the highest performance to date. By combining predictions with a
confidence-based risk stratification, this classifier provides means to triage putative lesional can-
didates. Notably, this study provides Class III level of case-control diagnostic evidence that deep
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learning on multimodal MRI accurately identifies FCD in patients with epilepsy initially diag-
nosed as MRI-negative.

Project 4. Automated Hippocampal Subfield Segmentation using Deep Learning
We proposeDeepPatch, a volume-based subfield segmentationmethod that leverages both patch-
based analysis, which optimizes label fusion and image matching by compactly representing
anatomy, shape, texture and intensity, and fully deep convolutional neural networks that offer
hierarchical feature learning ability. DeepPatch, operating on widely available T1-weightedMRI,
yields remarkable performance, both inhealthy controls andTLEpatients, withDice> 87%across
hippocampal subfields. Segmentations obtained through the automated algorithm showed high
performance to lateralize the seizure focus in 95% of patients (91% in MRI-negative), suggesting
clinical utility. The combination of the patch-based framework with hierarchical feature learn-
ing capacity of deep neural networks captures efficiently the complex shape deformations and
displacements, which are particularly prevalent in disease.
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Introduction
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1 Overview

Epilepsy is a brain disorder characterized by an enduring predisposition to generate epileptic
seizures that affects over 50 million people worldwide. Underlying aetiologies include structural,
metabolic, and genetic abnormalities [1]. A third of these patients suffer from seizures that are
resistant to antiepileptic drugs. Consequences of recurrent seizures are severe with increased risk
of injury, dire socioeconomic status, and even sudden death [2, 3]. In a large number of patients
with drug-resistant focal onset epilepsy, a structural abnormality is identified; its surgical resection
offers patients the chance at a curative treatment [4]. Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) secondary
to mesiotemporal sclerosis [5], and extratemporal lobe neocortical epilepsy secondary to focal
cortical dysplasia (FCD), a malformation due to abnormal neuronal proliferation and cortical or-
ganization [6], are the two most common drug-resistant epilepsies amenable to surgery [7]. In
both syndromes, early identification of these anomalies allows timely resective surgery, limits the
long-term effects of recurrent seizures and medication, and has been shown to have positive con-
sequences on cognitive outcome and brain development [8–11], offering patients the chance at a
curative treatment [4].

Recent advances inMRI have revolutionized the clinical management of drug-resistant epilep-
sies by allowing accurate in vivo identification of the primary lesions in increasing number of pa-
tients [12, 13]. Both neocortical dysplasias and hippocampal sclerosis constitute a spectrum of
histopathology, clinical, and radiological manifestations [6, 7, 14–18]. Although the lesion gen-
erally presents with distinct radiological features, the degree and patterns of these phenotypes
vary significantly across patients, possibly due to different underlying histopathological anoma-
lies [19]. Notably, lesions with mild anomalies are often unremarkable on standard clinical MRI
(referred to asMRI-negative), substantially affecting clinicalmanagement because of the difficulty
in defining the surgical target [20].

Notably, epilepsies initially considered MRI-negative are not necessarily nonlesional since ret-
rospective histopathological analysis in approximately 30−50% of MRI-negative patients reveals
the presence of epileptogenic lesions – mainly FCD [21–23],mild hippocampal sclerosis [24–26],
or subtle isolated neocortical or hippocampal gliosis [27, 28]. Whilemild cyto- andmyeloarchitec-
tural anomaliesmaynot be directly visible on conventional imaging, theymanifest quantifiably on
high-resolutionMRI, especially in conjunction with advanced computational modeling [29, 30].
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1 Overview

Similarly, retrospective assessment of preoperative MRI scans, guided by quantitative structural
image analysis, can frequently identify a lesion [20, 31]. These findings reinforce the importance
of obtaining high-quality multimodal datasets interpreted by MRI experts to evaluate and treat
patients with MRI-negative epilepsy.
Critically, there’s no consensus on the definition of diagnostic workup that leads to a patient

objectively being ascribed theMRI-negative status. In fact, there’s significant variability in clinical
workflows, expertise of personnel [32] assessing the radiological images, image acquisition proto-
cols across site; in addition to myriad of biases that stem from human involvement in diagnostic
radiology [33]. This is further complicated by several ambiguous definitions in the literature used
to attribute MRI-negative status.

The overall goal of this thesis is to develop objective methods to improve the yield of MRI
to resolve hard to detect epileptogenic lesions. Specifically, we first performed a comprehensive
assessment of the literature to demonstrate biases associated with MRI-negative terminology in
focal epilepsy. Subsequently, we employed a bipartite approach to developing algorithms to de-
tect FCD, which rely on the integration of multiple imaging modalities through i) surface-based
sampling that respects cortical topology and provides accurate inter-subject correspondence, and
ii) minimally preprocessed volumetric approach that facilitates high generalization performance
combining deep learning with uncertainty estimation for risk stratification.
Finally, we developed an algorithm for hippocampal subfield segmentation using minimally

preprocessedMRI and assessed its lateralization performance in TLE.
The thesis is organized as follows:

1. Review of the background literature (Chapter 2).
2. Systematic review and meta-analyses of the literature to demonstrate current biases and

variability in the MRI-negative literature (Chapter 3).
3. Automated surface-basedmachine-learning algorithm to detect FCD lesions initially over-

looked by standard radiological diagnosis. (Chapter 4).
4. Deep learning method to detect FCD using minimally preprocessed multimodal volumet-

ric data combined with uncertainty estimation and multi-site validation (Chapters 5, 6
and 7).

5. Deep learning classifierwith label fusion for hippocampal subfield segmentation combined
with seizure focus lateralization in TLE (Chapter 8).

6. Key findings and significance (Chapter 9).

5
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2 Background

Temporal lobe epilepsy secondary to mesiotemporal sclerosis, and extratemporal lobe neocorti-
cal epilepsy secondary to FCD are the two most common drug-resistant epilepsies amenable to
surgery [11, 34, 35] . Early identification of these anomalies allows timely resective surgery, limit-
ing the long-term effects of recurrent seizures and medication, and has been shown to have pos-
itive consequences on cognitive outcome. Indeed, uncontrolled epilepsy is detrimental to the
brain [36, 37] with long-term socio-economic consequences [38, 39]. The definition of epilep-
sies with unrevealing MRI is a moving target that constantly evolves with advances in diagnos-
tic technology. While a consensus exists that the primary histopathological substrates are subtle
dysplasias and isolated hippocampal gliosis, theMRI signature of these entities is not yet fully de-
fined, mainly because of the lack of a unifiedmethodology to evaluate their underlying structural
changes. In this chapter, we discuss the aetiology of these two focal epilepsy syndromes, review the
literature on localizing structural lesions on MRI, and advances in machine learning to optimize
and automate lesion detection.

2.1 Malformations of cortical development

Anyperturbationduring inutero corticogenesis can trigger a cascadeofmolecular andbiomolecu-
lar changes potentially resulting inmalformations of cortical development (MCD) [40, 41]. These
malformative processes may include alterations or dysregulation: of the proliferation rate, sym-
metric or asymmetric division patterns, mitosis, apical or basal attachment of progenitors and
progenitor apoptosis [42, 43]. Themost commonmanifestations are epilepsy, developmental de-
lay and/ormotor abnormalities of tone, movement and posture [41, 44]. The diagnostic pathway
for MCDs is complex owing to wide variations in presentation and etiology, thereby hampering
timely and adequatemanagement [45]. Given that a timely and precise clinical diagnosis is critical
for optimizing therapeutic approaches, developing effective biomarkers to accurately identify and
characterize malformative lesions is a clinical priority.
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2.2 Normal neurodevelopment

Human brain development is an intricate series of precisely orchestrated molecular cascades in-
volving a complex interplay of diverse array of genes. The whole process is divided into three
distinct phases: neuronal proliferation, migration, and post-migratory cortical organization [46–

48]. An overall snapshot of these stages is depicted in Figure 2.1.

2.2.1 Neuronal proliferation: the formation of the ventricular and
subventricular zones

Upon culmination of embryogenesis (4th gestational week, GW), the human forebrain forms a
smooth sheet entirely occupied by neuroepithelial cells. During the early period of this phase,
these cells divide symmetrically at the margin of the ventricle, gradually increasing the number
of progenitor cells [47, 49], resulting in an increase in surface area and thickness of the ventricu-
lar zone (VZ) [50]. Constituent neurons are generated in the proliferative transient embryonic
zones (such as the VZ and subventricular zone, SVZ), which are situated near the surface of the
cerebral lateral ventricles. Starting at approximately the 5thGW,progenitor cells (also called radial
glia cells) in the VZ begin to switch from symmetric to asymmetric cell division [51], the former
resulting in a daughter and a radial glial cell, while the latter develops into either a post-mitotic
neuron or an intermediate progenitor cell [52]. Notably, an accumulation of intermediate pro-
genitor cells creates a newdistinct compartment above theVZ,namely the SVZ [53, 54]. While the
neuronal proliferation in theVZbegins to taper off beyond the 18thGW [55], the SVZmaintains
its original proliferative role, actively producing more pyramidal neurons throughout the whole
developmental period [56] (Figure 2.1A).

2.2.2 Neuronal migration: radial and tangential mode

A cardinal feature of the developing brain is that newborn neurons must translocate from their
site of origin to their target regions at varying distances. Following the 7th GW, within the cor-
tex, these neurons leave the ventral SVZ to reach their appropriate location within the develop-
ing cortical plate (CP) [57]. The CP, a primitive structure of neocortical gray matter (GM) in
the mature brain [47], begins to develop as newborn neurons initiate the translocation of cell
bodies from the proliferative zone to their target layers in the CP – transforming into the fu-
ture six-layered cortex [57]. This elaborate cell movement, dubbed neuronal migration [58, 59]

(Figure 2.1B), has two different modes: i) the radial migration, in which post-mitotic cells mi-
grate vertically upwards from the VZ along a radial glial scaffold, and ii) the tangential migration,
in which cells migrate parallel to the pial surface while being directed by surrounding molecular
cues [60]. In general, neurons in the VZ take the radial mode of migration and accumulate in
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the CP in a phenomenon known as the inside-out gradient of neurogenesis, where each gener-
ation of migrating post-mitotic neuron bypasses the previous one [46, 61, 62]. In other words,
early born neurons form a layer at the most basal level of the CP and subsequently, the younger
neurons travel through layers of older neurons to accumulate above them, gradually expanding
the layers in outward direction. Eighty percent of these radially migrating neurons develop into
excitatory glutamatergic neurons in theCP [62]. Conversely, neurons that develop intoGABAer-
gic inhibitory interneuronsmigrate tangentially by traveling several hundredmicrometers parallel
to the pial surface; these neurons were largely produced in the subpallium – a ventral forebrain
area that contains the lateral and medial ganglionic eminences [60, 62–64]. These two structures
eventually give rise to the basal ganglia and amygdala in the adult brain [63].

Figure 2.1:An overall snapshot of corticogenesis. A) Neuronal proliferation, B) Cell migration, and
C) Cortical organization. Modified from Budday et al. [48] (licensed under CC-BY-4.0).

2.2.3 Post-migratory cortical organization

The period following the 22nd GW marks the most significant time for post-migratory cortical
differentiation. The process occurs along two orthogonal directions: horizontal (areal) and ver-
tical (laminar). After areal differentiation, the rostral regions of neocortex become specialized in
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executive andmotor functions, while caudal regions are engaged in somatosensory, auditory, and
visual inputs [65]. Two distinct hypotheses have been proposed for this functional specializa-
tion: i) the proto-cortex and ii) the proto-map hypothesis [65, 66]. The proto-cortex hypothesis
postulates that early formed uniform cortical areas selectively receive diverse somatosensory and
high-order neuronal information from the thalamus [67]. This constant input from the thalamus
signals the premature cortical areas to progressively identify and consolidate their final functions.
In contrast, the proto-map hypothesis [68] suggests that during a period of neuronal prolifera-
tion, differential gene expression in newborn neurons in VZ guides them to attract appropriate
thalamic inputs. Cortical differentiation also occurs along the vertical direction (Figure 2.1C).
Indeed, laminar development that commences during the migration phase continues until late
corticogenesis. While several theoretical and empirical studies have tried to decipher the mecha-
nisms aiding this process, evidence is currently converging on the emergent effects of substantive
interactions between layer-specific genes such as Cux1-2 or Foxp2 and a set of proteins diffused
in extracellular matrix such as Reelin [69–71], which collectively regulate the layer positioning
of migrating neurons. The cortex begins to manifest areas fully developed into six layers around
18th GW [46, 61]. Simultaneously, it also undergoes cellular differentiation, development of cell
body [72], selective cell death and extensive axonal and dendritic expansion [48]. At 28th GW,
the arborization of apical dendrites and tangential axons from early-generated neurons pervades
layer I, and radial glial cells in subcortical layers either disappear or become astrocytes. During
24–34th GW, axons undergo myelination, gradually transforming the original intermediate zone
into mature white matter (WM) tissue [40, 46, 73].

2.3 Cortical malformations subtypes

Theupdated taxonomyproposes a classification systembased on the putative onset timing ofmal-
formative process [6] secondary to i) early abnormal neuronal and glial proliferation or apoptosis;
ii) abnormal neuronal migration; iii) abnormal late post-migrational organization (see Table 2.1
for clinical characteristics of each group). Group 1 includes FCD (an isolated lesion associated
with dysmorphic neurons and balloon cells). Group 2 includes periventricular or subcortical het-
erotopia (abnormally arrested neuronal clusters along the ventricular wall or between cortex and
lateral ventricles) and classic lissencephaly (smooth brain). Group 3 includes polymicrogyria (ex-
cessive number of small gyri and shallow sulci) andmild cortical dysplasia (subtle cortical dyslam-
ination, ectopic WM neurons). While this classification is generally useful and readily applicable
in practical clinical diagnosis, actual genetic aetiology and behavioral outcomes across patients are
often farmore heterogeneous thanwhat the taxonomy represents [74]. In subsequent paragraphs,
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Table 2.1: Classification and clinicogenetic features of malformations of cortical development

Developmental
stage Cortical malformation Genetic etiology† Clinical features Incidence†

Neuroglial
proliferation

Microcephaly
ASPM,
CDKRAP5,
MCPH1

Mental retardation,
not generally associated
with epilepsy

< 1%

Megalencephaly PI3K-AKT Mental retardation,
early onset seizures 2%

Focal cortical dysplasia

Tuberous sclerosis

DEPDC5,
NPRL3, MTOR,
TSC1, TSC2

Normal-to-severe
cognitive dysfunction 20–40%

Neuronal
migration

Periventricular
heterotopia

ARGGEF2,
FLNA, LIS1

Neurodevelopmental
delay, adolescent onset
seizures

2–20%

Subcortical band
heterotopia DCX, LIS1 Mental retardation,

epilepsy 9%

Lissencephaly DCX, LIS1
Severe language deficit
and social interaction,
epilepsy

< 1%

Post-migratory
development

Polymicrogyria GPR56
Intellectual disability,
movement disorder,
seizures

5–16%

Amild cortical
dysplasia
(without dysmorphic
neurons)

Unknown Cognitive decline,
early onset epilepsy 13%

† Genetic etiology and incidence information based on [6, 44, 74–80]

we will review literature focusing on FCD and its variants – the primary research interest of the
current thesis.

2.3.1 Focal cortical dysplasia

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is one of themost frequently observed pathologies in drug-resistant
extra-temporal lobe focal epilepsy (up to 50%) [7]. Thismalformation encompasses a broad spec-
trum of histopathological abnormalities including cortical disorganization as a cardinal charac-
teristic. Associated features include cytopathology (large dysmorphic neurons and balloon cells)
and gliosis caused by proliferation and hypertrophy of astrocytes [19]. Based on these anomalies,
a new classification proposed a three-tiered classification system Table 2.2 [16]: i) FCD Type I is
characterized by an isolated malformation with abnormal cortical layering, either showing persis-
tence of vertical developmentalmicrocolumns (IA) or loss of the horizontal hexalaminar structure
(IB), or both (IC); ii) Type II presents with completely disorganized cortical layering and specific
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cytopathology including dysmorphic neurons, either isolated (IIA) or together with balloon cells
(IIB); iii) Type III comprises architectural abnormalities associated with either hippocampal scle-
rosis (IIIA), tumors (IIIB), vascular malformations (IIIC) or other lesions acquired during early
life (IIID).
Compromised microcolumns in Type IA dysplasia is characterized by greater than 8 neurons

(representing 2 standard deviations in healthy controls) aligned in a vertical direction along the
cortex, predominantly in layers 3–4 [81]. The tissue harboring suchmicrocolumns presents with
a reduced cell size and increasedneuronal densities, aswell as a tendencyof decreased cortical thick-
ness, compared to healthy cortices [81, 82]. In stark contrast, dysmorphic neurons – the defining
feature of Type II lesions – express either a pyramidal or an interneuronal phenotype and are
characterized by significantly enlarged soma and nucleus relative to normal cortex [82]. While
they share some commonalities with dysmorphic neurons (including a gigantic cell body and ac-
cumulated intermediate filaments [83]), balloon cells present with multiple displaced nuclei, and
while being electrically silent [84, 85] have been implicated inmediating heightened inflammatory
and immune responses [86]. So far only Type-II lesion has been systematically associated with
specific genetic etiology (e.g.,DEPDC5, NPRL3, mTOR, TSC1, TSC2) [44, 77]. Abnormal ex-
pression of these genes disrupts normal signaling of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), a
core developmental pathway which governs initial cell growth and proliferation, resulting in im-
mature balloon cells and dysmorphic neurons [85]. Both somatic and germline mutations have
been identified in genes encoding mTOR cascade regulatory proteins in association with Type-
IIA andType IIB FCDs. Themajority of thesemutations have been somaticmutations occurring
with highly variable allelic frequency, detected by whole-exome or whole-genome sequencing of
DNA extracted from resected specimens compared with blood DNA from the same individuals
[77, 78]. Interestingly, several recent studies have identified both germline and somatic mutations
in other mTOR pathway regulatory genes in Type IIA and Type IIB FCDs. For example, loss-of-
functionmutations in DEPDC5 have been identified in Type IIA and Type IIB FCD specimens.
Germline frameshift and splice-site DEPDC5 mutations were identified in Type IIB FCD spec-
imens [87], while whole-exome sequencing identified a nonsense variant of DEPDC5 in Type
IIA [88]. Thus, evidence seems to suggest that Type II FCDs are indeed mTORopathies at both
molecular and cellular level [77]. This has led to pharmacological mTOR inhibitors being sug-
gested and investigated as a potential therapeutic target for clinical trials [77, 89], and might rep-
resent a viable avenue for precisionmedicine in epilepsy based on the known disease mechanisms,
used in isolation or in conjunction with surgery [90].
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Table 2.2: Three-tiered classification system of focal cortical dysplasia [16]

Cortical
dysplasia
Type-I
(isolated)

Cortical dysplasia
with abnormal
radial lamination
(Type IA)

Cortical dysplasia
with abnormal
tangential cortical
lamination
(Type IB)

Cortical dysplasia with abnormal
radial and tangential cortical
lamination
(Type IC)

Type-II
(isolated)

Cortical dysplasia
with dysmorphic neurons
(Type IIA)

Cortical dysplasia with dysmorphic
neurons and balloon cells
(Type IIB)

Type- III
(associated
with a
principal
lesion)

Cortical lamination
abnormalities in
the temporal lobe
with hippocampal
sclerosis
(Type IIIA)

Cortical lamination
abnormalities
adjacent to a glial
or glioneuronal
tumor
(Type IIIB)

Cortical lamination
abnormalities
adjacent to vascular
malformation
(Type IIIC)

Cortical lamination
abnormalities adjacent
to any other lesion
acquired during
early life
(Type IIID)

2.4 The role ofMRI in characterizing FCD

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)has revolutionized themanagement of drug-resistant epilepsy
because of its unparalleled ability to visualize epileptogenic lesions in vivo [12]. Recent advances
inMRI acquisition technology, specifically high-field (3T) and ultra-high field (7T) imaging com-
bined withmultiple phased-array head coils, have allowed for an increasingly precise characteriza-
tion of the primary lesion, facilitating improved description and classification of malformations
of cortical development [74, 91–93]. Wang et al. [94] probed the diagnostic value of 7T over 3T,
while also evaluating the yield facilitated by MRI post-processing, demonstrating its diagnostic
utility over conventional visual review. More recently, a systematic review [91] demonstrated the
superiority of 7T in detecting lesions missed on 3T or lower. However, beside the unavailability
of 7T scanners inmost countries, its high cost of operation andmaintenance, because of inconsis-
tencies in the definition ofMRI-negative, so far it has been infrequent to see dysplasias at 7T that
are completely invisible at 3T [95–97]. Moreover, the additional role of MRI post-processing in
augmenting lesion localization at 3T or lower fields was not considered, signifying lost opportu-
nity to fully leverage the MRI.

2.4.1 Imaging characteristics of FCDs

Cardinal features of FCD on structural MRI include abnormally thick GM (50–92% of cases)
and blurring of the GM-WM interface (60–80% of cases) [7, 98]. Analysis of T2-weighted images
reveals GM hyperintensity in 46–92% of lesions and sensitivity of FLAIR images is even higher
(71–100%). The typical transmantle sign, a neurodevelopmental remnant of disrupted cell mi-
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gration along the radial glial processes, presents as a funnel-shaped hyperintensity extending from
the lateral ventricle to the lesion, manifesting in majority of Type II cases [17, 98, 99].

The in vivo visibility of dysplastic changes on MRI generally is analogous to the degree of
histopathological abnormalities [7]. Even in patients with a Type II dysplasia, as the radiologi-
cal spectrum onMRI encompasses variable degrees and patterns of GM andWM changes, visual
identification can be challenging, particularly when inspecting the convoluted neocortex in two-
dimensional slices (see Figure 2.2). Indeed, recent surgical series indicate that up to 33% ofType II
and 87% of Type I dysplasia [17, 18, 98] present with “unremarkable” routineMRI. This clinical
difficulty has motivated the development of computer-aided methods aimed at analyzing brain
morphology and signal intensities. Such procedures provide distinct information through quan-
titative assessment without the cost of additional scanning time.

Figure 2.2:Multimodal MRI of FCD Type-II. Two representative cases each (T1-weighted on the left
andT2-weightedFLAIRon the right) of FCDType-IIB (top panel) andFCDType-IIA (bottom
panel) are illustrated. The top-right and bottom-right quadrants are MRI-negative, while the
top-left and bottom-left are MRI-positive cases. Lesions are indicated by the yellow arrows.

2.4.2 Voxel-based lesion detection frameworks

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is a widely applied imaging post-processing technique, origi-
nally developed to probe whole-brain tissue morphology in vivo at the population- or group-level
by spatial normalization of all subjects to a common stereotaxic or template space [100]. It re-
lies on automated tissue segmentation [i.e.,GM,WMand cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)] followed by
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gaussian image smoothing to generate voxel-wise brain tissue density maps, on which statistical
analyses can be performed. VBM has been co-opted to detect structural abnormalities related to
MRI-visible dysplasia in single patients by several clinical and research groups [20]. This auto-
mated image processing identifies differences in tissue density at a voxel level, detects increases in
GM concentration co-localizing with the lesion in 63–86% of cases. Histopathological confirma-
tion of lesions that eluded visual inspection (despite their relatively large size) [101] suggests that
VBMmay be applied to investigate patients with MRI-negative epilepsy. Importantly, however,
a threshold of 2×SD (or 95th percentile) above the mean GM concentration in healthy controls
does not guarantee specificity of findings – false positives may still occur in control subjects at
this threshold level. VBMhas also been used to analyze intensities derived fromquantitativeMRI
contrasts such as T2 relaxometry, double inversion recovery, and magnetization transfer imaging.
These approaches have demonstrated high sensitivity (87–100%) in detecting conspicuous or ob-
vious malformations of cortical development [102–105]. Nevertheless, these techniques may fail
to identify areas concordant with clinical and EEG findings in more than two-thirds of MRI-
negative cases [102, 103].

The relatively unspecific nature of VBMwith respect to pathological characteristics of cortical
dysplasia has motivated the search for computational models of morphological imaging features
distinctive of the lesion. In the same vein, Bernasconi et al. introduced a novel approach to in-
tegrate voxel-wise textures and morphological modeling of three main features in the lesion (i.e.,
cortical thickening, blurred GM-WM junction and relative intensity alterations) into a unified
composite map [106] (Figure 2.3A). This semi-automated algorithm demonstrated the value of
computer-aided detection of FCD (yielding 88% sensitivity and 95% specificity), substantially
improving the detection rate over conventional visual identification. Moreover, integrating these
models with the quantification of higher-order image texture features invisible to the human eye,
detected ∼80% of dysplastic anomalies [107, 108]. Other VBM methods exist, such as the Mor-
phometric Analysis Program (MAP) [109]; this technique relies on a “junction” image – a three-
dimensional map which identifies voxels that are unequivocally neither GMnorWM to quantify
the likelihood of tissue blurring. Beyond lesion detection, our group developed an automated le-
sion segmentation algorithm based on level-set-based deformable models was proposed [110] to
better delineate the boundaries of the lesion (Figure 2.3B).
Although voxel-based approaches offer an automated and exploratory analytic framework of

whole brain structural changes, their utility so far has been limited since they are unable to ac-
count for the complex sulco-gyral topology of the human brain while being prone to volumet-
ric (Euclidean geometry) averaging of adjacent and non-adjacent cortical regions across sulci and
gyri, potentially increasing the incidence of false positives. Moreover, high anatomical variability
in gyrification and sulcation across individuals may reduce the specificity and sensitivity to de-
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tect subtle effects. These limitations restricted the clinical utility of voxel-based approaches and
catalysed the development and adoption of alternative frameworks.

Figure 2.3:Voxel-wise post-processing for lesion detection and segmentation. A) Upper panel: A
cortical dysplasia located at the left frontal lobe is highlighted in a composite map. Bottom:
Individual features presentwith increasedGMthickness, altered intensity and reduced gradient
of the lesion. The composite map is computed as follows [(GM thickness × relative intensity)
/ intensity gradient]. B) Lesion segmentation. Upper: A red arrow indicates the lesion. The
final result shown together with gradient vector flow. Bottom: After initializing with the lesion
detection result of the classifier (yellow), a deformable model gradually expands the lesional
boundary (red) following gradient vector flow [Modified with permissions from 110, 111].

2.4.3 Anatomically plausible surface-based analytic framework

In contrast to the early VBM approaches, surface-based morphometric (SBM) measurements of-
fer a more direct and anatomically plausible way to quantify cortical structural integrity as these
methods accurately model the sulco-gyral complexity of the convoluted cortical surface. Several
image processing methods have been developed to enable the measurement of cortical surfaces
along the corresponding points between theGMandWMinterface across the entire corticalman-
tle [112, 113]. The CIVET pipeline developed at theMontreal Neurological Institute, one of the
widely used image processing pipelines, leverages theConstrainedLaplacianAnatomical Segmen-
tation using Proximity (CLASP) algorithm for cortical surface extraction [114].

Surface-based lesion detection (Chapter 4) in this thesis leveraged theCIVET/CLASP pipeline
(Figure 2.4) for surface reconstruction. Briefly, the native-space T1-weighted MRI images serve
as input in this pipeline, which undergo a non-uniformity intensity correction [115] and linear
registration to standardized stereotaxic template based on the Talairach atlas [116]. Images regis-
tered in the stereotaxic space are classified into GM,WM, and CSF using an automated classifier
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that takes into account intensity information as well as spatial anatomical priors that were derived
from a large training set [117]. Recently, in order to address challenges during segmentation such
as regional variation in intensity due to local radiofrequency artifacts or disparities in tissue com-
position, a novel anatomy-driven algorithm has been proposed [118]. This approach carries out
tissue segmentation within a small local parcel which conforms to the cortical anatomy, there-
fore, maximizing the regional tissue contrast and significantly improving the GM-WM border
definition compared to conventional methods. A subsequent partial volume classification step is
invoked that improves the detection of deeper buried sulci as well as the discrimination between
insular cortex and subcortical GM structures [119]. To generate the model of the cortical sur-
face, the CLASP algorithm iteratively warps a surface mesh to fit the boundary between WM
and GM in the classified image. It then expands the WM/GM boundary along a Laplacian map
to generate a second outer surface that runs along the GM/CSF boundary [114]. To improve
anatomical correspondence of vertices in all subjects, surfaces are then non-linearly aligned to an
iteratively generated surface template [120] using a two-dimensional registration procedure that
minimizes differences in cortical folding [121]. By achieving a better alignment of sulco-gyral pat-
terns across subjects, this procedure demonstrated higher sensitivity to detect group-level findings
compared to conventional voxel-basedmethods [122]. Subsequent quantification using a battery
of morphometric features including cortical thickness, folding complexity and sulcal depth, and
modelling of MRI intensities and gradients at varying depths of the cortical ribbon provide an
integrative description of whole-brain cortical integrity.
Compared to voxel-based techniques, a surface-based approach preserves cortical topology and

quantifies sulco-gyral anomalies, at times the only sign of dysgenesis [123]. Over the last decade,
a number of automated FCD detection algorithms have been developed [31]. Recent FCD de-
tection methods rely on surface-based approaches [124–130] allow effective morphology-aware
sulco-gyral modelling. The multi-centre epilepsy lesion detection (MELD) project [124, 125]

− a multi-site initiative − has endeavoured to mitigate the significant technical burden; the per-
formance, however, has been suboptimal, partly due to their exclusive reliance on surface-based
preprocessing. Moreover, the focus is on accessibility and open source rather than developing
generalizable algorithms. Notably, while the laborious and arduous pre-processing, and quality
control (correction of segmentation and surface extraction errors) has contributed to the high-
fidelity of the features facilitated by specialized expertise − this significant technical burden has
precluded their broader integration into clinical workflows.
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Figure 2.4:Cortical surface extraction. Please refer to the subsection 2.4.3 for brief description of the
methodology [Modified with permission from 111].

2.5 The role ofMRI in characterizingHS

Hippocampal sclerosis (HS) is themost common histological feature ofmedically refractory tem-
poral lobe epilepsy (TLE) inmany patients, characterized onMRI by atrophy and loss of internal
structure together with increased T2-weighted signal intensity. The degree of atrophy has been
shown to correlate with the severity of neuronal loss in the cornu ammonis 1 (CA1) [131]. No-
tably, the in vivo signature of HS is modulated by the severity of cell loss and gliosis [132–134]

with subtle forms typified by isolated gliosis [135] often evading detection [136, 137].

MRI volumetry has been the most commonly employed quantitative technique to assess
mesiotemporal lobe pathology as it is more sensitive than qualitative visual evaluation – later-
alizing the seizure focus in 70% of patients [138]. Manual delineation of the hippocampus is
considered to be the gold standard, as it is accurate, reproducible, and sensitive [139–141]. How-
ever, it is time-prohibitive and prone to rater-bias (high intra- and inter-rater variability). Con-
sequently, manual volumetry of mesiotemporal lobe structures, remains largely underutilized in
the clinic. Furthermore, T2-relaxometry provides a quantitative estimate of T2-weighted signal
relative to the qualitative analysis of T2-weighted MRI, demonstrating an increase in sensitivity
in detecting mesiotemporal gliosis [142, 143]. Bernasconi et al. [143] demonstrated the ability
of T2-relaxometry to accurately lateralize the seizure focus in 82% of patients with normal hip-
pocampal volume. Since volumetry provides a global estimate of atrophy, its sensitivity to detect
subtle diffuse or focal anomalies is limited. Thismay explain its failure in 30−40%of patients with
ambiguous electroclinical features of drug-resistant TLE, despite histopathology revealing subtle
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sclerosis. In these cases, three-dimensional shape analysis has the potential to refine the subfield-
specificMRI correlates of hippocampal pathology [134, 144–146]. Arecent surface-basedmethod
relying on spherical harmonic shape descriptors localized submillimetric variations of volume to
model the intrinsic geometric properties in a given structure relative to a template while guar-
anteeing anatomical correspondence across subjects [147], a prerequisite for reliable group-level
inferential statistics. This technique has demonstrated effectiveness in detecting subtle atrophy in
patients with normal hippocampal volume.
A fully automated approach is key to capitalizing the predictive potential of hippocampal vol-

ume and shape abnormalities for clinical prognostics. Beyond epilepsy, the increased demand to
study large cohorts of healthy and diseased populations has motivated the development of auto-
mated segmentation procedures. Catalyzed by the advances in MR hardware and sequence tech-
nology enabling submillimetric image acquisition with improved signal-to-noise ratio, it is nowa-
days possible to resolve hippocampal substructure. These subfields or subregions include the
dentate gyrus, subiculum, parasubiculum, entorhinal cortex, and the cornu ammonis (CA1-4) re-
gions. Although several delineation protocols have been proposed, consensus is scarce [148, 149].

Consequently, reproducibility becomes problematic since results cannot be adequately compared
across studies deploying different protocols. Winterburn et al. [150] proposed an in vivo high-
resolution atlas to segment the hippocampus into five distinct structures in five healthy controls:
CA1, CA2-3, CA4-DG, Stratum and Subiculum. Soon after, Kulaga-Yoskovitz et al. [151] pro-
posed a segmentation protocol consisting of three structures: CA1-3, CA4-DG and Subiculum.
Both protocols were delineated on high-resolution T1- and T2-weighted images and have aided
validation efforts in contemporary segmentation algorithms.
Several methods have been developed forMRI-based subfield segmentation [152–154]. ASHS

[155] uses a multi-atlas approach coupled with a similarity-weighted voting and a boosting-based
error correction. FreeSurfer (v. 6 [154]) includes a probabilistic atlas-based procedure leverag-
ing high-resolution post-mortem samples. HIPS [156] based on multiatlas label fusion method
(OPAL [157]) obtained state-of-the-art results with fast inference times. Caldairou et al. [158]
proposed SurfPatch, a surface patch-based segmentation method combining patch-based tem-
plate library and feature matching. Although these methods yield promising results (average
Dice ∼88%), most remain compute-intensive, result in subpar segmentation quality relative to
the ground truth labels, or fail to demonstrate effectiveness when presented with subtle pathol-
ogy [159].
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2.6 The concept ofMRI-negative in focal epilepsies

The definition of epilepsies with a negative MRI reading is a moving target that has constantly
evolved in synchrony with advances in diagnostic technology. Several variations of the nomencla-
ture exist in the literature, which include nonlesional, normal, unremarkable, cryptogenic, and
MRI-negative, among others. In the past few years, however, it has become increasingly clear
that epilepsies initially considered to be cryptogenic are not necessarily nonlesional. Indeed, in
30−50% of those patients who undergo surgery, histological examination of the resected speci-
mens reveals the presence of epileptogenic lesions [17, 160], rendering the term “nonlesional” and
“cryptogenic” unsuitable. Finally, the term “MRI-negative” epilepsy better conveys the meaning
where presurgicalMRI is devoid of an apparent structural abnormality as themost likely cause of
the epilepsy.
While a consensus exists that theprimaryhistopathological substrates ofMRI-negative epilepsy

are subtle hippocampal sclerosis (mainly isolated gliosis) and dysplasias, the MRI signature of
these entities remains to be fully defined, primarily due to the lack of a unified methodology in
evaluating their structural substrates. This limitation can be partially attributed to sulco-gyral
complex layout [20]. The advent of higher-field magnets at ≥3T, combined with phased array
coils replacing the conventional quadrature coil, has resulted in quantifiable improvements in im-
age signal-to-noise and contrast-to-noise ratios, yet consensus around their definition on MRI is
still lacking. Consequently, many patients with unrevealing MRI undergo intracranial EEG, a
procedure that carries risks similar to resective surgery [161, 162] and incurs high costs [163]. Be-
sides, retrospective assessment of preoperative MRI, often guided by quantitative structural im-
age analysis, can unveil these occult lesions [164–166]. These findings reinforce the importance
of obtaining high-quality images, interpreted by MRI experts. For example, in most reported
cases, images obtained at 3T allow more detailed and complete delineation and characterization
of structural changes related to FCD than those obtained at 1.5T, revealing lesions previously
unseen.
Recently, HARNESS-MRI protocol proposed by the 2013−2017 Neuroimaging Task Force

aimed to standardize best-practice neuroimaging of epilepsy in outpatient clinics and specialized
surgery centers alike on conventional scanners (1.5T and 3T), without significantly increasing
scan times [167]. The advantages for higher field acquisitions are inevitable. Nevertheless, they
are capital-intensive investments and not broadly accessible.

The important role of MRI education in epileptology was recognized in the recent
competency-based educational curriculum proposed by the ILAE education taskforce [168],

which promotes advanced courses in MRI interpretation and post-processing for identifying le-
sions on MRI, culminating in a professional certification. The primary goal is to reduce ineffi-
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ciencies in clinical decision-making, taking cognisance of the time and cost demands for various
diagnostic tests and their potential impact on delays of initial therapy [169]. This updated cur-
riculum signifies an important step in upgrading the neuroradiological expertise in clinical epilep-
tology [32], and thus, potential reduction in lesions overlooked onMRI.
AdvancedMRI post-processing remains underutilized as a potent analytic and diagnostic tool.

Indeed, MRI post-processing enables objective analysis that is both replicable and rater indepen-
dent, with each step in the process (such as intensity non-uniformities correction, classification
into tissue types, and image registration) being transparent and accessible toquality control. In ad-
dition, post-processing techniques can be readily performed on clinical MRI data to successfully
identifyMRI-negative lesions that evade detection by conventional radiology [105, 106, 166, 170,

171]. In a recent cohort of 188 FCD patients, PETwas only marginally better at detecting lesions
than conventionalMRI review (78.2% vs. 75.8%) [172]. This gap could be potentially bridged by
adoptingMRIpost-processing in the routine clinicalworkflow. Thus, despite the added technical
burden, advanced post-processing offer a favorable cost-benefit ratio.

2.7 Leveraging deep learning to improve diagnostics

The seminal work behind today’s cutting edge machine learning (and by extension, artificial in-
telligence) technology is rooted in the neuron-inspired Connectionism school of thought dating
back to 1940s [173]. However, it was not until the beginning of the last decade that advances
in computer hardware made it computationally tractable and thus, practical for big data appli-
cations. Deep learning, in particular, has enabled increasingly substantial performance leaps in
computer vision, natural language processing, object detection and recognition [174–177], aswell
as medical imaging [see 178, 179, for review]. Briefly, a deep learning neural network consists of
unimodal or multimodal digitized inputs (images, timeseries, graphs, etc.), which are processed
through multiple layers of interconnected units (or ‘neurons’) that detect and learn progressively
high-level features, and ultimately provides a task-specific predictive output [177, 180].

A special class of deep learning algorithms called convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that
operate on minimally preprocessed volumetric data are promising candidates for their unprece-
dented generalization capabilities across the range of clinical specialities, including but not limited
to radiology, pathology, dermatology, ophthalmology, cardiology, and brain disorders [179, 181],

attaining or exceeding physician-level diagnostic performance [182]. This steadfast adoption has
been fueled partly by the increasing realization that current statistical learningmethods are inade-
quate to derive clinically relevant and actionable insights from labelled big data [183, 184]. These
deep neural networks can aid interpretation of complex and heterogeneous data including medi-
cal scans, pathology slides, skin lesions, retinal images, electrocardiograms, endoscopy, continuous
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vital signs monitoring, medical notes entered by physicians, and genomic data to help make med-
ically relevant predictions [179, 183, 185]. Most notably, CNNs can hierarchically extract insights
from the data without exploiting domain knowledge to engineer meaningful features.
Although still in their infancy in epilepsy, deep learning algorithms have seen broad spectrum

application, ranging from seizure detection based on EEG [186, 187], video and facial analysis
[188],MRI-based detection of epileptogenic lesions [189, 190] and lateralizing hippocampal scle-
rosis in TLE [191], distinguishing epileptic from nonepileptic seizures based onwearable sensors,
and outcome prediction for medical and surgical management of epilepsy [see 192, for review].

However, these implementations are generally perceived as cumbersome and difficult to imple-
ment and reliably reproduce outside of specialized epilepsy units [193]; and have yet to deliver
clinically adequate generalizability and detection capabilities for subtle epileptogenic lesions [20].
Furthermore, most studies rely on small sample sizes with limited external validation, which is es-
sential for broader adoption of models in clinical practice [192].

While lesion detection algorithms in FCD have relied on SBM methods [31], they are being
progressively superseded in performance by deep learning techniques using volumetric data [189,

190, 194–196],which require only minimal pre-processing, manual intervention and quality con-
trol, thus setting the bases for widespread use in clinical settings. Still, deep learning requires large
corpus of expertly labelled annotations (ground truth) to train and optimize the network, both
cost- and time-prohibitive endeavors, resulting in suboptimal cohort sizes. Therefore, we propose
a patch-based augmentation (extracting several hundred overlapping patches from a single sub-
ject) that enables scaling up the datawithout the requirement of an impractically large cohort size,
while leveraging the state-of-the-art advances, in detecting MRI-negative FCD-II lesions (Chap-
ter 5). Compared to previous deep learning methods for FCD detection [190, 195, 196] in which
clinical description was scarce to absent, and information on the FCD expert labels and histolog-
ical validation of lesions was not provided, our study relied on best-practice multimodal MRI,
histologically-validated lesions, and a large dataset. Notably, we leveraged uncertainty estimation
to derive diagnostic confidence from the classifier predictions, a property insofar unexplored by
contemporary implementations for lesion detection. There are twomain forms of uncertainty in
modelling. Aleatoric uncertainty captures measurement noise, for example, noise due to the in-
strument miscalibration and faulty sensors or motion blur in MR images. In contrast, epistemic
ormodel uncertainty accounts for uncertainty in themodel parameters, capturing the incertitude
about which model or underlying distribution generated the collected data [197]. Model uncer-
tainty can be further reduced as more data is observed, while aleatoric uncertainty is irreducible
despite adding data [198, 199]. Model uncertainty is therefore important for safety-critical appli-
cations to understand examples which diverge from the training data, and small datasets where
the training data is sparse; estimating uncertainty is also a desirable property in clinical decision
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support. Due to their over-parametrized nature (i.e., large number of parameters relative to the
available data), these neural networks can represent severalmodels or solutions (owing to the pres-
ence of local optima) that fit the data [197],which can be leveraged to derive uncertainty from the
model predictions. In contrast, traditional machine learning approaches are unable to estimate
and incorporate uncertainty in predictions [198]. In clinical domains, uncertainty information
has insofar been used to evaluate the robustness of predictions in multiple sclerosis [200] and di-
abetic retinopathy [201], quality control of whole-brain segmentation [202], data enhancement
[203], expert label disagreements [204], while also being actively investigated in facilitating ex-
plainability and interpretability of black-box AI algorithms [197, 205].

In relation to hippocampal segmentation, recently, due to the widespread adoption of deep
learning inmedical imaging, there has been a resurgence in volumetric methods aimed at improv-
ing accuracy (Dice > 90%). More specifically, CNNs have demonstrated unprecedented results in
subfield segmentation, outperforming prior traditional approaches. DeepHIPS [206] demon-
strated < 1% improvement in Dice overlap indices (averaged across all subfields) over the Res-
DUnet implementation, while ResDUnet reiterated the same degree of improvement overHIPS
[156] and 3D-UNet [207]. While most implementations are tested on either the Winterburn
[150] and/or Kulaga-Yoskovitz [151] datasets, the exact training and validation data splits are not
reported, potentially explaining the ∼1% variation in performance across implementations. This
might underscore why Dice in isolation is not a good comparative performance metric, especially
in the clinical context where 1% difference is unlikely tomake ameaningful impact on the diagno-
sis. Moreover, while several other methods have been proposed, the closed source nature of most
implementations hinders fair comparisons. In Chapter 8, we propose a multi-scale patch-based
paradigm to segment subfields using a UNet variant in TLE patients. To mitigate the issue of
unfair comparisons, rather than rely solely on reported metrics, we propose testing the efficacy of
our algorithm on seizure focus lateralization on an independent validation cohort of patients that
were never used to train the model.
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3 MRI-negative Epilepsy: A Systematic
Review &Meta-analysis

Preface

Despite its prevalence in themedical parlance, the term“MRI-negative” and its variations (normal
MRI, nonlesional, and cryptogenic) remain subjectively defined as the absence of any structural
lesion on MRI. Moreover, this nomenclature is prone to bias and is highly correlated with the
field strength, the MRI protocol [167], post-processing [20] and expertise of the reviewer [32],

particularly when dealing with subtle lesions. Critically, identifying the epileptogenic substrate
on MRI and its surgical resection offers drug-resistant epilepsy patients the chance at a curative
treatment [4].

This first study, thus, aimed to synthesize evidence assessing the ambiguity in criteria used
to ascribe MRI-negative status. Subsequently, we evaluated the diagnostic yield of MRI post-
processing compared to standard visual evaluation and assessed the effects ofMRI diagnostic sta-
tus (MRI-negative vs.MRI-positive) on post-surgical outcome in two separate metanalyses.

5
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Abstract

Objective. To synthesize evidence assessing ambiguity in criteria used to defineMRI-negative in
the context of a systematic review and meta-analysis.

Methods. In a systematic reviewofMedline, Embase andCochrane databases – from Jan1, 1990,
toMar 31, 2021, we identifiedEnglish-language observational cohorts (N> 5)withMRI-negative
drug-resistant focal epilepsy. Studies were first assessed semi-quantitatively using unsupervised
machine learning, allowing stratification based on the co-occurrence of various neuroimaging
modalities. Within the identified clusters, we assessed the rigour of diagnostic reporting in terms
ofMRI contrasts and parameters,MRI post-processing, rater expertise and incidence of SEEG.A
subset of studies served to analyse effects ofMRI-negative status onpost-surgical seizure outcome,
andMRI post-processing on diagnostic yield using random-effects meta-analytic pooling.

Results. A total of 196 studies were included in the systematic review. Overall, 91 (46%) studies
provided data exclusively onMRI-negative patients, while 105 (54%) provided data on mixed co-
horts with MRI-negative and MRI-positive patients, for a total of 7,436 MRI-negative (median
age 30, IQR27–36) and 4,585MRI-positive (median age 31, IQR27–36). Unsupervised cluster-
ing based on diagnostic modalities revealed three groups: MRI-dominant , nuclear-imaging and
limited-MRI-information. Rigour of MRI parameter reporting (𝑂𝑅𝑠> 5.3, 𝑝𝑠 < 10−5) and
post-processing was exemplified in theMRI-dominant group as opposed to the limited-MRI-
information group (𝜒2 = 37.5, pBonferroni < 10

−8). The limited-MRI-information group was less
likely to report the rater expertise (𝑂𝑅𝑠 > 15.6, pBonferroni < 10

−8). Finally, SEEGwas the hallmark
of the nuclear-imaging (Odds Ratio,𝑂𝑅𝑠 > 3.7, 𝑝𝑠 < 0.02) group.

Meta-analysis of 61 studies reporting post-surgical outcome yielded a significant pooled pro-
portion (𝜒2 = 13.9, 𝑝 < 0.01) of favorable outcome in 75% of MRI-positive (95% CI 67–84%; 𝐼2

= 81%) and 59% of MRI-negative patients (95% CI 50–59%; 𝐼2 = 56%). In addition, 50 studies
reporting diagnostic yield resulted in a significant pooledOR (𝜒2 = 4.2, 𝑝= 0.04) of 11.4 forMRI
post-processing (95%CI 7.3–17.8; 𝐼2 =43%) and 5.9 for qualitativeMRI review (95%CI 3.5–9.8;
𝐼2 = 36%), a two-fold (11.4/5.9) gain in diagnostic yield over qualitative review.

Conclusions. Our systematic review and meta-analyses support the need for an objective defini-
tion for ascribingMRI-negative status. Beside the value of detailing field strength, sequences and
parameters and the expertise of the reader, our findings suggest thatMRI post-processing should
be systematically performed when assessing patients with medically intractable seizures, partic-
ularly those with suspected MRI-negative epilepsy in search of prevalent epileptogenic lesions,
specifically hippocampal sclerosis or focal cortical dysplasia.
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3.1 Introduction

In clinical practice, epilepsy patients, particularly those with drug-resistant seizures who are can-
didates for surgery, are commonly dichotomized based on lesion visibility on structural MRI.
Indeed, even though the characterization of the seizure focus relies on the convergence of evi-
dence stemming from seizure semiology, EEG, neuroimaging and neuropsychology [193, 208],

a positive MRI is the strongest prognostic factor for postoperative seizure freedom [10, 209].

Conversely, patients with non-diagnostic MRI currently represent an utmost challenge [210].

Indeed, notwithstanding long and costly hospitalizations for EEGmonitoring with intracerebral
electrodes [162, 211], surgery is less likely to be performed [22, 212]. A previous meta-analysis
conducted a decade ago stipulated that the odds of seizure freedom are lower in the absence of a
lesion onMRI [4, 213].

Patient categorization based on MRI underlines the inherent importance of imaging. Yet, a
binary distinction has also created biases in the literature, with many patients with histologically-
verified lesions being initiallymisclassified asMRI-negative [4, 7, 214]. While there are indications
that several criteria, such as appropriate MRI protocol [167], the expertise of the reviewer [32,

215] and post-processing [20]may optimize the detection of previously unrecognized lesions, the
degree to which these criteria are applied across studies remains unknown. In other words, in
many studies the criteria used to label a patient as MRI-negative are undefined.

MRI-negative epilepsy has profound implications on treatment strategies and results. Our pur-
posewas to perform a systematic review to synthesize evidence assessing the consistency of criteria
used to defineMRI-negative. In addition, we conducted the first meta-analysis evaluating the di-
agnostic yield of post-processing compared to standard visual evaluation. Another meta-analysis
assessed effects of MRI diagnostic status on post-surgical outcome.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Search strategy and selection criteria

We conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis in compliance with the Preferred Report-
ing Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [216]. We searched
Medline, Embase, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials databases for studies
published in English language between January 1990 and March 2021, querying the following
terms: “epilepsy OR seizure” AND “cryptogenic OR nonlesional ORMRI-negative OR normalMRI”.
We included studies conducted in human adults or childrenwith drug-resistant focal epilepsy and
screened the reference lists of all included studies for additional relevantpublications. Weexcluded
reviews, case series with fewer than five patients, conference abstracts, drug trials, epidemiological
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studies, as well as those on new-onset and drug-responsive epilepsies, genetic generalized epilep-
sies, and encephalopathies.

3.2.2 Study screening and selection

Database query and initial screening was performed by one rater (RSG) for the entire list. After
removal of duplicates across databases, screening based on abstracts was done and full-text articles
were retrieved. Each full-text article was assessed independently by the two raters (RSG and FD);
disagreements were resolved by consensus. Based on 2,530 articles, we obtained an excellent inter-
rater agreement (Cohen’sKappa, 𝜅 = 0.95).

3.2.3 Data extraction and quality evaluation

For the included studies, we extracted the following information using a standardized form:
(i) MRI definition: MRI-negative, non-lesional, normal MRI, cryptogenic; (ii) Demographics
and clinical characteristics: sample size, age, gender syndromic definition or lobar seizure focus lo-
calization, surgical intervention histopathology, post-surgical outcome; (iii)MRI acquisition pa-
rameters: field strength, contrasts, voxel resolution (when not explicitlymentioned, it was derived
from in-plane resolution and slice thickness, or field-of-view and matrix size); (iv)MRI evalua-
tion: visual only or combined with image postprocessing (voxel- or surface-based morphometry,
texture or morphometric analysis, volumetry, relaxometry); (v) Qualification of the reader: gen-
eral radiologist, radiologist specialized in epilepsy, neurologist; (vi)Non-MRI diagnostics: MEG,
PET, SPECT, intracranial stereo EEG (SEEG), EEG-fMRI, and spectroscopy.
Owing to the sparsity of evidence resulting from considerable variability in reporting of meth-

ods, narrative synthesis was used to semi-quantitatively summarize evidence on the above char-
acteristics (i-vi) in all studies. A subset contributed to the meta-analysis, which quantitatively
addressed differences in the post-surgical seizure outcome (Engel-I, > 1 year follow up), as well as
diagnostic yield of MRI post-processing compared to standard visual assessment.

3.2.4 Data synthesis and statistical analysis

Narrative synthesis

To reduce the inherent variability of qualitative evidence, we leveraged data-driven unsupervised
clustering to identify co-occurrence of diagnostic modalities (full methodology detailed in Ap-
pendix A). In eachmodality-driven cluster, we counted the number of studies reporting: (i)MRI
acquisition parameters; (ii) Qualification of the reader; (iii) Type of MRI post-processing. Chi-
squared (𝜒2) statistics were used to test the relationships between modality-clusters, followed by
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post-hoc Fisher’s exact test reported as Odds Ratio (𝑂𝑅). Two-tailed statistics were thresholded at
p < 0.05 and corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni-Holms procedure.

Meta-analysis

To evaluate effects of MRI diagnostic status on post-surgical seizure outcome, we included stud-
ies in which this information was independently reported for MRI-negative and MRI-positive
cohorts (excluding those in which this distinction was absent). To compute the diagnostic yield
of MRI quantitation, for each study the number of patients reported as MRI-negative before
and following the diagnostic procedure (qualitative MRI review vs.MRI post-processing) were
counted.
We used Meta [217] and Metafor [218] toolboxes implemented in 𝑅 (version 4.1.2;

R-project.org), employing the inverse variance method for single proportions (post-surgical
seizure outcome) andMantel-Haenszel method for binary outcomes (reversal of diagnosis). Out-
comes were expressed as transformed proportions and OR with 95% confidence intervals (CI),
with p < 0.05 as significant. Outlier case diagnostics removed studies in which the CI did not
overlap with that of the estimated pooled effect [219], i.e., any individual outlier study differing
significantly from the overall “population” effect. Random effects models accounted for poten-
tial between-study heterogeneity (𝐼2), which quantifies the percentage of variation across studies
due to the observed effects (or effect sizes) as compared to random error (chance) alone. 𝐼2 was
categorized into low (≥25%), moderate (≥50%) and high (≥75%). As studies with high effect size
are more likely to be published (since small sample sizes require larger effects to reach statistical
significance), we evaluated publication bias [220] using the Eggers’ test (significance threshold set
at p < 0.10).

We assessed the quality of evidence according to theGrades ofRecommendations, Assessment,
Development andEvaluation (GRADE) scale [221, 222],which segregates the quality of evidence
across the different outcomes.

3.2.5 Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient
consents

Individual studies were approved by local ethics committees. No institutional approval or con-
sent was sought since the study collected and synthesized nonidentifiable data from published
literature.

3.2.6 Data availability

Data are available to qualified investigators on a reasonable request to the corresponding author.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Study selection – Screening and eligibility

Figure 3.1 summarizes the PRISMAflowchart. We screened 2,530 articles identified by the tripar-
tite database search based on titles and abstracts. Of these, we excluded 2,149 articles as follows:
reviews/opinion papers and case reports (n = 1147), studies on genetic generalized epilepsies (n =
473), conference abstracts (n = 458), and studies on encephalopathies (n = 71). Full text of the
remaining 381 with an additional 46 studies identified from the reference lists were assessed for
eligibility. Following the exclusion of 231 articles [new-onset and drug-responsive epilepsies (n =
89), those including only MRI-positive patients (n = 64), sample size less than 5 (n = 36), drug
trials (n = 25), epidemiological studies (n = 17)], the final eligible dataset consisted of 196 articles,
totaling 12,021 patients.

3.3.2 Systematic review – Narrative synthesis

The systematic review included 196 studies conducted between January 1990 andMarch 2021; it
comprised 91 studies assessingMRI-negative patients only and 105 analysing bothMRI-negative
and MRI-positive. Overall, MRI as the sole diagnostic modality was used in 30% (59/196) of
studies and in combinationwith non-MRImodalities (PET and/or SPECT) in 46% (90/196). In
12% (23/196) of studies, only non-MRImodalitieswere used (5PET, 10SPECT, 5PET+SPECT,
2 MEG, 1 spectroscopy); in 24% (47/196) no imaging modalities were reported. In relation to
the MRI field strength, 40% (79/196) of studies used a 1.5T scanner, 20% (39/196) a 3T system;
combinations of 1.5T and 3T were used in 13% (26/196), 1.5T, 3T and 7T in 1.5% (3/196), and
3T and 7T in 0.5% (1/196). Notably, 48 studies (24%) did not report the field strength.
To gather the clinical and demographic information (Figure 3.2), wemerged cohorts across the

196 studies for a total of 7,436 MRI-negative (median age 30, interquartile range [IQR] 27–36)
and 4,585 MRI-positive patients (median age 31, IQR 27–36). Compared to MRI-positive,
MRI-negative patients underwent more often SEEG (76% vs. 54%; p < 0.05 uncorrected), were
less frequently operated (74% vs. 86%) and had a less favourable seizure outcome (62% vs. 74%;
pBonferroni < 0.05). More lesions were reported on histology in MRI-positive than MRI-negative
(87% vs. 66%, pBonferroni < 0.05). Stratifying post-surgical seizure outcome based on histology,
FCD type II was found in almost equal number of patients in both cohorts (422 vs. 374); how-
ever, a favorable seizure outcome was less frequent in cases reported as MRI-negative (67%
vs. 75%, pBonferroni < 0.1). Conversely, hippocampal sclerosis was almost twice as frequent inMRI-
positive thanMRI-negative (542 vs. 277),withhigher proportionof seizure freedom(90% vs. 75%,
pBonferroni < 0.05). Gliosis was two times more frequent in MRI-negative thanMRI-positive (274
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Figure 3.1: PRISMA flow chart of the study screening and inclusion process.
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vs. 131) with equally unfavorable seizure outcome; notably, the majority of MRI-positive with
gliosis were TLE patients.

Figure 3.2: Clinical and demographic information across 196 records. Results are reported separately for
MRI-positive (MRI+; green) and MRI-negative (MRI−; red) patients. Sample size, gender
and age are reported as median (inter-quartile range), prevalence of intracranial EEG (SEEG),
surgery, and outcome are expressed as mean. Plots in the right panel report seizure outcome
stratified by histopathology. Other refers to benign tumors (DNET and hamartoma), and cor-
ticalmalformations other thanFCDI/II. **/*: significant difference (p < 0.05) / trend (p < 0.1).
†: Lesions are represented as a percentage of patients that underwent surgery.

3.3.3 Systematic review – Cluster analysis

Based on the co-occurrence of MRI and non-MRI modalities, unsupervised clustering identi-
fied three groups of studies with distinct diagnostic profiles (Figure A.1A): i) MRI-dominant,
including 61 articles using conventional MRI contrasts; ii) nuclear-imaging, comprising 85 arti-
cles using nuclear imaging (in combination withMRI); limited-MRI-information, including 50
studies lacking information on imaging modalities. Figure A.1B illustrates the cluster composi-
tion of MRI and non-MRI modalities.
Group differences between clusters are reported in Figure 3.3. There was a significant as-

sociation between groups and reporting of MRI parameters (𝜒2 = 42.67, pBonferroni < 6×10
−10).

Of the 77 studies that reported details pertinent to T1-weighted MRI (in-plane voxel resolu-
tion and/or slice thickness), 65% were in theMRI-dominant compared to 35% for the nuclear-
imaging group. Specifically, MRI-dominant studies were 10 times more likely to report T1-
weighted parameters than nuclear-imaging (𝑂𝑅 = 9.76, pBonferroni < 5×10

−9), whereas such infor-
mation was completely missing in the limited-MRI-information group. In addition, of the 43
studies reporting T2-weighted parameters, 70% were in the MRI-dominant compared to only
30% in the nuclear-imaging group (𝑂𝑅 = 5.36, pBonferroni < 10

−5) and none in the limited-MRI-
information group.
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Figure 3.3: Incidenceof reportingMRIparameters, rater expertise,MRIpost-processing andSEEGamong
the 196 studies stratified by unsupervised clustering into three groups: MRI-dominant (dark
cyan), nuclear-imaging (cyan), and limited-MRI-information (light cyan). The total num-
ber of studies across clusters are beside each horizontal bar. *: significant group differences
(p < 10−6).

Therewas a significant association between groups and reporting of rater expertise (𝜒2 = 41.42,
pBonferroni < 10

−9) with theMRI-dominant andnuclear-imaging more likely (20 and 16 times, re-
spectively) to report it than the limited-MRI-information group (𝑂𝑅𝑠> 15.65, pBonferroni < 10

−8).
In addition, there was a significant association between groups and incidence of MRI post-
processing (𝜒2 = 37.52, pBonferroni < 7×10

−9), withMRI-dominant group 4 times more likely to
perform such analysis than the nuclear-imaging group (𝑂𝑅 = 3.96, pBonferroni < 0.003).

Compared to the limited-MRI-information, MRI-dominant and nuclear-imaging groups
were more likely to perform MRI post-processing (19 and 5 times, respectively; 𝑂𝑅𝑠 > 4.8,
pBonferroni < 0.03). Conversely, the nuclear-imaging and limited-MRI-information groups were
more likely to perform SEEG thanMRI-dominant group (7 and 4 times, respectively;𝑂𝑅𝑠> 3.7,
pBonferroni < 0.02).

Finally, evaluating the relative incidence of the various definitions of MRI-negative status,
we observed a significant association between groups and definitions (i.e., cryptogenic, non-
lesional, MRI-negative, or normal MRI; 𝜒2 = 16.74, pBonferroni < 0.01); specifically, compared to
the limited-MRI-information group, theMRI-dominant group was 8 times more likely to use
the term “MRI-negative” than “non-lesional” (𝑂𝑅 = 7.50, p < 0.05; Figure A.2).
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3.3.4 Meta-analysis

The effect ofMRI diagnostic status on post-surgical outcome (Figure 3.4) was assessed in 61 stud-
ies (13 contributed both MRI-negative and MRI-positive cohorts) for a total of 4,335 patients;
outlier case diagnostics led to exclusion of 4 studies, resulting in a final tally of 3,008 patients.
Engel-I outcome was less frequently reported in MRI-negative than MRI-positive patients (57
studies, 59% [95% CI 55–63%] vs. 13 studies, 75% [95% CI 67–84%]; 𝜒2 = 13.94, p < 0.01). Sta-
tistical between-studyheterogeneitywasmoderate forMRI-negative (𝜒2 =56%; 𝑝< 0.01) and sub-
stantial for MRI-positive (𝜒2 = 81%; 𝑝< 0.01). Conversely, visual inspection of funnel plots for
random-effects models (Figure A.3, left) revealed an asymmetry in distribution, confirmed by the
Eggers’ test (𝑡 = −3.96, p < 0.05), indicative of a publication bias [223]; such a bias suggests that
statistically significant results are more likely to be published, while studies with large effect size
and small samples are not adequately represented.
The effect of theMRI analyses ondiagnostic yield (Figure 3.5)was assessed in 50 studies includ-

ing 2,123 patients; outlier case diagnostics led to exclusion of 10 studies, bringing the final tally
to 1,242 patients. Relative to qualitative MRI review, MRI post-processing was associated with
improved diagnostic yield (16 studies, 563 patients, 𝑂𝑅 5.81 [95% CI 3.50–9.83] vs. 24 studies,
679 patients; 𝑂𝑅 11.41 [95% CI 7.30–17.81]; 𝜒2 = 4.21, p = 0.04). Statistical heterogeneity was
low for bothMRI post-processing and qualitative MRI studies (𝜒2 = 43%, p = 0.01 vs. 𝜒2 = 36%;
p = 0.07) indicating consistency among studies, i.e., the individual effect size in either subgroup
was relatively close to their subgroupmean effect size. There was no evidence of publication bias,
which was confirmed by the symmetric appearance of the Funnel plot for random-effects model
(Figure A.3, right), and corroborated by the Eggers’ test (𝑡 = 1.26, p > 0.05).
The GRADE recommendation yielded an overall score of 1.0 and 2.5 for evidence pertaining

to post-surgical outcome and diagnostic yield ofMRI post-processing, reflecting low tomoderate
andmoderate quality of evidence, respectively (TablesA.1 andA.2). GRADEprofiles (TablesA.3
and A.4) include an explicit judgment of the evidence for each of the outcomes (MRI-negative
andMRI-positive; qualitative MRI andMRI post-processing).

3.4 Discussion

The role of MRI in the diagnosis and treatment of epilepsy is undisputed, particularly when
surgery is being considered. However, despite repeated recommendations and guidelines, adop-
tion of best practice MRI is still variable, with many advances not fully transferred into clinical
care [167]. Themost dramatic implication of this translational gap relates to lesion identification,
with the risk thatMRI-positive patients may be wrongly labelled asMRI-negative. Paradoxically,
while appendingMRI-negative status has profound implications in terms of treatment strategies
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Figure 3.4:Meta-analysis on post-surgical outcomes. Forest plots depict the effect estimates for the
association between post-surgical seizure freedom [Engel-I outcome (> 1-year follow-up)] and
MRI-diagnostic status [MRI-neg (n = 1773) or MRI-pos (n = 1235)].
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Figure 3.5:Meta-analysis on diagnostic yield. Forest plots depict the summary effect estimates for the
association between diagnostic yield and MRI analysis procedures [post-processing (n = 679)
vs. qualitative (n = 563)].
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and seizure outcome, our systematic review showed that, in many studies published over the last
three decades, this categorization has consistently lacked objectivity. Specifically, our quantitative
summary estimates of almost 200 studies identified substantial variability in practices to desig-
nate the MRI status. Notably, more than a third did not report any information on the MRI
procedure itself or relied on non-MRI modalities, such as PET and SPECT, to assign the MRI-
negative status. As a likely consequence,MRI-negative patients underwentmore often SEEG and
had lower number of surgeries, with less favourable seizure outcome compared to MRI-positive
patients. The results of the narrative synthesis based on 12,021 patients are in agreementwith sim-
ilar observations on smaller cohorts [22, 224–227]. Importantly, however, the number of lesions
ultimately found on histology was similar amongMRI-positive andMRI-negative patients, vali-
dating quantitatively the clinical impression that many patients labelled as MRI-negative present
indeed with a structural pathology that remains overlooked on imaging. The second implication
is that for the same histological substrate, when surgery is not guided byMRI findings, outcome
is poorer, likely due to incomplete resection of the epileptogenic lesion.
To gain further insights into factors underpinning the heterogeneity in the definition of the

MRI-negative status, we leveraged unsupervised machine learning and stratified studies based on
diagnostic modalities. The algorithm identified three distinct classes comprising similar num-
ber of studies. The MRI-dominant class exemplified methodological rigour, detailing infor-
mation on contrasts and acquisition parameters, the expertise of the reviewer, and the use of
post-processing more often relative to the nuclear-imaging class. Conversely, the limited-MRI-
information class lacked any criteria to ascribe MRI-diagnostic status. Notably, SEEG was more
often performed in studies in nuclear-imaging and limited-MRI-information. Thus, this data-
driven stratification further demonstrated the methodological variability and weaknesses in the
criteria used for MRI diagnostics.
The meta-analysis on post-surgical outcome confirmed the results of the narrative synthesis,

namely that seizure freedom after surgery is more often achieved in MRI-positive compared to
MRI-negative patients with proportions of 75% and 59%, respectively. Admittedly, while there
was no overlap of confidence intervals among the two groups, focussing our analysis primar-
ily on MRI-negative manifested with a wider interval due to the smaller MRI-positive cohort.
Moreover, while studies within the MRI-positive subgroup displayed high inconsistency (due to
between-study heterogeneity) and publication bias (evident from the funnel plots), there were
no concerns regarding imprecision (due to the inclusion of relatively few patients) or indirect-
ness (outcomes measured using proxies). Evidently, a recent systematic review and meta-analysis
focusing solely on MRI-positive FCD patients [228] revealed favourable post-surgical outcome
in 70% of patients, a proportion close to the one we found. Similarly, our data on post-surgical
outcomes recapitulate the results of a past metanalysis reporting 70% of MRI-positive and 46%
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ofMRI-negative patients achieving seizure freedom [4]. Hence, our review provides best current
evidence for an association betweenMRI-negative status and unfavorable post-surgical outcome.
Notably, the virtually stable proportion ofMRI-negative with unfavorable outcome despite con-
stant improvements in MRI technology and analytical tools over a period of more than 10 years
demonstrates a translational gap and should be taken as an incentive to increase educational ef-
forts and a cultural change in the epilepsy community. This argument is further supported by the
meta-analysis on diagnostic yield showing thatMRIpost-processing is twice as likely to reverse the
MRI-negative status relative to the visual analysis. Specifically, we observed a four-fold improve-
ment in diagnostic yield (from 13% to 52%) usingMRI post-processing, relative to a two-fold im-
provement (from 26% to 53%) when relying on a qualitative image review. While the individual
studies across subgroups had minor weaknesses regarding publication bias, namely the absence
of small studies with small effect sizes, there were no concerns regarding inconsistency, impreci-
sion, or indirectness. Hence, to the best for our knowledge, this review provides the first meta-
analytic evidence for an association between MRI post-processing and gain in diagnostic yield,
largely driven by the ability of MRI post-processing to unveil subtle or subthreshold anomalies
inconspicuous to the unaided human eye.
In summary, our systematic review andmeta-analyses support the need for an objective defini-

tion for ascribingMRI-negative status. Beside the value of detailing field strength, sequences and
parameters and the expertise of the reader, our findings suggest thatMRI post-processing should
be systematically performed when assessing patients with medically intractable seizures, partic-
ularly those with suspected MRI-negative epilepsy in search of prevalent epileptogenic lesions,
specifically hippocampal sclerosis or focal cortical dysplasia [23].
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4 Multimodal Surface-based
Automated Detection of Focal
Cortical Dysplasia

Preface

While previous voxel-based computational approaches improved the visibility of the lesion, they
have primarily focused on large- ormedium-size visible FCD.When obvious features of graymat-
ter thickening andblurring are absent, abnormal sulco-gyral patternsmaybe an alternativemarker
of cortical dysgenesis. Indeed, the resection of subtle cortical gyral abnormalities in patients with
MRI reported as normalmay result in favorable surgical outcome [22]. Sulco-gyral anomalies are,
however, are difficult to discriminate visually when images are inspected on orthogonal planes in
the volumetric domain. The intrinsic limitations of voxel-based approaches (e.g., suboptimal im-
age registration and spatial smoothing that disregards the true cortical geometry) has motivated
the shift to surface-based morphometric paradigms that permit anatomically plausible modeling
of subtle cortical dysplasia while respecting the highly convoluted geometry of the neocortex. In
addition, FCD characterization is best achieved when using multiple MRI contrasts that probe
different facets of pathology. However, previous studies have exploited single contrasts alone, or
analyzed multiple contrasts in isolation within univariate frameworks.
The purpose of this study was to implement a multivariate surface-based detection framework

to detect subtle FCD using T1-weighted gradient echo, T2-weighted FLAIR and FLAIR/T1w
ratio images using statistical machine-learning techniques, and to evaluate its diagnostic yield rel-
ative to conventional visual inspection.

5
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4 Surface-based Detection of Focal Cortical Dysplasia

Abstract

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), a malformation of cortical development, is a frequent cause of
drug-resistant epilepsy. This surgically-amenable lesion is histologically characterized by cortical
dyslamination, dysmorphicneurons, andballoon cells, whichmay extend into the immediate sub-
cortical white matter. OnMRI, FCD is typically associated with cortical thickening, blurring of
the cortical boundary, and intensity anomalies. Notably, evenhistologically-verifiedFCDmaynot
be clearly visible on preoperative MRI. We propose a novel FCD detection algorithm, which ag-
gregates surface-based descriptors of morphology and intensity derived fromT1-weighted (T1w)
MRI, T2-weighted fluid attenuation inversion recovery (FLAIR) MRI, and FLAIR/T1w ratio
images. Features were systematically sampled at multiple intracortical/subcortical levels and fed
into a two-stage classifier for automated lesion detection based on ensemble learning. Using 5-
fold cross-validation, we evaluated the approach in 41 patients with histologically-verified FCD
and 38 age-and sex-matched healthy controls. Our approach showed excellent sensitivity (83%,
34/41 lesions detected) and specificity (92%, no findings in 35/38 controls), suggesting benefits
for presurgical diagnostics.
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4.1 Introduction

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), a malformation of cortical development, is a prevalent cause
of drug-resistant epilepsy. Its surgical removal is currently the only treatment option to arrest
seizures. Cardinal histopathological features of FCD include cortical dyslamination associated
with various intra-cortical cytological anomalies, namely dysmorphic neurons (FCD Type-IIA)
and balloon cells (FCD Type-IIB) [19].

On MRI, FCD is typically associated with varying degrees of cortical thickening, blurring of
the interface between the grey and white matter and anomalous intensity profiles. Notably, even
histologically-verified FCDmay not be clearly visible onMRI [20]. Previous studies using voxel-
[101, 229] or surface-based methods [130, 230, 231]modeled limited numbers of features derived
from T1 or T2-weightedMRI, except for one [124] combining them in a small pediatric cohort.
All thesemethods, however, weremainly applied to large- tomedium-sized lesions visible onMRI
andprovided limited sensitivity [31]. Moreover, histological validationwaspresent in 30%of cases
only.
The current work proposes a novel in vivo surface-based automated detection algorithmmod-

eling FCD at various depths within the cortex and the subcortical white matter. Our method
exploits the diagnostic power of T1-weighted gradient echo and T2-weighted FLAIR contrasts
together with a synthetic FLAIR/T1w ratio map; the latter was specifically designed to increase
the sensitivity for co-occuring FLAIR hyperintensity andT1w hypointensity present at the inter-
face between the grey and white matter. Our framework was validated in a cohort of 41 patients
with histopathologically proven FCD.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 MRI acquisition

Multimodal MRI was acquired on a 3T Siemens TimTrio using a 32-channel head coil, in-
cluding a 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE (T1w; TR = 2300ms, TE = 2.98ms, flip angle = 9°,
FOV = 256mm2, voxel size = 1×1×1mm3) and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR;
TR = 5000ms, TE = 389ms, TI = 1800ms, flip angle = 120°, FOV = 230mm2, voxel size =
0.9×0.9×0.9mm3).
T1w MRI underwent intensity inhomogeneity correction [115] followed by intensity stan-

dardization, linear registration toMNI152 space, and classification intowhitematter (WM), gray
matter (GM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [118]. GM-WM and GM-CSF surface models were
reconstructed using CLASP, an algorithm relying on intensity and geometric constraints [114].

Surface-based registration that aligned individual subjects based on cortical folding was used to
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increase across-subjects correspondence in measurement locations [120]. T1w images were lin-
early co-registered to FLAIR. After similar pre-processing, FLAIR images were divided by T1w
images to generate a FLAIR/T1w ratio map; this ratio allows for additional correction of B1 in-
tensity non-uniformity afterN3 correction. Hyperintensities exceeding 1 SD from themean ratio
within the brain mask were excluded, generating the ratio image.

4.2.2 Multi-surface generation

To examine intracortical GM, we positioned 3 surfaces between the inner and outer cortical
surfaces at 25%, 50%, and 75% cortical thickness, guided by a straight line providing vertex-
correspondence across surfaces [232]. Although these surfaces do not necessarily reflect cortical
laminae, they capture relative differences along the axis perpendicular to the cortical mantle. To
assess the WM immediately beneath the cortex, we generated 3 equidistant surfaces guided by a
Laplacian field running between the GM-WM interface and the ventricles, with between-surface
intervals adapted to the resolution of each modality.

4.2.3 Feature extraction

The following features were extracted in the native space of a given contrast to minimize interpo-
lation.

a) Intensity-based features. For each modality, i.e., T1w, FLAIR, and FLAIR/T1w, we divided
voxel-wise intensities by the mean GM-WM boundary intensity; this value was normalized with
respect to the mode of the respective intensity histogram [233]. Normalized intensities were lin-
early interpolated at each surface-point (or vertex) of intra- and subcortical surface models. We
did not sample intensity on theGM-CSF surface to avoidCSF contamination; values for all other
surfaces were analytically corrected for partial volume effects [234]. We also computed intensity
gradients in perpendicular and tangential direction relative to cortical surfaces, to model radial
and tangential dyslamination [130].

b)Morphology. Cortical thickness was calculated as the Euclidean distance between vertices on
the GM-WM and GM-CSF surfaces [114]. Small FCD lesions often occur at the bottom of a
sulcus and display curvature changes [230]. We thus computed sulcal depth for each vertex as the
shortest geodesic distance from a gyral crown and measured absolute mean curvature along the
50% intracortical surface [235].

c) Feature profiling. We assigned at each vertex a unique vector of intra- and sub-cortical intensity
and morphological features smoothed using a surface-based 5 mm full-width-at-half-maximum
Gaussian kernel and z-normalized with respect to the distribution in healthy controls. For each
intensity feature, we calculated an average across the 4 intracortical (25%, 50%, 75%, GM-WM in-
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terface) and 3 subcortical surfaces. For each individual, we thus obtained 3 morphological maps
(cortical thickness, sulcal depth, curvature), 6 intensity maps (T1w, FLAIR, FLAIR/T1w at in-
tracortical and subcortical levels), 6 corresponding gradient maps (3 tangential, 3 perpendicular)
together with their asymmetries yielding a total of 30 features.

4.3 Experiments

4.3.1 Subjects

Our patient cohort consisted of 41 patients (20 males; mean±SD age = 27 ± 9 years) admitted
to the MNI for the investigation of drug-resistant focal epilepsy. The presurgical workup in-
cluded neurologic examination, assessment of seizure history, MRI, and video-EEG telemetry.
In 33 (80%) patients, lesions were initially not seen on conventional radiological inspection of
pre-operative MRI. Since the MRI was initially reported as unremarkable, the location of the
seizure focus was established using intracerebral EEG; retrospective inspection revealed a subtle
FCD in the seizure onset region in all. All patients underwent surgery and the diagnosis FCDwas
histopathologically verified.
The control group consisted of 38 age- and sex- matched healthy individuals (19 males;

mean±SD: age = 30 ± 7 years).

4.3.2 Manual lesion segmentation

Two experts, blinded to clinical information, independently segmented FCD lesions on
co-registered T1w and FLAIR MRI. Inter-rater Dice agreement index (D = 2|M1∩M2| /
[|M1|+|M2|]; M1, M2: 1st, 2nd label; M1∩M2: intersection of M1 and M2) was 0.91 ± 0.11.
Their consensus volume label was intersected with the surface models, thereby generating a
surface-based lesion label.

4.3.3 Classification paradigm

We built a two-stage classifier (Figure 4.1). A first vertex-wise classification was designed to max-
imize sensitivity (i.e., detecting a maximum number of lesional clusters), whereas a subsequent
cluster-wise classification aimed at improving specificity (i.e., removing false positives whilemain-
taining optimal sensitivity).
We used an ensemble of RUSBoosted decision trees to systematically test detection perfor-

mance across both classification stages. RUSBoost [236] is a hybrid sampling/boosting algorithm,
which can learn while mitigating the class imbalance problem that occurs from the presence of
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imbalance between high number of non-lesional vertices in a given subject compared to lesional
vertices.

Vertex-level classification. RUSBoost randomly undersampled from the pool of non-lesional ver-
tices until a balanced distribution was achieved. AdaBoost [237], a common boosting algorithm,
then iteratively built an ensemble of base learners (decision trees). During each iteration, higher
penalty weights were assigned to misclassified vertices to improve classification accuracy for the
next round. After the final iteration, all trained base learner models participate in a weighted
vote to classify test vertices as lesional or non-lesional. On the resulting predictions, a cluster was
defined as a collection of vertices that form 6-connected neighbors on the discrete cortical surface
mesh. Lesional (true positives) and non-lesional (false positives) clusters were fed into subsequent
cluster-level classification.

Cluster-level classification. For each cluster, we assessed the overall loadof anomalies by computing
the Mahalanobis distance (a multivariate z-transform between each patient’s feature vector and
the corresponding distribution in controls). For the set of vertices displaying the highest distance,
we used the 15 original features (excluding their asymmetries) to compute the following higher-
order features: statistical moments (mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, moment, and
their asymmetries) representing the shape of the distribution of each feature, spatial location (as
determined by anatomical parcellation and 3D coordinates, and lesion size. This process gener-
ated a total of 95 features per subject. Classification then proceeded using these cluster features
in the same manner as vertex-wise classification.

Feature selection. In both classification stages, we used an ensemble of extremely randomized trees
in conjunction with RUSBoost to select features. This procedure introduced more randomness
during feature selection and training, which has been shown to improve the bias/variance tradeoff
and performance compared to conventional tree-based classifiers [238].

Partitioning of training and test datasets. At each stage, classifiers were trained using 5-fold cross
validation with 10 iterations: 4 folds of data were used for model training (200 RUSBoosted de-
cision trees), and the remaining for testing (i.e., lesion detection). For feature selection, nested
5-fold cross-validation was implemented. Optimal features were determined across 10 iterations
and finally averaged. Selected features were used for classifier training and testing. This procedure
permits a conservative assessment of performance and generalizability for previously unseen FCD
cases.

Evaluation of classification accuracy. Performance was assessed relative to manual labels. Sensitiv-
ity was the proportion of patients in whom a detected cluster co-localized with the lesion label.
Specificity was determinedwith respect to controls (i.e., proportion of controls in whomno FCD
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lesion cluster was falsely identified). We also report the number of clusters detected in patients re-
mote from the lesion label (i.e., false positives).
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Figure 4.1: Vertex-wise and cluster-wise classification schema. See text for details.

4.4 Results

At the first vertex-wise stage, the classifier detected all but 4 lesions (37/41 = 90% sensitivity).
However, it alsodetected false positives (mean±SDclusters: 25±23 inpatients; 7±5 in controls).
Subsequent cluster-wise classification guaranteed a sensitivity of 83% (34/41 clusters co-localized
with the label), while it dramatically reduced the number of false positives (mean±SD clusters =
4 ± 5). We also obtained a high specificity of 92% with only a single cluster in 3 healthy subjects.
The results for both stages are summarized in the Table 4.1. An example is shown in Figure 4.2.
Thehighest normalizedweights (i.e.,more than10%of totalweighting)were as follows: Vertex-

wise classification was driven by perpendicular gradient in 69% of cases (derived from: FLAIR in
25%, T1w in 24%, FLAIR/T1w in 20%), followed by subcortical normalized intensity (derived
from T1w in 31%; FLAIR in 16%, FLAIR/T1w in 15%). Cluster-wise classification was largely
driven by cortical thickness (34%), followed by FLAIR subcortical normalized intensity (33%),
and lesion size (33%).

4.5 Discussion

The current study presents a novel machine intelligence system for the automated detection of
FCD lesions. Our approachwas developed and evaluated in a consecutive cohort of patients with
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Table 4.1: Summary of classification results

Classifier Sensitivity FPs in patients
(mean±SD)

FPs in controls
(mean±SD)

Specificity
(w.r.t Controls)

Vertex-wise 90% (37/41) 25 ± 23 7 ± 5 N/A
Cluster-wise 83% (34/41) 4 ± 5 0.08 ± 0.27 92% (35/38)

Figure 4.2: Left: Axial T1wMRI showing the cortex harboring the FCD (dashed square), a close-up of the
outline of the lesion label (solid green line), and its surface projection. Right: vertex-wise and
subsequent cluster-wise automated classification results.

histopathologically-validated lesions, with the majority of patients having lesions that were ini-
tially overlookedon standard radiological exam. Core to our approachwas a surface-based integra-
tion ofmorphological markers as well as intensity and textural features derived from co-registered
T1w and FLAIR data as well as their ratio. The latter was specifically chosen to enhance co-
occuring FLAIR hyperintensity and T1w hypointensity occurring at the junction between the
grey and white matter, an important FCD feature, so far not addressed [239].

To classify FCD lesions in a high-dimensional dataset, we chose a non-parametric boosted deci-
sion tree ensemble that can capture complex decision boundaries while avoiding overfitting. Cir-
cumventing class imbalance is another critical issue in lesion detection. Therefore, to reduce bias
against minority class (i.e., lesional vertices), we implemented random-undersampling with adap-
tive boosting [236, 237],with robust 5-fold cross-validation; this, together with a comprehensive
multi contrast modelling of FCD features, likely contributed to the highest performance to date
compared to previous studies [101, 124, 130, 229–231].

Operating on two sequential levels, our approach resulted in both high sensitivity and speci-
ficity. Notably, the number of false positive findings in controls was rather modest (only 1 clus-
ter per subject in 3/38 healthy controls) as was the number of extra-lesional clusters in patients.
Notably, as our patients were seizure free after surgery, we are confident that these extra-lesional
clusters were indeed false positives. Our automated algorithmprovided a 4 times higher detection
rate than conventional radiological visual inspection, which allowed identifying only 20% of the
lesions.
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In conclusion, we designed our protocol to attain high specificity, which is critical in the man-
agement of patients who undergo presurgical evaluation for medically intractable seizures. This
histologically-validated new FCD detection method, providing the highest performance to date
compared to the literature, has the potential to become a useful clinical tool to assist in the diag-
nosis of subtle lesions that are frequently overlooked by conventional means of analysis.
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Unified Preface

Early voxel-based computational approaches aimed at improving the lesion visibility primarily fo-
cused on large- ormedium-sized FCD. Surface-basedmorphometrymethods (SBM)were devised
to better visualize sulco-gyral anomalies, which are difficult to visually discriminate on orthogonal
planes. Despite their high fidelity in localizing lesions, current benchmark automated detection
fails in 20–40% of patients, particularly those with subtle FCD. Moreover, they suffer from high
false positive rates, and incur a significantly higher technical debt in terms of feature engineer-
ing and manual quality control. Nonetheless, the intrinsic limitations of voxel-based approaches
that motivated the shift to SBM paradigms can be circumvented by deep learning (DL) methods,
which have progressively superseded contemporary SBM methods in performance using mini-
mally preprocessed volumetric data. Notably, DLmethods require minimal manual intervention
andquality control, andobviate feature engineering via their inherent hierarchical feature learning
capabilities, enabling unprecedented discovery of knowledge from large heterogenous datasets,
thus setting the bases for widespread clinical use.
Effective clinical translation of computer-aided diagnostic algorithms necessitates reliable per-

formance against variable environments. Lack of harmonization in image acquisition protocols
across specialized centers often leads to over-fitting on a single dataset and low reproducibility
resulting from poor generalization performance. Thus, to make novel imaging biomarkers ef-
fective and generalizable, performance on clinical data should be evaluated independently across
multiple sites with diverse cohorts. In the subsequent chapters, we address generalizability and
risk-stratification in a largemulti-center cohort usingDL applied to volumetricmultimodalMRI.
This chapter is structured as a collection of three manuscripts as follows. First, we designed a

CNN that leverages multimodal MRI to harness the added diagnostic value of FLAIR contrast
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to detect FCD lesions in a pre-dominantly MRI-negative cohort (Chapter 4). Second, we used
approximate Bayesian variational inference to sample the model’s epistemic uncertainty (Chap-
ter 5) and leveraged it to assign a lesional ranking to triage multiple putative lesional candidates
(Chapter 6), while also comparing the diagnostic yield of this Bayesian DL classifier to one that
does not incorporate uncertainty in predictions. Finally, we developed and validated an auto-
mated framework to detect subtle FCD lesions based on Bayesian DL (developed in Chapters 5
and 6) and evaluated the generalization performance across nine tertiary epilepsy centers world-
wide with diverse cohorts, scanners, and field-strengths (Chapter 7). The framework provided a
measure of diagnostic confidence that enables risk stratification by incorporating Bayesian uncer-
tainty estimation. Importantly, this study provided Class III evidence that DL on multimodal
MRI accurately identifies FCD in epilepsy patients initially diagnosed as MRI-negative.

5
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Abstract

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is a prevalent surgically-amenable epileptogenic malformation of
cortical development. On MRI, FCD typically presents with cortical thickening, hyperinten-
sity, and blurring of the gray-white matter interface. These changes may be visible to the naked
eye, or subtle and be easily overlooked. Despite advances in MRI analytics, current surface-
based algorithms fail to detect FCD in 50% of cases. Moreover, arduous data pre-processing
and specialized expertise preclude widespread use. Here we propose a novel algorithm that har-
nesses feature-learning capability of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with minimal data
pre-processing. Our classifier, trained on a patch-based augmented dataset derived from patients
with histologically-validated FCD operates directly onMRI voxels to distinguish the lesion from
healthy tissue. The algorithm was trained and cross-validated on multimodal MRI data from a
single site (S1) and evaluated on independent data from S1 and six other sites worldwide (S2–S7;
3 scanner manufacturers and 2 field strengths) for a total of 107 subjects. The classifier showed
excellent sensitivity (S1: 87%, 35/40 lesions detected; S2–S7: 91%, 61/67 lesions detected) and
specificity (S1: 95%, no findings in 36/38 healthy controls; 90%, no findings in 57/63 disease
controls). Easy implementation, minimal pre-processing, high performance, and generalizability
make this classifier an ideal platform for large-scale clinical use, particularly in “MRI-negative”
FCD.
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5.1 Introduction

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), a malformation of cortical development, is a frequent cause of
drug-resistant epilepsy. This surgically-amenable lesion is characterized on histology by altered
cortical laminar structure and cytological anomalies together with gliosis and demyelination,
which may extend into the underlying white matter [16]. OnMRI, FCD typically presents with
cortical thickening, hyperintensity, andblurring of the gray-whitematter interface. These changes
maybe visible to the naked eye onT1- andT2-weightedMRI, or subtle and easily overlooked [20].

Over the last decade, a number of automated algorithms have been developed [31]. Contem-
porary FCDdetectionmethods rely on surface-based approaches [124, 129, 130, 240],which allow
to effectively model sulco-gyral morphology. While they have shown effectiveness, they have been
mainly used as a proof of principle and applied to lesions previously seen onMRI, but rarely val-
idated histologically. Despite advances in MRI analytics, current algorithms fail to detect subtle
FCD [20]. Importantly, since training and validation have been performed on data from the same
center and scanner, generalizability to independent cohorts remains unclear. Finally, arduous pre-
processing and specialized expertise preclude their broader integration into clinical workflows.
Conventional machine-learning systems require careful engineering and considerable domain

knowledge to design features from which the classifier can learn patterns. Conversely, convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs), a class of deep neural networks, have the capacity to extract a
hierarchy of increasingly complex features from the data [177]. In biomedical imaging, CNNs
have gained popularity in brain tissue classification, and segmentation of brain tumors and mul-
tiple sclerosis plaques (see Litjens et al. [178] for review). To the best of our knowledge, no study
has deployed CNNs to detect cortical brain malformations.
Exploiting the complementary diagnostic power ofT1- andT2-weighted contrasts, wepropose

a novel algorithm with minimal data pre-processing and which harnesses feature-learning profi-
ciency of CNNs to distinguish FCD from healthy tissue directly on MRI voxels. Our algorithm
was trained and tested on data from a single site (S1) and tested on independent data from S1 and
six sites worldwide (S2–S7), for a total of 107 individuals. Furthermore, it was tested against a
benchmark surface-based algorithm, making this study the first deep-learning approach for FCD
detection with multicentric validation.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 MRI acquisition

At S1, multimodal MRI was acquired on a 3T Siemens TimTrio using a 32-channel head coil,
including: 3DT1-weightedMPRAGE (T1w; TR= 2300ms, TE = 2.98ms, flip angle = 9°, FOV
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= 256mm2, voxel size = 1×1×1mm3), and T2-weighted 3D fluid-attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR; TR = 5000ms, TE = 389ms, TI = 1800ms, flip angle = 120°, FOV = 230mm2, voxel
size = 0.9×0.9×0.9mm3).

5.2.2 Image pre-processing

For all datasets, T1w and FLAIR images underwent intensity non-uniformity correction [115]

and normalization. T1w images were then linearly registered (affine, 9 degrees of freedom) to
the age-appropriateMNI152 symmetric template (1×1×1mm3) stratified across seven age-groups
[0−4.5, 4.5−8.5, 7−11, 7.5−13.5, 10−14, 13−18.5, 18.5−43 years old] [241]. Age-appropriate
templatesminimize the interpolation effects of linear registration, thereby limiting blurring effects
thatmaymimic lesional tissue andmanifest as false positives. FLAIR imageswere linearlymapped
to T1w images in MNI space. Skull-stripping was performed to exclude non-brain tissue.

5.2.3 Patch-based input sampling

Balanced inputs based on 3D volumetric images. Data imbalance is a challenging issue in FCD
lesion detection where the number of healthy voxels significantly outweighs pathological voxels
(< 1% of total voxels). To prevent biasing the classifier towards healthy voxels, we constructed
a patch-based dataset by randomly under-sampling the healthy voxels such that the feature set
was composed of equal number of examples from both classes. To this end, we sub-sampled
multi-contrast 3D patches from the co-registered 3D T1w and FLAIR images, with each input
image modality representing a channel. The data was normalized within each input modality
with zero mean and unit variance. For each normalized training image, we computed 3D patches
(16×16×16) centered on the voxel of interest. The set of all computed patches were aggregated
as P = n×2×16×16×16, where n and 2 denote the number of training patches and input MRI
modalities, respectively.

Sampling heuristics. On a per-subject level (1.7 million patches × 32 kB/patch = 26.3GB), the
training is quite memory-intensive to complete within a reasonable timeframe. To circumvent
this issue, we sampled only hyperintense voxels based on the FLAIR contrast by thresholding
the subject-level z-normalized images and discarding the bottom 10 percentile intensities. This
thresholding yielded a crude gray matter mask, which covered the hyperintense white matter as
well. This approach is also biologically meaningful as FCD lesions are primarily located in the
graymatter [19];moreover, both their graymatter andwhite matter components are consistently
hyperintense on FLAIR [242].
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5.2.4 Network architecture and design

A typical convolutional neural network (CNN) consists of three stages: convolutions, nonlinear-
ity, and pooling. Here, we designed two identical CNNs whose weights are optimized indepen-
dently. This two-phase cascaded training procedure has been shown to allow efficient training in
both CNNs [243, 244] and conventional machine learning [129, 130] paradigms when the dis-
tribution of labels is unbalanced. CNN1 was trained to maximize putative lesional voxels, while
CNN2 reduced thenumber ofmisclassified voxels (i.e., removing false positiveswhilemaintaining
optimal sensitivity). Each fully convolutional network was composed of three stacks of convolu-
tion and max-pooling layers with 48, 96 and 2 filters, respectively. The rectified linear activation
(ReLU) non-linearity functionwas applied to the first two of the three convolutional layers. Soft-
max non-linearity was used after the final convolution to normalize the result of the kernel con-
volutions into a binominal distribution over the healthy and lesional labels. See Figure 5.1 for
network parameters.

5.2.5 Classification paradigm

Training algorithm. We used a validation set (75/25 training data split) to optimize the CNN
weights. The training set is used to adjust the weights of the neural network, while the validation
setmeasures the performance of trainedCNNafter each epoch and continues until the validation
error plateaus. The model is randomly initialized, and network parameters learns iteratively via
the adaptive learning ratemethod (AdaDelta) byminimizing thebinary cross-entropy loss. Binary
cross-entropy loss is mathematically defined as:

𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑝, 𝑞) = −(𝑝 ⋅ log 𝑞 + (1 − 𝑝) ⋅ log(1 − 𝑞)) (5.1)

where: 𝑝 is the true/label distribution, and 𝑞 is the model/predicted distribution.
Regularization contingencies, including batch-normalization (BN) and Dropout were imple-
mented to prevent overfitting to the training data. At each iteration, BN regularization was im-
plemented after the first two of the three convolutional layers and Dropout (p = 0.4) before the
last layer, thereby randomly deactivating 40% of the units (or network connections).

Inference/Testing algorithm. The proposed pipeline was trained on the S1 cohort of 40 consecu-
tive patients with histologically-confirmed FCD lesions. This trained model cascade then served
probabilistic predictions on unseen datasets acquired at S1–S7 sites. For each test subject, input
images were first partitioned into patches with voxel sampling limited to the FLAIRmask (intra-
subject z-score > 0.1). The balanced patch dataset was evaluated using CNN1, which effectively
discards improbable lesion candidates. The remaining voxels (threshold > 10%) were re-evaluated
by CNN2 to obtain the final probabilistic lesion mask. Since, the cost of misclassifying the le-
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sion as healthy tissue is severe, we applied a conservative threshold (> 10%) on the probabilistic
prediction masks. A simple post-processing routine involving successive morphological erosion,
dilation, and extraction of connected components (> 75 voxels), was executed to remove flat blobs
and noise. The final segmentation masks were compared to manual expert annotations of the le-
sions.

5.3 Experiments

5.3.1 Subjects

We studied retrospective cohorts with FCD lesions histologically-confirmed after surgery from
seven tertiary epilepsy centers worldwide (n = 107). The presurgical workup included neuro-
logic examination, assessment of seizure history, neuroimaging, and video-EEG telemetry. Since
the routine MRI was initially reported as unremarkable in 56 patients (52%), the location of the
seizure focus was established using intracranially-implanted electrodes; in all patients, retrospec-
tive inspection revealed a subtle FCD in the seizure onset region.

Training cohort. The primary site (S1) comprised 40 patients (20 males, 35 adults; mean±SD age
= 27 ± 9 years).

Independent testing cohorts. Independent test cohorts comprised 67 histologically-confirmed
FCD (37 adults and 30 children; mean±SD age = 33 ± 11 years, 9 ± 6 years, respectively) from
six sites with different scanners, and field strengths (1.5T, 3T). The control group consisted of
38 healthy individuals (age = 30 ± 7 years) and 63 disease controls with temporal lobe epilepsy
(TLE) and histologically-verified hippocampal sclerosis (age = 31 ± 8), matched for age and sex to
S1 cohort.

5.3.2 Performance evaluation

Evaluation of classification for S1. Two experts segmented independently 40 lesions
on co-registered T1w and FLAIR images. Inter-rater dice agreement index [D =
2|M1∩M2|/(|M1|+|M2|) (M1: 1st label, M2: 2nd label; M1∩M2: intersection of M1 and
M2] was 0.91 ± 0.11. The union of the two ground truth labels served to train the classifier.
The classifier was trained using 5-fold cross validation repeated 20 times. Sensitivity was the
proportion of patients in whom a detected cluster co-localized with the lesion label. Specificity
was determined with respect to controls (i.e., proportion of controls in whom no FCD lesion
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cluster was falsely identified), and disease controls with TLE. We also report the number of
clusters detected in patients remote from the lesion label (i.e., false positives).

Evaluation of classifier generalizability. We tested the sensitivity of the classifier trained on S1was
tested on a held-out dataset of eight FCD patients from S1 and 59 independent FCD datasets
from S2–S7. For the cross-site unbiased reporting of results blinded to clinical information, the
prediction maps (in stereotaxic space) were sent back to respective sites to confirm or dispute the
detection of the lesion.

Comparison with a benchmark surface-based classifier. We analysed the S1 dataset using a pre-
viously published method [129] based on an ensemble of RUSBoosted decision trees across two
classification stages, which uses a total of 30 intensity andmorphology features calculated onmul-
timodal T1-weighted MPRAGE and FLAIR images. The classifiers were trained using 5-fold
cross validation averaged across 10 iterations.

Figure 5.1: Toppanel: Convolutional network architecture (CNN×) for two-label (lesional vs. non-lesional)
classification. Bottom panel: Training and testing schema using two-stage CNN× cascade
(CNN1/CNN2).

5.4 Results

The 5-fold cross-validation of the CNNs resulted in a sensitivity of 87 ± 4%, with an average of
35/40 lesions detected. In these cases, 2 ± 1 extra-lesional clusters were also detected. Specificity
was 95% in healthy controls (3 ± 1 clusters in 2/38) and 90% in TLE (1 ± 0 cluster in 7/63).
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For cross-dataset classification at seven sites, overall sensitivitywas 91% (61/67 lesions detected)
with 3 ± 2 extra-lesional clusters observed in 47/67 cases. Per-site sensitivity for S1–S7 was 100%
(8/8 lesions detected, 2 ± 2 extra-lesional clusters), 86% (17/19, 4 ± 2), 89% (8/9, 2 ± 1), 75% (6/8,
2 ± 1), 100% (5/5, 5 ± 2), 91% (10/11, 2 ± 3), and 100% (7/7, 2 ± 2), respectively. Stratifying
patients based on age, sensitivity in children (2-18.5 years old) was 90% (27/30 FCD detected, 4
± 3 extra-lesional clusters) while in adults (> 19 years old) it was 92% (34/37, 3 ± 2). Figure 5.2
shows test case examples.
Training and testing a surface-based classifier based on S1 dataset yielded a lower performance

with a sensitivity of 83 ± 2% (33/40 lesions detected), with 4 ± 5 extra-lesional clusters. Specificity
was 92% in healthy controls (1 ± 0 cluster in 3/38).

Figure 5.2: Classification results using the cascaded CNN× trained on 40 FCD patients at site S1 (Siemens
TrioTim 3T) to demonstrate generalizability for lesion detection along three axes of hetero-
geneity: scanner type, field strength (top labels), and age (bottom labels). The seven cases ob-
tained using different scanners at six sites (excluding S1) are shown. The top row indicates the
strength of prediction overlaid on the FLAIR, while the second/third rows show the corre-
sponding FLAIR andT1w, respectively. The bottom labels are read as site-patient-ID/age/gen-
der. MRI-negative cases are identified with�.

5.5 Discussion

We present the first deep learning method to segment FCD, with multicentric validation. Oper-
ating on routine multi-contrast MRI in voxel-space, our algorithm provides the highest perfor-
mance to date. Furthermore, we demonstrated generalizability of a model trained on a single-site
dataset by showing robust performance across independent cohorts from various centres world-
wide with different age, scanner hardware and sequence parameters. Notably, > 50% of lesions
were missed by conventional radiological inspection.
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Operating at two consecutive levels, our classifier resulted in both high sensitivity and speci-
ficity. The number of false positive findings in healthy and disease controls were rather modest.
Even though our algorithm was trained on an adult dataset, its performance was equally good in
children. With respect to the latter, the use of age-appropriate templates taking into account the
developmental trajectories, i.e., age-varying tissue contrast, white matter myelination and cortical
maturation, is likely to have contributed to the excellent performance by limiting the interpola-
tion effects that would have occurred during registration using an adult template. Moreover, the
overall high performance across cohorts strongly suggests that the network learns and optimizes
parameters specific to FCD pathology, a fact validated by histological confirmation in all cases.
Compared to a state-of-the-art surface-based classifier, both sensitivity and specificity were

higher using the current algorithm. Applying a surface-based approach to S2–S7 would have
been challenging due to the large variability in image quality, which would require site-specific
fine-tuning of algorithm parameters. A comprehensive comparison is part of future work. In
addition, owing to the considerable time investment to manually correct brain tissue segmenta-
tion and surface extraction errors, which may have negative downstream effects on the fidelity of
features extracted, the current approach is both time-effective and superior.
In conclusion, easy implementation, minimal pre-processing, significant performance gains

and inference time of < 6minutes/case make this classifier an ideal platform for large-scale clinical
use, particularly in “MRI-negative” FCD.
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6 Uncertainty-informed detection of epileptogenic brain malformations

Abstract

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) is a prevalent surgically-amenable epileptogenic malformation of
cortical development. OnMRI, FCD typically presents with cortical thickening, hyperintensity,
and blurring of the gray-white matter interface. These changes may be visible to the naked eye, or
subtle and be easily overlooked. Despite advances inMRI analytics, current machine learning al-
gorithms fail to detect FCD in up to 50% of cases. Moreover, the deterministic nature of current
algorithms does not allow conducting risk assessments of such predictions, an essential step in
clinical decision-making. Here, we propose an algorithm formulated on Bayesian convolutional
neural networks (CNN) providing information on prediction uncertainty, while leveraging this
information to improve classification performance. Our classifier was trained on a patch-based
augmented dataset derived from 56 patients with histologically-validated FCD to distinguish the
lesion from healthy tissue. The algorithm was trained and cross-validated on multimodal 3 Tesla
MRI data. Compared to a non-Bayesian learner with the same network architecture and com-
plexity, the uncertainty-informed Bayesian CNN classifiers showed significant improvement in
sensitivity (89% vs. 82%; p < 0.05) while specificity was high for both classifiers. We demonstrate
empirically the effectiveness of our uncertainty-informed CNN algorithm, making it ideal for
large-scale clinical diagnostics of FCD.
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6.1 Introduction

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), a malformation of cortical development, is a frequent cause of
drug-resistant epilepsy. This surgically-amenable lesion is characterized on histology by altered
cortical laminar structure and cytological anomalies together with gliosis and demyelination,
which may extend into the underlying white matter [16]. Complete lesion resection is associated
with good post-surgical outcome [245]. OnMRI, FCD typically presents with cortical thicken-
ing, hyperintensity and blurring of the gray-white matter interface. These changes may be visible
to the naked eye on T1- and T2-weightedMRI, or subtle and easily overlooked (often referred to
as “MRI-negative” FCD) [20].

Over the last decade, a number of automated FCD detection algorithms have been developed
[31]. Recent methods rely on surface-based approaches [124, 129, 130],which allow to effectively
model sulco-gyral morphology. Nevertheless, current algorithms fail to detect subtle FCD [20].

Also, arduouspre-processing and specialized expertise preclude their broader integration into clin-
ical workflows. Importantly, they have not quantified the degree of uncertainty in predictions, a
desirable information particularly when training datasets are small.
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) extract hierarchically increasing complex features from

the data [177]without the need for user-defined feature engineering; they have achieved state-of-
the-art performances in medical imaging (see Litjens et al. [178] for review). A standard approach
to assess the reliability of CNN predictions is to rely on the probabilities obtained from the Soft-
max layer. However, such raw confidence scores may be miscalibrated [246]. Also, CNN pre-
dictions are typically deterministic. In contrast, traditional Bayesianmachine learning assigns the
degree of uncertainty (or confidence) to predictions through a probability density function. In
clinical domains, uncertainty information has insofar been used to evaluate the robustness of pre-
dictions in multiple sclerosis [247] and diabetic retinopathy [201].

Dropout variational inference approximates Bayesian inference in models with large number
of learnable parameters, for which exact Bayesian inference is computationally intractable [248].

This training strategy includes dropout after every convolutional layer; subsequently, a Monte
Carlo dropout procedure, applied during testing, samples the posterior distribution to provide
predictions [198]. Themodel’s epistemic uncertainty is then derived from themean and variance
of the distribution of predictions. Here, we exploited the complementary diagnostic power ofT1-
and T2-weighted contrasts paired with an uncertainty-informed Bayesian CNN. Compared to a
non-BayesianCNNclassifierwith the samenetwork architecture andcomplexity, theuncertainty-
informed Bayesian classifier showed significant improvement in sensitivity, while maintaining
high specificity.
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6.2 Methods

6.2.1 MRI acquisition

Multimodal MRI was acquired on a 3T Siemens TimTrio using a 32-channel head coil, includ-
ing: 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE (T1w; TR = 2300ms, TE = 2.98ms, flip angle = 9°, FOV =
256mm2, voxel size = 1×1×1mm3), and T2-weighted 3D fluid-attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR; TR = 5000ms, TE = 389ms, TI = 1800ms, flip angle = 120°, FOV = 230mm2, voxel
size = 0.9×0.9×0.9mm3).

6.2.2 Image pre-processing

T1w and FLAIR images underwent intensity non-uniformity correction [115] and normaliza-
tion. T1w images were then linearly registered (affine, 9 degrees of freedom) to the MNI152
symmetric template (1×1×1mm3) [249]. FLAIR images were linearly mapped to T1w images in
MNI space. Skull-stripping excluded non-brain tissue.

6.2.3 Patch-based data augmentation

MRI sampling procedure. To prevent biasing the classifier towards healthy voxels, we constructed
a patch-based dataset by randomly under-sampling healthy voxels such that the feature set was
composed of equal number of examples from both classes. To this end, we sub-sampled multi-
contrast 3D patches from the co-registered 3D T1w and FLAIR images, with each input im-
age modality representing a channel. The data was normalized within each input modality with
zero mean and unit variance. For each normalized training image, we computed 3D patches
(16×16×16) centered on the voxel of interest. The set of all multimodal patches served as training
dataset.

Sampling heuristics. We sampled hyperintense voxels based on FLAIR contrast by thresholding
the subject-level z-normalized images and discarding the bottom 10 percentile intensities. This
thresholding yielded a crude gray matter mask partially extending into the hyperintense white
matter. This approach is biologically plausible since FCD lesions are primarily located in the gray
matter [19];moreover, their gray matter and white matter components are consistently hyperin-
tense on FLAIR [242].

6.2.4 Network architecture and design

A typical convolutional neural network (CNN) consists of three stages: convolutions, nonlin-
earity, and pooling. We used a two-phase cascaded CNN training architecture [189] in which
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weights of two identical CNNs are optimized independently, a procedure yielding efficient train-
ing when the distribution of labels is unbalanced [129, 130]. CNN1 was trained to maximize
putative lesional voxels, while CNN2 reduced the number of misclassified voxels (i.e., removing
false positives while maintaining optimal sensitivity). Each fully convolutional network was com-
posed of three stacks of convolution (filter size: 3×3×3) and max-pooling layers with 48, 96 and
2 filters, respectively. The rectified linear activation (ReLU) non-linearity function was applied
to the first two of the three convolutional layers. Softmax non-linearity was used after the final
convolution to normalize the result of the kernel convolutions into a binominal distribution over
healthy and lesional labels. See Figure B.1 (Appendix B) for detailed network parameters.

6.2.5 Classification paradigm

Training algorithm. We used a validation set (75/25 training data split) to optimize the CNN
weights. The training set is used to adjust the weights of the neural network, while the validation
set measures the performance of the trained CNN after each epoch and continues until the vali-
dation error plateaus. Themodel is randomly initialized, and network parameters are learned iter-
atively via the adaptive learning rate method (AdaDelta) by minimizing the binary cross-entropy
loss. Batch-normalization (BN) and Dropout were implemented to prevent overfitting.

Uncertainty estimation. We computed the posterior distribution 𝑝(𝑤|𝑋, 𝑦), where 𝑋, 𝑦 is the
training dataset and 𝑤 is the learned weights of the CNN. In practice, while the solution of this
posterior is analytically intractable, variational inference (VI) methods approximate it with a pa-
rameterized distribution 𝑞(𝑤), while 𝜃 summarizes network parameters over a space of functions,
and 𝑥∗ represents a new input point (see Equation 6.1). The first term in Equation 6.2maximizes
the likelihood of the training data𝑋, 𝑦, whereas the second term approximates the true distribu-
tion 𝑝(𝑤) by 𝑞(𝑤). Gal Ghahramani [248] empirically associates Equation 6.2 with dropout
training to approximate the intractable integral with Monte Carlo sampling. This results in the
conventional Softmax loss for dropout networks, for which units are dropped by drawing from a
Bernoulli prior with probability drop for setting a unit to zero. The Kullback-Leibler (𝐾𝐿) term
in Equation 6.2 was shown to correspond to a 𝐿2-regularization term in dropout networks.

𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑋, 𝑦, 𝑥⋆) ≈ ∫𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑥⋆, 𝑤)𝑝(𝑤 ∣ 𝑋, 𝑦)𝑑𝑤 ≈ ∫𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑥⋆, 𝑤)𝑞(𝑤)𝑑𝑤 (6.1)

ℒ ∶= ∫𝑝(𝑦 ∣ 𝑋, 𝑤)𝑞(𝑤)𝑑𝑤 − 𝐾𝐿(𝑞(𝑤) ∥ 𝑝(𝑤)) (6.2)

Inference algorithm. The proposed pipeline (Figure 6.1) was trained and cross-validated using
a 5-fold scheme on a cohort of 56 consecutive patients with histologically-confirmed FCD le-
sions. This trained model cascade served probabilistic predictions on held-out fold data. For
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each test subject, input images were first partitioned into patches with voxel sampling limited
to the FLAIR mask (intra-subject Z-score > 0.1). The balanced patch dataset served as input to
CNN1. To discard improbable lesion candidates, we applied the following thresholding criteria.
For the non-Bayesian classifier, we used a single forward pass at > 0.1. For the Bayesian classifier,
we used separately the mean (𝜇𝑏𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛) and variance (𝜎𝑏𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛; i.e., uncertainty) of 20 stochastic
forward passes thresholded at > 0.1 and > 0.05, respectively. For each of the three thresholding
schemes, the resulting candidate voxels served as the input mask to sample patches for CNN2.
For the non-Bayesian classifier, the remaining voxels (threshold > 0.1) provided the final proba-
bilistic lesionmask. For each Bayesian experiment, we computed themean and uncertainty of the
predictions resulting from 50 forward passes and thresholded themean at > 0.7. These thresholds
are empirically determined by limiting the average cluster-level false positive rate to below 5 per
patient. Finally, a simple post-processing routine involving successive morphological erosion, di-
lation, and extraction of connected components (> 75 voxels) removed flat blobs and noise. The
final segmentation masks were compared to manual expert annotations of the lesions.

6.3 Experiments

6.3.1 Subjects

We studied a cohort of FCD lesions histologically-confirmed after surgery at a tertiary epilepsy
center (n = 56). The pre-surgical workup included assessment of seizure history, video-EEG
telemetry, and clinical neuroimaging. Since routineMRIwas initially reported as unremarkable in
45 patients (80%), the location of the seizure focus was established using intracranially-implanted
electrodes; in all, retrospective inspection revealed a subtle FCD in the seizure onset region.

Training and cross-validation cohort. The dataset comprised 56 patients (28 females, 45 adults;
mean±SD age = 26 ± 10 years).

Independent testing cohorts. The control group consisted of 38 healthy individuals (age = 30 ± 7
years) and 63 disease controls with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) and histologically-verified hip-
pocampal sclerosis (age = 31 ± 8), matched for age and sex to training cohort.

6.3.2 Performance evaluation

Evaluation of classification. Two experts manually segmented independently 56 lesions on co-
registered T1w and FLAIR images. Inter-rater Dice agreement index was 0.93 ± 0.10. The union
of the two ground truth labels served to train the classifier. The classifier was trained using 5-fold
cross validation repeated 5 times. Sensitivity was the proportion of patients in whom a detected
cluster co-localized with the lesion label. Specificity was determined with respect to controls (i.e.,
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proportion of controls inwhomnoFCD lesion clusterwas falsely identified), and disease controls
with TLE.We also report the number of clusters detected in patients remote from the lesion label
(i.e., false positives; FP).

Figure 6.1: Training and testing scheme using the two-stage CNN cascade (CNN1 andCNN2) that incor-
porates uncertainty information using dropout Monte Carlo.

6.4 Results

The5-fold cross-validationof theBayesianCNNclassifiers resulted in a sensitivity of 89%,with an
average of 50/56 lesions detected, compared to 82% using the non-Bayesian CNN, at an identical
cluster-wise FP rate. Non-parametric permutation tests (one-tailed, 10,000 iterations) assessing
the pair-wise predictive accuracy based on area under the curves (AUCs) showed that sensitivity
of the Bayesian CNNs was significantly higher than the non-Bayesian CNN (see Table 6.1).

Voxel-wise receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves are shown in Figure 6.2A. Higher
AUC scores signify better classification performance. Uncertainty values positively correlated
with predictive probabilities at the individual level for both themean-based thresholding (healthy
controls: Pearson’s r = 0.81 ± 0.03, p < 0.05; TLE disease controls: Pearson’s r: 0.77 ± 0.04,
p < 0.05) and uncertainty-based thresholding (healthy controls: 0.78 ± 0.04, p < 0.05; TLE: 0.81
± 0.03, p < 0.05). Specificity was 84% in healthy controls (no findings in 32/38; 1 ± 0 FPs) using
Bayesian CNNs and the non-Bayesian CNN. Specificity was 87% (no findings in 55/63; 1 ± 0
FPs) in TLE controls using Bayesian CNNs, and slightly higher at 92% (no findings in 58/63; 1
± 0 FPs) using the non-Bayesian CNN.
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Figure 6.2:A. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the three CNN classifiers. The opaque
error line represents the ±1 standard deviation of the area under the curve (AUC) around the
mean AUC (solid colored line). The dotted line represents the AUC for a random classifier. B.
The posterior predictive distributional profiles for FCD lesions and non-lesional tissue of the
non-Bayesian CNN (top panel) and Bayesian CNN (bottom panel–only mean based thresh-
olding depicted). The Bayesian model uncertainty is shown (inset) in the bottom panel.

Table 6.1: Performance metrics for the three CNN classifiers. Sensitivity is derived after averaging across
5 trials and thresholding to aggregate voxel as clusters. The rate of false positives (FP) clusters is
averaged across patients with FCD. The Dice index represents FCD lesion coverage compared
to manual labeling.

CNN Classifier Sensitivity FP Dice AUC Permutation Tests

Non-Bayesian
(C1) 82% (46/56) 4 ± 5 0.49 —

Bayesian
(C2; mean-based threshold) 89% (50/56) 5 ± 4 0.47 C2 >C1 (p < 0.05)

Bayesian
(C3; uncertainty-based threshold) 89% (50/56) 5 ± 5 0.47 C3 >C1 (p < 0.05)
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6.5 Discussion

We present the first deep learning method for automated FCD detection trained and validated
on histologically verified data from multiple centers worldwide. The classifier uses T1- and T2-
weighted FLAIR, contrasts available on most recent MR scanners [167], operates on 3D voxel
space without laborious pre-processing and feature extraction, and pairs predictions with confi-
dence. It yields the highest performance to date with an overall sensitivity of 93% and 89% speci-
ficity, both in healthy and disease controls. Importantly, deep learning detected MRI-negative
FCDwith 85% sensitivity, thus offering a considerable gain over standard radiological assessment.
Results were generalizable across cohorts with variable age, hardware, and sequence parameters.
Taken together, such characteristics and performance promise unprecedented potential for broad
clinical translation. We present the first deep learning-based method to segment FCD that lever-
ages uncertainty for clinical decision-making with the highest sensitivity to date. Notably, epis-
temic uncertainty is important for safety-critical applications and instances with small datasets
[198].

Our framework exploits uncertainty both during the intermediate testing and the final pre-
diction. The calibration of posterior probabilities during the intermediate step is apparent in
Figure 6.2B (group evaluation) and Figure B.2 (individual evaluation in Appendix B) showing
that Bayesian CNN is more effective in separating tissue classes than the non-Bayesian CNN, a
result attributable to fitting multiple hyperplanes in the former rather than just one. This also
explains why the Bayesian classifier detected lesions that were missed by the non-Bayesian learner
(as exemplified by P2 in Figure B.2).

While being superior to the non-Bayesian classifier, both Bayesians CNNs yielded equal per-
formance at the patient level. Notably, the number of FPs in healthy and disease controls were
minimal, and highly correlated with their degree of uncertainty. Moreover, the overall high per-
formance across cohorts strongly suggests that the CNN learns and optimizes parameters specific
to FCD pathology, a fact validated by histological confirmation in all cases.
FCD lesions manifest on a biological spectrum ranging from subtle to severe. Subtle FCD

resembles the healthy cortex and may thus present with high uncertainty, while the predictive
mean may be high or low. Within the automated framework, the choice of parameters is based
on the whole dataset since it is not possible to anticipate where a new, test FCD may lie along
the spectrum. While we have shown that the automated approach is effective, a human-in-the-
loop is more appropriate for the final clinical decision. Therefore, on account of the variability
stemming from overlap in distributions of lesional and non-lesional tissue (as is evident from Fig-
ure 6.2B and Figure B.2), the uncertainty map would be best suited for an individualized analysis
where the clinician rules out false positives in conjunction with converging evidence from other
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independent exams. Thus, uncertainty estimates can be used to refer uncertain predictions to ex-
perts for further evaluation This is especially important when considering that 80% of the FCD
lesions detected by the CNN were missed by conventional radiological inspection. Finally, these
estimates have the added benefit of being readily computed without the need to re-train the exist-
ing models or increasing model or time complexity.
In conclusion, easy implementation, minimal pre-processing, significant performance gains

coupled with uncertainty information about predictions make our CNN classifier an ideal plat-
form for large-scale clinical use, particularly in “MRI-negative” FCD.
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Abstract

Objective. To test the hypothesis that a multicenter-validated computer deep learning algorithm
detects MRI-negative focal cortical dysplasia (FCD).

Methods. We used clinically-acquired 3D T1-weighted and 3D FLAIR MRI of 148 patients
(median age, 23 years [range, 2−55]; 47% female) with histologically-verified FCD at nine centers
to train a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) classifier. Images were initially deemed as
MRI-negative in 51% of cases, in whom intracranial EEG determined the focus. For risk strati-
fication, the CNN incorporated Bayesian uncertainty estimation as a measure of confidence. To
evaluate performance, detection maps were compared to expert FCD manual labels. Sensitivity
was tested in an independent cohort of 23 FCD cases (13 ± 10 years). Applying the algorithm to
42 healthy and 89 temporal lobe epilepsy disease controls tested specificity.

Results. Overall sensitivity was 93% (137/148 FCD detected) using a leave-one-site-out cross-
validation, with an average of six false positives per patient. Sensitivity inMRI-negative FCDwas
85%. In 73% of patients, the FCD was among the clusters with the highest confidence; in half
it ranked the highest. Sensitivity in the independent cohort was 83% (19/23; average of five false
positives per patient). Specificity was 89% in healthy and disease controls.

Conclusions. This first multicenter-validated deep learning detection algorithm yields the high-
est sensitivity to date in MRI-negative FCD. By pairing predictions with risk stratification this
classifier may assist clinicians to adjust hypotheses relative to other tests, increasing diagnostic
confidence. Moreover, generalizability across age and MRI hardware makes this approach ideal
for pre-surgical evaluation of MRI-negative epilepsy.

Classification of evidence. This study provides Class III evidence that deep learning on multi-
modal MRI accurately identifies FCD in epilepsy patients initially diagnosed as MRI-negative.
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7.1 Introduction

Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), a surgically-amenable developmental epileptogenic brain malfor-
mation, presentswith cortical thickeningonT1-weightedMRI, aswell as hyperintensity andblur-
ring of the gray-white matter interface on FLAIR images. While these features are often visible to
the naked eye, FCD may be overlooked and only found at surgery [20]. MRI-negative patients
represents a major diagnostic challenge [210].

Currently, benchmark automateddetectionmethods fail in 20–40%ofpatients [128–130, 251],
particularly those with subtle FCD, and suffer from high false positive rates [31]. Conversely,
deep neural networks outperform state-of-the-art methods at disease detection [see 178, 179, for

review]. Specifically, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) learn abstract concepts from high-
dimensional data alleviating the challenging task of hand-crafting features [177]. The integration
of convolutional operators that implicitly encode spatial covariance of neighboring voxels (rather
than treating each voxel independently) with nonlinearity capturing complex patterns and vari-
ability is expected to optimize the detection of the full FCD spectrum. Notably, with regards to
diagnostic performance, the deterministic nature of conventional algorithms does not permit risk
assessment of the automated decisions, a requirement to be integrated into clinical diagnostic sys-
tems. Alternatively, Bayesian CNNs provide a distribution of predictions from which the mean
and variance can be computed, the latter being interpreted as a measure of uncertainty [201].

Here, we tested the hypothesis that a multicenter-validated computer deep learning algorithm
operating directly on T1-weighted and FLAIR MRI voxel detects MRI-negative focal cortical
dysplasia (FCD).

7.2 Methods

Wepresent an automated algorithm trained andvalidatedon amulticenter dataset of patientswith
histologically confirmed FCD. We ruled out sources of spectrum bias [252] by evaluating speci-
ficity against healthy individuals as well as a disease control cohort of patients with temporal lobe
epilepsy (TLE) and histologically confirmed hippocampal sclerosis (HS). Tominimize incorpora-
tionbias [252], the classifierwas iteratively trained and testedusing a leave-one-site-out scheme; i.e.,
the classifier was trained iteratively on all sites minus the one held-out for testing; this guaranteed
the out-of-fold validation in which tested cohorts were never part of the training. Moreover, the
classifier trainedon the full datasetwas testedonan independent cohort of patients thatwerenever
part of training. According to theClassification of evidence schemes of theAmericanAcademyof
Neurology (https://www.neurology.org/sites/default/files/ifa/loe.pdf) [253],

this study satisfies the rating for Class III evidence for diagnostic accuracy, demonstrating that
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deep learning operating on multimodal MRI has significant diagnostic value, including inMRI-
negative patients, with 85% sensitivity.

7.2.1 Subjects

We studied consecutive retrospective cohorts from nine tertiary epilepsy centers worldwide with
histologically validated FCD lesions collected from October 2012 to January 2018 and in whom
both 3DT1-weightedMRI and 3D FLAIRwere acquired as part of the clinical presurgical inves-
tigation [167]. TheTLE cohort included both patients withMRI-visibleHS (n = 49; comparable
toMRI-positive FCD) and those inwhom theMRIwas unremarkable, but the histological exam-
ination of the surgical specimen revealed the presence of subtle HS (n = 40; comparable toMRI-
negative, histology-positive FCD). Patients had been investigated for drug-resistant epilepsy with
a standard presurgical workup including neurological examination, assessment of seizure history,
neuroimaging, and video-EEG recordings.
On histological examination of the surgical specimen [16], FCD Type-II was defined as dis-

rupted cortical lamination with dysmorphic neurons in isolation (IIA, n = 70) or together with
balloon cells (IIB, n = 78). At a mean±SD postoperative follow-up of 31.2 ± 14.4 months (range:
12-78 months), 103 patients (70%) became seizure-free (Engel-I), 33 (22%) had rare disabling
seizures (Engel-II), nine (6%) had worthwhile improvement (Engel-III) and three (2%) had no
improvement (Engel-IV); in patients with Engel-III and IV, the resection was incomplete as the
FCD encroached eloquent areas in primary cortices (7 in sensorimotor, 2 in primary visual and
3 in language areas); the residual lesion and extent of resection were evaluated on post-operative
MRI.

7.2.2 Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consent

TheEthicsCommittees and institutional review boards at all participating sites (S1–S9) approved
the study, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

7.2.3 MRI acquisition and image processing

High-resolution 3D T1-weighted and 3D FLAIR MRI images were acquired in all individuals
[167]. All images were obtained on 3T scanners; one site provided additional cases with 1.5T
MRI. Imaging parameters are listed on Table C.1 (available from Dryad: doi.org/10.5061/
dryad.h70rxwdgm). MRI data was de-identified; files were converted from DICOM to NIfTI
with header anonymization. T1-weighted images were linearly registered to the MNI152 sym-
metric template. FLAIR images were linearly mapped to T1-weighted MRI in MNI space. T1-
weighted and FLAIRunderwent intensity non-uniformity correction [115] followed by intensity
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standardization with scaling of values between 0 and 100. Finally, images were skull-stripped us-
ing an in-house deep learning method (v. 1.0.0; https://github.com/NOEL-MNI/deepMask;
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4521716) trained on manually corrected brain masks from pa-
tients with cortical malformations. Two experts manually segmented lesions on co-registered
T1-weighted and FLAIR images; inter-rater Dice agreement was 0.92 ± 0.10 [calculated as
2 ⋅ |𝑀1 ∩ 𝑀2|/(|𝑀1| + |𝑀2|), where𝑀1 = label 1,𝑀2 = label 2,𝑀1 ∩ 𝑀2 = intersection of
𝑀1 and𝑀2].

7.2.4 Classifier design

Figures 7.1 and C.1 (Appendix C; also available from Dryad: doi.org/10.5061/dryad.

h70rxwdgm) illustrate the design. The fullmethodology is described inAppendixC (also available
fromDryad: doi.org/10.5061/dryad.h70rxwdgm).

Figure 7.1:Classifier design. Training and inference (or testing) workflow. In the cascaded system the
output of CNN-1 serves as an input for CNN-2. CNN-1 maximizes the detection of lesional
voxels; CNN-2 reduces the number of misclassified voxels, removing false positives (FPs) while
maintaining optimal sensitivity. The training procedure (indicated by dashed arrows) operating
on T1-weighted and FLAIRMRI, extracts 3D patches from lesional and non-lesional tissue to
yield tCNN-1 (trainedmodel 1) and tCNN-2 (trainedmodel 2)modelswith optimizedweights
(indicated by vertical dashed-dotted arrows). Thesemodels are then used for subject-level infer-
ence. For each unseen subject, the inference pipeline (solid arrows) uses tCNN-1 and generates
a mean (𝜇𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡) of 20 predictions (forward passes); the mean map is then thresholded voxel-
wise to discard improbable lesion candidates (𝜇𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡 > 0.1). The resulting binary mask serves
to sample the input patches for the tCNN-2. Amean probability and uncertaintymaps are ob-
tained by collating 50 predictions; uncertainty is transformed into confidence. The sampling
strategy (identical for training and inference) is only illustrated for testing.

Data sampling and network architecture. In each individual, we thresholded FLAIR images by
z-normalizing intensities and discarding the bottom 10 percentile intensities; this internal thresh-
olding resulted in a mask containing voxels within the grey matter (GM) and its interface with
the white matter (WM). This mask was then used to extract 3D patches (i.e., regions of interest
centered around a given voxel) from co-registered 3D T1-weighted and FLAIR images, which
served as input to the network. Notably, 3D patches seamlessly sampled the FCD across orthogo-
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Table 7.1: Demographics and dataset stratification for cross-site validation. Abbreviations. S = site; N:
sample size; yrs = years; I and II refer to different MRI scanners for the same site

TESTING DATASET TRAINING DATASETS

Site N
Age
(mean±SD
yrs)

%
Female Sites N

Age
(mean±SD
yrs)

%
Female

S1-I 45 27 ± 9 49% S1-II, S2−S9 103 20 ± 13 46%
S1-II 17 18 ± 9 65% S1-I, S2−S9 131 23 ± 13 44%
S2 08 11 ± 6 25% S1, S3−S9 140 23 ± 12 48%
S3 05 22 ± 17 80% S1−S2, S4−S9 143 23 ± 12 45%
S4 11 8 ± 7 36% S1−S3, S5−S9 137 24 ± 12 44%
S5-I 10 23 ± 14 30% S1−S4, S5-II, S6−S9 138 23 ± 13 48%
S5-II 12 13 ± 12 42% S1−S4, S5-I, S6−S9 136 22 ± 12 47%
S6 11 31 ± 15 64% S1−S5, S7−S9 137 22 ± 12 45%
S7 09 33 ± 13 33% S1−S6, S8−S9 139 22 ± 13 47%
S8 07 24 ± 13 43% S1−S7, S9 141 22 ± 13 47%
S9 13 26 ± 8 38% S1−S8 135 22 ± 13 47%

nal planes and tissue types. We designed a cascaded system in which the output of the first CNN
(CNN-1) served as input to the second (CNN-2). CNN-1 aimed at maximizing the detection of
lesional voxels; CNN-2 reduced the number of misclassified voxels, removing false positives (FPs)
while maintaining optimal sensitivity. In brief, for each test subject, 3DT1-weighted and FLAIR
patches were fed to CNN-1. To discard improbable lesional candidates, the mean of 20 forward
passes (or predictions)was thresholded at> 0.1 (equivalent to rejectingbottom10percentile prob-
abilities); voxels surviving this threshold served as the input to sample patches for CNN-2.

Estimation of prediction uncertainty. Bayesian inference in deep CNNs with large number of
parameters is computationally intensive [248]. By probabilistically excluding neurons (or units)
after every convolutional layer during training, theMonteCarlo dropoutmethod [254] simulates
an ensemble of neural networks with diverse architectures, thus preventing overfitting without
compromising on accuracy. This procedure provides a distribution of posterior probabilities at
each voxel resulting from multiple stochastic forward passes through the classifier; their variance
provides a measure of uncertainty. Here, we used the mean and variance of 50 voxel-wise forward
passes to generate probability and uncertainty maps. The mean probability map was binarized
by thresholding at > 0.7 (empirically determined by setting the cluster-level FP rate to < 6) and
underwent a post-processing routine entailing morphological erosion, dilation and extraction of
connected components (> 75 voxels) to remove flat blobs and noise, a procedure that resulted
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in non-overlapping clusters. To evaluate performance, this detection map was compared to the
manual expert annotation.

Transforming uncertainty into confidence and ranking. For each cluster of the detection map, we
estimated confidence by computing the median uncertainty across its voxels; we then aggregated
uncertainties across all clusters and normalized values between 0 and 1 to obtain a measure of
confidence. All clusters were then ranked based on their confidence estimates with the highest
confidence cluster as rank 1, second highest confidence cluster rank 2, and so on until all clusters
surviving the threshold (probability > 0.7 and spatial extent > 75 voxels) had been ranked. Con-
fidence maps were evaluated together with a diagram plotting lesion probability against lesion
ranking, with rank 1 signifying highest confidence to be lesional, regardless of cluster size.

Performance evaluation. To assess performance, we employed a leave-one-site-out cross-validation
by which the classifier trained on eight sites was tested iteratively on the held-out site until all sites
had served as testing set. A minimum of one voxel co-localizing with the manually segmented
FCD (ground truth label) was deemed as TP, any detection not co-localizing as FP. Consistent
with previous FCD detection literature [124, 126, 130, 231], we deemed partial overlap to be suf-
ficient without requiring the detection to be completely within the expert label. Demographics
and dataset stratification are shown in Table 7.1. In addition, we evaluated the algorithm trained
on the complete dataset of the 148 FCD patients on an independent cohort of 23 FCD cases (11
females; 13 ± 10 years; 70%MRI-negative) from S1 and S2.
Patient-level (i.e., lesion-level) evaluation metrics included sensitivity (𝑃, 𝐿) = |𝑃1 ∩ 𝐿1|/|𝐿1|

and specificity (𝑃, 𝐿) = |𝑃0 ∩ 𝐿0|/|𝐿0| , where 𝑃 is the model prediction and L the ground truth
label; 𝐿1 and 𝐿0 signify voxels predicted as positive (lesional) and negative (not lesional), while 𝑃1
and 𝑃0 represent the same for model predictions. We evaluated specificity as the absence of any
findings by applying the algorithm trained on the complete dataset of FCD patients to healthy
controls and TLE disease controls; in other words, specificity was calculated as the proportion
of healthy or disease controls in whom no FCD lesion cluster was falsely identified. Site-wise
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) evaluated voxel-wise classification
performance (i.e., the true positive (TP) vs. FP rate) stratified by sites.

We evaluated the spatial relation between lesional clusters and FPs in patients as well as healthy
and disease controls. To this end, we generated a lesional probability map by overlaying all man-
ually segmented FCD labels; the Dice coefficient quantified the overlap between the FCD prob-
ability map and both the group-wise probability and uncertainty maps of FPs.
Pearson’s correlationquantified associationsbetweenprobability anduncertainty, andbetween

age and the number of FPs. Biserial correlation evaluated association betweenMRI-negative sta-
tus and the number of FPs. Spearman’s correlation quantified association between lesion rank
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and probability. Nonparametric permutations (10,000 iterations with replacement) tested group
differences at p < .05 (two-tailed), with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

7.2.5 Data availability statement

These datasets are not publicly available as they contain information that could compromise the
privacy of research participants. The source code and pre-trained model weights are available for
download at https://github.com/NOEL-MNI/deepFCD (v. 1.0.0; https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.4521706). In addition, a derivative dataset composed of lesional and non-lesional
patches from 148 FCD patients is available as a Hierarchical Data Format (HDF5) dataset (avail-
able from Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3239446).

7.3 Results

Demographics. The primary site (S1) comprised 62 FCDpatients (33 females; mean±SD age = 25
± 10 years) and control groups consisting of age- and sex- matched healthy individuals (n = 42; 22
females; 30 ± 7 years), and patients with TLE and histologically verified HS (n = 89; 47 females;
age: 31 ± 8). Across the remaining eight sites (S2−S9), the cohort comprised 86 FCD patients
(36 females; age: 20 ± 14). In 75 patients (51%) in whom routineMRI evaluation was initially re-
ported as unremarkable in the initial readings of the neuroradiologists at each participating center,
the location of the seizure focus was established using intracranial EEG.

Patient-level performance. The classifier’s overall sensitivity based on leave-one-site-out cross-
validation was 93% (137/148 FCD lesions detected), with 6 ± 5 FP clusters per patient. Strati-
fying children and adults, sensitivity was 98% for the former (52/53; 7 ± 5 FP clusters) and 89%
(85/95; 5 ± 5 FP) for the latter. Notably, 85% ofMRI-negative and 100% ofMRI-positive lesions
were detected. When testing the classifier on the independent cohort (using themodel trained on
the complete dataset of the 148 FCD patients), overall sensitivity was 83% (19/23 FCD lesions
detected; 5 ± 3 FP clusters per patient) with 100% of MRI-positive and 75% of MRI-negative
lesions detected. Specificity was 90% in healthy (4/42 with 2 ± 1 FP clusters) and 89% in TLE
disease controls (10/89, 1 ± 0 FP cluster). With respect to the latter, specificity was similar be-
tween MRI-positive HS (92%; 5/49, 1 ± 0 FP cluster) and MRI-negative HS (88%; 5/40, 1 ± 0
FP cluster). Per-site sensitivity and FP rates are shown in Table 7.2.

Voxel-wise performance. The median AUC was 0.83 (range, 0.72–0.87) indicative of high sensi-
tivity (high TP rates) and specificity (low FP rates), with comparable performance across sites.

Analysis of confidence. In 73% of patients, the FCD lesion was among the five clusters with the
highest confidence; in half of them, it ranked the highest, with a mean probability of 72% (95%
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Figure 7.2: Performance evaluation. A. Site-wise area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC) using the leave-one-site-out cross-validation (solid colored lines with values; black dot-
ted line represents a naïve classifier). B. Frequency of lesions according to their rank. Rank 1
signifies highest confidence to be lesional. 73% of lesions were distributed across ranks 1 to 5.
C. Lesion rank plotted against probability of being lesional shows a significant correlation with
FCD voxels having low rank values (high confidence) and high probability. D. Distribution
(kernel density estimation) of confidence for lesional and false positive (FP) clusters; lesions ex-
hibit high confidence values, while FP clusters show low confidence.

Table 7.2: Site-specific demographics and performance metrics

Site N
Age

(mean±SD
yrs)

%
Female

MRI+/
MRI− Sensitivity FPs

All patients MRI−

S1-I 45 27 ± 9 49% 13/32 39/45 (87%) 26/32 (81%) 7 ± 4
S1-II 17 18 ± 9 65% 2/15 15/17 (88%) 13/15 (87%) 7 ± 4
S2 08 11 ± 6 25% 5/3 8/8 (100%) 3/3 (100%) 6 ± 5
S3 05 22 ± 17 80% 2/3 5/5 (100%) 3/3 (100%) 1 ± 1
S4 11 8 ± 7 36% 11/0 11/11 (100%) n/a 8 ± 6
S-I 10 23 ± 14 30% 8/2 9/10 (90%) 1/2 (50%) 10 ± 6
S5-II 12 13 ± 12 42% 11/1 12/12 (100%) 1/1 (100%) 6 ± 7
S6 11 31 ± 15 64% 6/5 11/11 (100%) 5/5 (100%) 3 ± 3
S7 09 33 ± 13 33% 2/7 8 /9 (89%) 6/7 (86%) 8 ± 6
S8 07 24 ± 13 43% 6/1 6/7 (86%) 0/1 (0%) 6 ± 5
S9 13 26 ± 8 38% 7/6 13/13 (100%) 6/6 (100%) 1 ± 2

Total 148 23 ± 13 47% 49/51% 137/148 (93%) 64/75 (85%) 6 ± 5
Indep 23 13 ± 10 48% 30/70% 19/23 (83%) 12/16 (75%) 5 ± 3
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confidence interval, 69%–76%; Figure 7.2B). Lesion rank negatively correlated with probability,
i.e., the lower the rank, the higher the probability of being lesional (r = −0.69, p = 0.005; Fig-
ure 7.2C). Moreover, confidence for a cluster to be lesional centered around 1 (i.e., 100% confi-
dence), while for FPs it centered around zero (Figure 7.2D). Representative MRI-negative cases
are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.

Figure 7.3:Automated detection of MRI-negative FCD. The left panels show the T1-weighted MRI
and the prediction probability maps with the lesion circled. The middle plots show the prob-
ability of the lesion and false positive (FP) clusters sorted by their rank; the superimposed line
indicates the degree of confidence for each cluster. The right panels illustrate the location of
the FCD lesion (rank 1, highest confidence; purple) and FP clusters (ranks 2–5; blue). In these
cases, the lesion has both highest confidence (rank 1) and high probability (> 0.8).

Spatial distribution of FCD and FPs. The majority of FCD lesions were located within the
frontal lobes (Figure 7.5A). Overall, FPs in patients, healthy and disease controls (Figure 7.5B)
were found in the insula and the parahippocampus (Dice overlap with FCD: 21%, 22% and
34%, respectively). Notably, FPs in healthy and disease controls overlapped to a greater extent
(Dice: 52%) and exhibited low confidence to be lesional (i.e., high uncertainty); conversely, FPs
in FCD patients tended to display high confidence to be lesional (p = 0.013). Coordinates for
the lesion and FPs are listed on Tables C.2 and C.3, respectively (also available from Dryad:
doi.org/10.5061/dryad.h70rxwdgm). The incidence of FP clusters was negatively correlated
with age (r = −0.23, p = 0.004), namely the younger the patients the higher the number of FPs.
Number of FPs was not significantly different betweenMRI-positive andMRI-negative patients.
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Figure 7.4:Representative FCD detection examples. Seven representative MRI-negative FCD lesions
across sites are shown (top row: prediction overlaid on the FLAIR; the flame scale indicates the
probability strength). The bottom labels are interpreted as site-patient-ID/age/gender. The
arrows indicate the ground-truth lesion location.

7.4 Discussion

MRI-negative FCD represents a major diagnostic challenge. To define the epileptogenic area pa-
tients undergo long and costly hospitalizations for EEGmonitoringwith intracerebral electrodes,
a procedure that carries risks similar to surgery itself [162, 211]. Moreover, patients withoutMRI
evidence for FCD are less likely to undergo surgery and consistently show worse seizure control
compared to those with visible lesions [4, 213]. Here, we present the first deep learning method
for automated FCD detection trained and validated on histologically verified data frommultiple
centers worldwide. The classifier uses T1- and T2-weighted FLAIR, contrasts available on most
recent MR scanners [167], operates in 3D voxel space without laborious pre-processing and fea-
ture extraction, and pairs predictions with confidence. It yields the highest performance to date
with a sensitivity of 93% using a leave-one-site-out cross-validation and 83% when tested on an
independent cohort, while maintaining a high specificity of 89% both in healthy and disease con-
trols. Importantly, deep learningdetectedMRI-negative FCDwith85% sensitivity, thus offering a
considerable gain over standard radiological assessment. Results were generalizable across cohorts
with variable age, hardware and sequence parameters. Taken together, such characteristics and
performance promise potential for broad clinical translation. Notwithstanding these advantages,
good quality scans are essential to guarantee valid results, as motion can mimic lesions [167]; we
thus advise against analysing low-quality motion-corrupted scans.

Deep learning: moving beyond conventional automated FCD detection

Over the last decade, several automated FCDdetection algorithms have been developed, themost
recent relying on surface-based representations [126, 129, 130, 231]. While themajority operate on
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T1-weighted MRI, recent methods have combined T1-weighted and T2-weighted MRI for im-
proved performance [124, 129]. A few have used shallow (single layer) artificial neural networks
[124, 128]. Notably, all require arduous pre-processing, including manual corrections of tissue
segmentation and surface extraction, thus precluding integration into clinical workflow. Impor-
tantly, they rely on domain knowledge to engineer features. These procedures generally fail to
detect subtle lesions [31]. In comparison, our approach offers several advantages. Firstly, to opti-
mize lesion detection across the FCD spectrum, we leveraged the power of CNNs that recursively
learn complex properties from the data itself. Secondly, contrary to previous medical imaging
applications relying on 2D orthogonal sampling, we extracted 3D patches to model the spatial
extent of FCD across multiple slices and tissue types. Operating in true volumetric domain al-
lowed assessing the spatial neighborhood of the lesion, whereas prior surface-based methods have
considered each vertex location independently. Thirdly, restricting training to the GM reduced
nearly infinite dataset to a manageable finite set. Finally, by relying on subject-wise feature nor-
malization, rather than group-wise, our implementation obviates the need for a matched norma-
tive dataset, an expensive and time-intensive undertaking. Compared to previous deep learning
methods [190, 195, 196] in which clinical description was scarce to absent, and information on
the FCD expert labels and histological validation of lesions was not provided, our study relied on
best-practice multimodal MRI, histologically-validated lesions, and a large dataset. Moreover, in
previous work FLAIR images in presumablyMRI-positive patients were acquiredwith inter-slice
gap ranging from0.5 to1.0mm [195, 196], and the acquisitionparameters for the 3DT1-weighted
images were different from those in healthy and disease controls [190].

Notwithstanding practical advantages of our method, a general limitation of deep learning is
the reduced transparency of the process leading to the predictions, a consequence of the high
dimensionality of learned features. The trade-off is a richer encoding and learning of complex
spatial covariances of intensity andmorphology that is beyond the ability of human eye. Tomaxi-
mize transparency and validity, we trained our algorithmonmanual expert labels of histologically-
validated FCD lesions. In addition to a rigorous cross-validation design, including applying the
classifier to a totally independent cohort of FCD patients, our predictions were stratified accord-
ing to confidence to be lesional. Notwithstanding these precautions, as for many diagnostic tests,
the convergence of findingswith independent tests is essential to increase confidence even further.
Estimation of generalizability is key to any diagnostic method. To guarantee unbiased evalu-

ation, training and testing datasets should remain distinct. We thus devised a strategy in which
the model was iteratively trained on patient data from all sites, except the one held-out. This
guaranteed out-of-distribution validation in which tested cohorts were never part of the training.
This leave-one-site-out cross-validation simulated a real-world scenario with optimal bias-variance
trade-off compared to conventional train-test split of k-folds; it also exploited the full richness of
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data during training and the out-of-distribution samples from a single site during testing. More-
over, the classifier trained on the full dataset was tested on a totally independent cohort of patients
that were never part of training. Consistent high performance across cohorts, as well as modest
FPs in healthy and disease controls, demonstrate that our cascaded CNN classifier learns and op-
timizes parameters specific to FCD, a fact validated by histological confirmation.

Human-in-the-loop machine learning: key to clinical translation

Inmachine learning, human-in-the-loop refers to the need for human interactionwith the learner
to improve human performance, machine performance, or both. Human involvement expedites
the efficient labeling of difficult or novel cases that the machine has previously not encountered,
reducing the potential for errors, a requirement of utmost importance in healthcare. In FCD, the
outcome of surgery depends heavily on the identification of the lesion; it is thus crucial to decide
which putative lesional clusters are significant. In this context, thresholding the final probabilistic
mean map is essential to evaluate the balance between true positive and false positives. Notably,
to guarantee an objective assessment of sensitivity and specificity across cohorts, in this study we
defined an empirical threshold. However, in clinical practice, a judicious approach would imply
adaptive thresholding of the maps at single-patient level, taking into account independent tests.
Indeed, in 5/11 of undetectedMRI-negative cases, the lesion could be resolved whenmodulating
the threshold in light of seizure semiology and electrophysiology. Besides thresholding, confidence
is pivotal in any diagnostic assessment, an aspect so far neglected. To fill this gap, we incorporated
a Bayesian uncertainty estimation that enables risk stratification. In practical terms, we ranked
putative lesional clusters in a given patient based on confidence, thus assisting the examiner to
gauge the significance of all findings. In 73%of cases the FCDwas among the topfive clusterswith
the highest confidence to be lesional; in half of them it ranked the highest. In the remaining 27%,
lesions manifested with low confidence; in a real-world scenario, when location is unknown (i.e.,
noFCDlabel is available), a concerted evaluation including electro-clinical andother imaging tests
is likely to increase diagnostic certainty [255]. While the good performance of our classifier is also
attributable to the richness of the training set including a large spectrum of anatomical locations,
eleven MRI-negative FCD remained unresolved, with six located in the orbitofrontal cortex, an
area for which limited data was available for training. The prospective use of our classifier trained
on the entire cohort would likely reclaim these lesions.
The analysis of the spatial distribution of FPswasmoderately comparable across FCDpatients,

healthy and disease controls, mainly involving the insula and parahippocampal region bilaterally.
A possible explanationmay lie in the similarity of the cytoarchitectonic signature of these cortices
with FCD histopathological traits. Notably, the three-layered cortex of the hippocampal forma-
tion, the transitional mesocortex of the parahippocampus and the mesocortex-like insula present
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Figure 7.5: Probability distributions of FCD and false positives. A. Lesional probabilitymaps ofman-
ually labelled FCD lesions superimposed on glass brains. B. Probability maps of confidence of
FP clusters across cohorts. Colors indicate proportions (in %) of lesional (A) and FPs (B) voxels.
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with indistinct boundaries between laminas compared to the typical six-layered neocortex [256,

257]; these corticesmay thusmimic dyslamination andblurring. Notably, however, our algorithm
detected 3/3 FCD lesions in the insula with high degree of confidence. Since these lesions were
provided by different sites, the leave-one-site-out strategy guaranteed that each training set had at
least one lesion. Nonetheless, addingmore lesions to the training set would increase the classifier’s
ability to learn better discriminative features in the insular region. Alternatively, an impact of de-
velopmental trajectory [258] on FPs is suggested by high prevalence in younger patients, possibly
in relation to age-varying tissue contrast, cortical myelination and maturation, which may also
manifest as lesion-like on MRI. Conversely, registration errors are less likely in our voxel-based
method as compared to surface-based algorithms. For the latter, to align a subject’s brain into a
standardized stereotaxic space registration strongly depends on the accuracy ofGM/WMsegmen-
tation, while ourmethod does not require tissue segmentation. Notably, some FPswere only seen
in FCD cases, particularly in fronto-central regions and tended to gather around the lesion, sug-
gesting subthreshold peri-lesional anomalies not included in the manually-segmented label [130,
242]. Given the favorable surgical outcome, a biological explanation for FPs in our FCD cohort
may thus include a combination of normal cytoarchitectural nuances and non-epileptogenic peri-
lesional developmental anomalies. In a previous study [130],we found FPs to manifest as abnor-
mal sulcal depth, while the FCD lesions had higher cortical thickness relative to controls. Sulcal
abnormalities in cortical malformations have been described in the proximity and at a distance of
MRI-visible lesions and are thought to result fromdisruptions of neuronal connectivity andWM
organization [130, 230]. Finally, it is also plausible that some FP clusters my represent dysplastic
tissue, an entity so far reported only in five cases [259].

While our algorithm was trained on histologically verified FCD-II lesions and is mainly aimed
at identifyingMRI-negative FCD, it is possible that it could identify difficult-to-detect low grade
tumors thatmay resemble dysplastic lesions, a rare instance occurrence since these tumors are gen-
erally easy to see on routine MRI. Regardless, the dilemma of differentiation of FCD from low
grade tumors uniquely based on MRI features may arise; the differential diagnosis is then evalu-
ated using additional tests, including MR spectroscopy. On the other hand, our algorithm may
be useful in identifying associated often-occult dysplastic lesions in the peritumoral area [260].

Federated machine learning: a path to the future

Traditional machine learning adopts a centralized approach that requires training datasets to be
aggregated in a single center. A significant obstacle to clinical adoption of such strategy is privacy
and ethical concerns. Federated learning [261], on the other hand, is a distributed approach that
enables multi-institutional collaboration without sharing patient data. Our proposed approach
of patch-based data augmentation is privacy-preserving since only a portion of each patient’s data
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is collated and randomized before exposure to the neural network, an implementation that can be
flexibly re-configured to support federated learning. As the data corpus diversifies and expands to
includemore edge cases, performance and confidence of future classifiers will inevitably improve.

555
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8 AutomatedHippocampal Subfield
Segmentation using Deep Learning

Preface

Hippocampal pathology, a hallmark of numerous neurological conditions, manifests as atrophy
localized to a specific subfield or spanning multiple subfields, emphasizing the need for accurate
segmentation. The rising demand for large-scale data analysis has motivated the development
of automated segmentation algorithms [262, 263]. Accurate segmentation of the hippocampal
formation is particularly relevant for effective individualized diagnostics in temporal lobe epilepsy
(TLE), as this structure is the hallmark site of pathology. The current implementations force
users to undertake a significant technical debt, and are cumbersome to implement, replicate and
validate on independent datasets.
Thepurpose of this studywas to develop and validate an automated framework to segment hip-

pocampal subfields using deep learning and evaluate the generalization performance in pathology.
WeproposeDeepPatch, a volume-based subfield segmentationmethod that combines patch-based
analysis (similar to the methodology proposed in Chapter 5), which optimizes label fusion and
image matching by compactly representing anatomy, shape, texture and intensity, and fully con-
volutional deep neural networks (CNN) that offers hierarchical feature learning ability.

5
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Abstract

Hippocampal pathology, a hallmark of numerous neurological conditions, manifests generally as
atrophy localized to a specific or multiple subfields, emphasizing the need for accurate segmen-
tation, both for understanding disease mechanisms and individualized diagnostics. We propose
an automated subfield segmentation procedure which combines deep learning with patch-based
template library for feature matching. Our algorithm was trained on a dataset of manually seg-
mented labels obtained on submillimetric T1-weighted MRI. Validation experiments showed
equally high accuracy in healthy individuals and patients with Dice ranging from 87% to 92%
across hippocampal subfields. Segmentations obtained through the automated algorithm showed
high performance to lateralize the seizure focus in 95% of cases (91% inMRI-negative), suggesting
clinical utility.
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8.1 Introduction

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), themost common syndrome in adults, is pathologically definedby
varying degrees of neuronal loss and gliosis in the hippocampus and adjacent structures [136]. On
MRI, marked hippocampal sclerosis (HS) appears as atrophy and signal hyperintensity, generally
more severe ipsilateral to the seizure focus. Accurate identification of hippocampal atrophy as a
marker of HS is crucial for deciding the side of surgery. While volumetry has been one of the first
computational analyses applied to TLE [25, 131, 139, 264, 265], the need for accurate localization
of pathology has motivated a move from whole-structure volumetry to surface-based approaches
allowing a precise mapping of anomalies along the hippocampal axis. Surface modeling based on
spherical harmonics [147] has been particularly performant [266], as it guarantees precise inter-
subject correspondence.
Manual hippocampal volumetry is time-prohibitive and prone to rater bias. These challenges,

together with rising demand to study larger patient cohorts, have motivated the shift towards
automated segmentation, setting the basis for large-scale clinical use. Initial methods for whole
hippocampal segmentation used a single template or deformablemodels constrained by shape pri-
ors obtained from neurotypical individuals [267–270]. More recent approaches rely on multiple
templates and label fusion; by selecting a subset of atlases from a template library which best fit
the structure to segment, thereby accounting for inter-subject variability, these approaches have
provided increased performance over single template approaches [271–274].

Advances in MR acquisition hardware and sequence technology, which enable submillimet-
ric resolution and improved signal-to-noise ratio, have facilitated accurate identification of hip-
pocampal subfields or subregions, including the dentate gyrus, subiculum and the cornu ammo-
nis (CA1-4) regions [151]. Several methods have been developed for MRI-based subfield seg-
mentation [144, 152, 153, 158, 275], providing state-of-the-art results (average Dice ∼88%) with
fast inference times.
Recently, the widespread adoption of deep learning [180] in medical imaging has promoted a

resurgence in volumetric segmentationmethods. Unlike contemporary algorithms, deep learning
does not require the data to be extensively preprocessed, thus eliminating the need to build tem-
plate libraries. More specifically, the ability of convolutional neural networks to learn important
features frommultimodal data during the training process rather than using hand-crafted features
has enabled them to outperform traditional approaches, with Dice overlap indices exceeding 90%
in both healthy [206, 276] and atrophic [277]hippocampi. Their applications to the task ofwhole
hippocampal and subfield segmentation are rather recent [156, 206, 207, 276–278]. Yet so far stud-
ies have been limited in terms of sample size, and absence of validation in independent datasets in
health and disease has precluded assessment of generalizability.
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We proposeDeepPatch, a method for hippocampal subfield segmentation that combines label
fusion and patch matching with fully convolutional networks [279], leveraging the hierarchical
feature learning capabilities of deep neural networks and the efficiency of patch-similarity label
fusion [157]. Validation was performed using a publicly available 3T dataset of manual segmen-
tations of CA1-3, CA4-DG and subiculum (SUB) on T1-weighted MRI of healthy individuals
[151], and a cohort of TLE patients with histologically verified HS. In addition, we tested the
performance ofDeepPatch on a seizure focus lateralization task.

8.2 Methods

8.2.1 Subjects

The MNI-HISUB25 dataset [151] (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mni-hisub25)
composed of MR images and manually drawn labels (CA1-3, CA4-DG, and SUB) from 25
healthy subjects (31 ± 7 years, 13 females) served as the training and validation dataset. A clinical
dataset of 76 TLE patients (39/76MRI-negative; 35 ± 10 years, 47 females; manually-segmented
subfield labels available in 32/76) with identical imaging parameters were used for validation of
hippocampal subfield segmentation, and TLE seizure focus lateralization (Table 8.1)

8.2.2 MRI acquisition and image preparation

MRI data were acquired on a 3Tesla Siemens TimTrio scanner using a 32-channel head coil.
We obtained a submillimetric T1-weighted 3D magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradi-
ent echo (MPRAGE) [repetition time (TR): 3000ms; echo time (TE): 4.32ms; inversion time
(TI): 1500ms; flip angle: 7°; matrix size: 336×384; FOV: 210×229mm2; 0.6×0.6×0.6mm3

isotropic resolution; to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, two identical scans were acquired, mo-
tion corrected, and averaged into a single volume]. T2-weighted images were obtained using a
2D turbo spin-echo sequence (TR: 10 810ms; TE: 81ms; flip angle: 119°; matrix size: 512×512;
FOV: 203×203mm2, 60 coronal slices angled perpendicular to the hippocampal long axis, slice
thickness: 2mm, resulting in 0.4×0.4×2.0mm3 anisotropic resolution). Images underwent auto-
mated correction for intensity non-uniformity [115] and intensity standardization. T1-weighted
scans were resampled to 0.4×0.4×0.4mm3 resolution in the MNI152 stereotaxic space. To aug-
ment the sample size, right hippocampi were flipped to the left.

8.2.3 Classifier design

DeepPatch matches patches from an atlas- to a training-set based on a similarity function [280].

An atlas patch is the combination of the intensity patch and its corresponding label patch. All
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Table 8.1: Validation cohort characteristics

Age Female (%) SEEG (%) TLE
(L/R) HS/G Engel Class I

(%)

MRI-positive (n = 37) 37 ± 11 51% 14% 19/18 36/0 94%
MRI-negative (n = 39) 34± 10 72% 67% 23/16 6/21 63%

*SEEG: percentage of patients that underwent surgery. Abbreviations: HS/G = hippocampal
sclerosis/isolated gliosis; SEEG = stereoencephalography; TLE = temporal lobe epilepsy. L (left)/R (right)

refers to EEG lateralization.

Figure 8.1:Atlas patch selection. For each training subfield patch, we search for the corresponding best
similar patch in each atlas within a search neighbourhood (blue dashed lines). These atlas
patches are ranked, and the most similar 𝐾 (based on Equation 8.1) are fed to the neural net-
work alongwith the training patch. The number of atlas patches is treated as a hyperparameter.
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atlas patches are concatenated to their corresponding training patches that serve as inputs to the
neural network.

Atlas patch selection

Because of the variability in label sizes, we implemented a strategy to balance the number of
patches extracted across all labels. Specifically, we ensure that an adequate number of patches is
extracted from the subfield boundaries, since these regions provide the most discriminative shape
information. To this end, a canny edge filter was applied to the multi-class label map to detect
boundary voxels. Patches were then randomly sampled, with equal numbers for each subfield
label. In addition, we randomly sample voxels from the inner part of each label. The ratio of
patches between the border and inner voxels was treated as a hyperparameter. For each training
patch, 𝑃𝑗𝛵 centered at voxel 𝑗, extracted from the training image 𝐼𝛵, we can find the most similar
patch from each atlas image according to intensity similarity within a cubic search window𝑁𝑗

centered around voxel 𝑗. For each atlas𝐴, the most similar atlas patch is defined as:

𝑃𝑗𝛢 = {𝑃
𝑛
𝛢 ∣ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑛𝜖𝛮𝑗∥𝑃

𝑗
𝛵 − 𝑃

𝑛
𝛢 ∥

2

2
} (8.1)

Finally, all selected atlas patches are ranked so that we can choose the K patches most similar to
the training patch. Subsequently, the training patch and its most similar patches are jointly fed to
the neural network for training (see Figure 8.1).

Network architecture

The proposed fully convolutional neural network (Figure 8.2) comprises three streams based on
an encoder-decoder architecture: i) atlas-unique; ii) target-patch; and iii) atlas-fusion. Specifically,
each candidate atlas patch (intensity and label) is concatenated to the training patch (intensity
only) and propagated through the atlas-unique stream. The target-patch stream propagates the
input training patch. There can be as many atlas-unique streams as the selected atlases (Figure 8.3
illustrates only two atlas-unique streams). The target-patch and atlas-unique streams are based
on a UNet [281] architecture adapted for end-to-end (i.e., the input and the output dimensions
match) image segmentation. The downstream encoding and upstream decoding paths consist of
repeating blocks separated by down-sampling and up-sampling, respectively. Finally, the atlas-
fusion stream includes a series of connections linking different spatial scales of information that
propagates from the atlas-unique to the target-patch streams; it concatenates feature maps gen-
erated at specific levels of the network, followed by a convolution layer with a 1×1×1 kernel to
fuse them. ReLu [282] introduces nonlinearity; batch normalization provides regularization to
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prevent overfittingwhile also stabilizing the training by averting vanishing gradients and reducing
the internal covariate shift [283].

Concurrent spatial and channel squeeze-and-excite (scSE) module. Convolution layer serves as the
basic building computational block for all CNN architectures, i.e., hierarchically learning filters
that capture local spatial pattern along all the input modalities (or channels) and generate feature
maps jointly encoding the spatial and channel information. While this joint encoding of spa-
tial and channel information has garnered more research attention, encoding of the spatial and
channel-wise patterns independently has been only marginally explored. An architectural com-
ponent called squeeze excitation (SE) block [284] attempted to address this issue by explicitly
modeling the interdependencies between the channels of feature maps. Its nomenclature is moti-
vated by the fact that the SE block ‘squeezes’ along the spatial dimension and ‘excites’ or reweights
along the channel (or modality) dimension. scSE [285] combines the outputs following recali-
bration of the feature maps independently along channel and space, explicitly optimizing feature
maps to be more informative both spatially and channel-wise. scSE blocks were inserted after
every encoder and decoder.

Localizer and subfield network

The localizer network is an atlas-free fully convolutional UNet corresponding to the target-patch
stream as shown in Figure 8.2. The network weights are trained independently of the subsequent
subfield segmentation. The network uses the whole image as input rather than patches for train-
ing and testing. The output of the localizer network provides global hippocampal segmentation,
which serves as the basis for sampling multi-label subfield patches for the downstream subfield
network. The latter comprises three networks as described in section 8.2.3.

Loss function and network optimization

Tomitigate the class imbalance issue (significant proportion of the image voxels do not represent
the structure of interest), previous work [207, 281] applied a differential weighting to the categor-
ical or multi-class cross-entropy loss function. The large class imbalance, however, overwhelms
the cross-entropy loss [286]. To account for imbalance due to size differences across hippocam-
pal subfields, we applied similar weighting (inversely proportion to the subfield size) – smaller
subfields are assigned a higher weight. Therefore, we use the focal loss (𝐹𝐿) [286] objective func-
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tion that in addition to size-based weighting, also down-weights easy examples and thus focusing
training on hard negatives to boost segmentation accuracy of the smallest structures.

𝐶𝐸(𝑝) = − log(𝑝(𝑙)) (8.2)

𝐹𝐿(𝑝) = (1 − 𝑝(𝑙))𝛾 ⋅ 𝐶𝐸 (8.3)

where 𝐶𝐸 is the cross-entropy loss, and 𝐹𝐿 is expressed as a function of 𝐶𝐸 is the number of
labels to obtain, 𝑙 is the label being considered (0 is background, 1 is CA1-3, 2 is SUB, and 3 is
CA4-DG) and 𝑝(𝑙) is the probability that a voxel is labeled as 𝑙. The focusing parameter 𝛾 at-
tributes a stronger penalty to labeling errors compared to the cross-entropy loss function. 𝐶𝐸 loss
is, however, used for segmenting the whole hippocampus using the localizer network. Kaiming
Uniform function [287] was used to initialize network weights, subsequently optimized using
Adam (learning rate = 10−4) [288].

Figure 8.2: Illustration of network architecture with squeeze & excitation (SE) blocks. (a) The inte-
gration of SE blocks within F-CNN. (b) The architectural design of the integrated scSE blocks,
for recalibrating the feature map𝑈 [Adapted with permission from 285].

.

Figure 8.3:Network construction. Network architectures and flow of information across different net-
work streams. Each convolutional and deconvolutional layer is followed by a ReLu and a batch
normalization unit. ⊕ represents a concatenation of features maps from the target-patch and
the atlas-unique streams, followed by a 1×1×1 convolution to fuse these features.
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Segmentation inference and refinement

Each testing image is first fed to the localizer network, which provides a coarse global hippocampal
segmentation. Then, we extract one patch per voxel and select its𝐾most similar atlas patches as
described in the Atlas patch selection. Next, these patches are combined and serve as inputs to
the target-patch stream. The results from all testing patches are fused through majority voting to
produce the multi-label segmentation. As fusion may introduce small and isolated segmentation
errors, we extracted the largest connected component from the binarized network output and
intersected it with the original output to obtain the final subfield segmentation.

Network and hyperparameter optimization

Network weight optimization was performed on submillimetric images. Focusing parameter was
empirically set to 𝛾 = 4. To accelerate the segmentation during testing, instead of dense sampling
with significant overlap between patches, we sampled patches sparsely, at every 100 voxels. This
resulted in patches with partial overlap without significant loss of information.
To determine the optimal network configuration, we tested the following domain-informed

hyperparameters: i) patch size (32×32×32, and 40×40×40), ii) atlas paths (3, 4, and 5), iii) border-
to-inner patch sampling ratio (for differential boundary sampling) with minimum number of
inner patches held constant at 20 patches per label per hippocampus (4:1).

Performance evaluation

Performancewas evaluated usingDice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) between two labels𝑆1 and𝑆2,
defined as: 2 ⋅ |𝑆1 ∩𝑆2|/|𝑆1 ∪𝑆2|, and Bland-Altman plots. Cross-validation was conducted in 25
healthy controls using a four-fold scheme; specifically, 25% of cases were used for testing, 37.5%
for training and the remaining 37.5% as atlas. We also validated the algorithm on 76 TLE patients
with the sameMRI parameters – the algorithmwas trained on 25 healthy controls (80% training,
20% atlas).

TLE lateralization

We assessed the clinical utility of the current approach using a lateralization task in TLE pa-
tients that assessed the accuracy of a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier to lateralize the
seizure focus using [158, 289] in individual patients. Briefly, volumetric subfield labels gener-
ated usingDeepPatch are converted to surfacemeshes and parameterized using spherical harmon-
ics and a point distribution model (SPHARM-PDM) [147] that guarantees correspondence of
surface points or vertices across subjects. A medial surface sheet running along the central path
of each subfield allowed for vertex-wise sampling of columnar volume and normalized T2 and
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FLAIR/T1w signal intensity. These features individually and in combination across each sub-
field are used as inputs to an LDA classifier. Cross-validation was performed using a five-fold
scheme, repeated 100 times. Lateralization performance was compared against subfield segmen-
tations generated using SurfPatch.

8.2.4 Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consent

The Ethics Committee of the MNI approved the study and written informed consent was ob-
tained from all participants.

8.3 Results

Subfield segmentation

In healthy controls, the average overlap betweenmanual and automated labels was 91.89% ± 1.22
forCA1-3, 87.88%±2.19 forCA4-DGand88.87%±2.01 for SUB. Similar highperformancewas
obtained in TLE patients, with an overlap of 90.66% ± 2.32 (CA1-3), 86.63% ± 4.56 (CA4-DG),
and 87.82% ± 2.53 (SUB) (see Table 8.2). High correlations and small differences between auto-
mated and manual volumes as shown in the Bland-Altman plots in both groups also supported
the robustness of the algorithm (Figure 8.4). Representative subfield segmentation examples are
shown in Figure 8.5.

Seizure focus lateralization in TLE

The subfield segmentations generated usingDeepPatch were used to predict to lateralize the side
of the seizure focus in TLE. The overall lateralization accuracy based on individual features was
significantly better for T2 (90.83 ± 2.22%; p < 0.05) than FLAIR/T1w intensity (85.67 ± 2.12%),
which were superior to that of volumetry (69.72 ± 3.25%; p < 0.05). The combination of T2 and
FLAIR/T1wyielded thebest overall performance of 95.40±1.53% (p < 0.05), with an accuracy of
91.46 ± 2.73% inMRI-negative and 99.54 ± 1.09% inMRI-positive TLE. The lateralization per-
formance was comparable to subfield segmentations generated using SurfPatch. Refer Table 8.3
for details.

8.4 Discussion

We proposeDeepPatch , a volume-based subfield segmentation framework that combines patch-
based atlas matching with fully convolutional neural networks. The algorithm operates on T1-
weighted images alone, the most frequently used anatomical contrast in major population-level
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Figure 8.4: High correlation and small differences between automated and manual volumes (in mm3) as
shownby the Bland-Altman plots in both controls (A) and patients (B) supports the robustness
of the algorithm.

Table 8.2: Performance comparison between DeepPatch and surface- and volume-based segmentation
methods validated with the same controls dataset [151] for each subfield and their average.

% Dice mean (standard deviation)
CA1-3 CA4-DG SUB Average

Method
DeepPatch (C) 91.89 (1.22) 87.88 (2.19) 88.87 (2.01) 89.55 (2.51)
DeepPatch (TLE) 90.66 (2.32) 86.63 (4.56) 87.82 (2.53) 88.37 (3.67)
DeepHIPS (C) [206] 92.45 (1.06) 88.87 (2.37) 89.80 (1.55) 90.37 (1.29)
HIPS (C) (T1w+T2w) [156] 91.15 (1.44) 86.16 (3.39) 87.46 (2.36) 88.26 (2.59)
Manjón et al. (C) [278] 90.01 (1.09) 84.04 (1.57) 86.78 (2.96) 86.95 (N/A)
SurfPatch (C) [158] 87.43 (2.47) 82.71 (2.85) 84.95 (2.45) N/A
Δ𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (Δ𝑠𝑡𝑑) −0.56(+0.16) −0.99(−0.18) −0.93(+0.46) −0.82(+1.22)

C: controls; N/A: not available; T1w/T2w: T1-/T2-weighted contrast;Δ: difference in mean and
standard deviation (std) betweenDeepPatch andDeepHIPS [206] in controls.
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Figure 8.5: Manual delineation and DeepPatch automated segmentations relying on submillimetric T1-
weighted MRI for a representative healthy control (CA1-3: 91.3%, CA4-DG: 85.2%, SUB:
88.4%) and a TLE patient (93.6%, 90.7%, 90.5%). Note that in the patient, despite the pres-
ence of hippocampal malrotation, subfields are adequately segmented.
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Table 8.3: TLE lateralization accuracy usingDeepPatch and SurfPatch

Volume T2 Signal FLAIR/T1w T2 + FLAIR/T1w

DeepPatch
All patients (n = 76) 69.72 ± 3.25 90.83 ± 2.22 * 85.67 ± 2.12 * 95.40 ± 1.53 *
MRI-positive (w/HS; n = 37) 94.89 ± 2.82 99.70 ± 0.85 95.38 ± 1.81 99.54 ± 1.09 *
MRI-negative (n = 39) 45.85 ± 5.65 82.41 ± 4.14 * 76.46 ± 3.97 * 91.46 ± 2.73 *

SurfPatch
All patients (n = 76) 76.02 ± 2.96 89.08 ± 2.00 * 90.75 ± 2.29 95.78 ± 1.45 *
MRI-positive (w/HS; n = 37) 97.32 ± 2.89 * 99.14 ± 1.48 95.32 ± 1.27 98.76 ± 1.35 *
MRI-negative (n = 39) 55.82 ± 4.54 79.54 ± 3.57 * 86.41 ± 4.26 * 92.97 ± 2.35 *

* Increased/best lateralization AUCwith respect to at least 1/any model (Friedman’s p < 0.05 corrected
for multiple comparisons). HS: hippocampal sclerosis.

MRI initiatives, such as the UK BioBank and Human Connectome Project. Our algorithm out-
performed state-of-the-art implementations [156, 158, 206, 278], with remarkable performance
across submillimetric images both in health and disease. Importantly, the use of the same pub-
licly available dataset [151] provides confidence in comparing performance across studies.
In healthy controls, segmentation performancewas excellent, withDice overlap indices ranging

from 87% to 92% across subfields. With respect to HIPS, a platform operating on T1-weighted
MRI alone or combined with T2-weightedMRI, our algorithm yielded higher Dice indices with
consistently lower variance across all subfields. Notably, T2-weighted contrast is prone tomotion
artifacts [290], which may be prevalent in patients., which may explain why it underperformed
DeepPatch despite using an additional contrast. However, DeepPatch was unable to match the
performance of DeepHIPS. Although, the difference in performance was less than 1%, it can be
partially explained due to the differential composition of controls in the splits across the train-
ing and testing sets, and partially due to the denoising preprocessing implemented. More im-
portantly, the observed variance in performance across implementations tested is generally ∼1%.
While the rationale for this phenomenon is unclear, we speculate that there could be a ceiling in
terms ofDice, attributable to the label noise (errors in ground truth labels). This limitation prob-
ably makes Dice or any other overlap metric unsuitable to compare performance, at least in the
clinical context where ∼1% difference is unlikely to meaningfully impact diagnosis.
The high performance of DeepPatch may be attributed to patch-based matching that offers

intrinsic modeling of multi-scale intensity features, coupled with sampling heuristics (border-to-
inner ratio) to implicitly learn the transitions along the label boundaries. In addition, implemen-
tation of weighted focal loss addressed data imbalance, further improving segmentation quality.
Due to the subjective trial and error nature of hyperparameter optimization only a limited num-
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ber of configurations could be tested; a more exhaustive search may improve performance even
further. Notably, DeepPatch performance was high despite minimal postprocessing. The com-
bination of the patch-based framework with hierarchical feature learning capacity of deep neural
nets offers flexibility in capturing complex shape deformations and displacements, which are par-
ticularly prevalent in disease. Indeed, we demonstrate robust performance not only on normative
data but also in TLE, underscoring the potential utility ofDeepPatch in clinical decisionmaking.

In a recent work, we combined automatically-generated hippocampal surface labels using Surf-
Patch with a surface-based classifier for seizure focus lateralization [289]. In this work, as a first
step towards amore simplified approach, we replaced SurfPatch withDeepPatch , a volume-based
segmentation. DeepPatch algorithm matched the clinical accuracy of SurfPatch generated seg-
mentations, but without the additional complexity involved in generating those segmentations.
A planned future implementation will integrate the lateralization and segmentation within a sin-
gle multi-task deep neural network framework [291, 292]. Such an implementation will generate
both the subfield segmentations and lateralization (left or right TLE) labels for a patient, rather
than rely on an independent classification paradigm.
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9 Key Findings and Significance

This dissertation describes a series of studies combining a review (systematic review and meta-
analysis) with advanced multimodal imaging leveragingMRI-based morphometric and volumet-
ric features with recent advances in machine-learning. The review aimed at demonstrating biases
and variability in the definition for MRI-negative epilepsies and emphasizing the value of MRI
post-processing in the presurgical evaluation of epilepsy patients. In subsequent studies, we em-
ployedbipartite approaches todetectingpredominantlyMRI-negative epileptogenic lesionsusing
surface-basedmorphometry and Bayesian deep learning based onminimal preprocessed volumet-
ric MRI to leverage uncertainty in predictions, while also evaluating their comparative yield and
establishing clinical utility.

Project 1 (Chapter 3). This project aimed at synthesizing evidence assessing ambiguity in crite-
ria used to define MRI-negative in the context of a systematic review and meta-analysis. Indeed,
we show that ascribing theMRI-negative categorization lacks objectivity. This subjectivity mani-
fested as significant associations betweenmodality-derived clusters and several outcomes (MRI re-
porting of contrasts, parameters, rater expertise, quantitation). Importantly, invasive diagnostics
(i.e., intracranial EEG) underutilizeMRI both in terms of acquisition protocols and quantitative
post-processing. Furthermore, meta-analytic evidence showed seizure freedom in 75% of MRI-
positive cohorts relative to 59% inMRI-negative. Finally, we provide first meta-analytic evidence
thatMRI postprocessing is associated with two-fold gain in diagnostic yield over expert review of
MRI alone.

Project 2 (Chapter 4). This project implemented a multivariate surface-based detection frame-
work to detect subtle FCD using T1-weighted, FLAIR and FLAIR/T1w ratio images using sta-
tistical machine-learning techniques, and to evaluate its diagnostic yield relative to conventional
visual inspection. Features were systematically sampled at multiple cortical levels from multiple
contrasts and fed into a two-stage classifier for automated lesion detection based on ensemble
learningwith intrinsicmitigation for class imbalance. By implementing such an automated classi-
fier relying on FCDmorphology and intensity features, we could accurately identify subtle lesions
initially overlooked on routine radiological inspection. Our approach showed excellent sensitivity
(83%, 34/41 lesions detected) and specificity (92%, no findings in 35/38 controls) to discriminate
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true malformative lesion from healthy cortices, which is expected to benefit presurgical diagnos-
tics.

Project 3 (Chapters 5, 6 and 7). The intrinsic limitations of voxel-based approaches that mo-
tivated the shift to surface-based morphometry paradigms can be circumvented by deep learning
methods using minimally preprocessed volumetric data. In the same vein, first, we designed a
neural network that leverages multimodal MRI to harness the diagnostic value of T1-weighted
MPRAGE and T2-weighted FLAIR contrasts to detect FCD lesions in predominantly MRI-
negative cohorts. Second, we used approximate Bayesian variational inference to sample the
model’s epistemic uncertainty and leveraged it to assign a ranking to triage multiple putative le-
sional candidates. Finally, we developed and validated an automated framework to detect the
subtle FCD lesions based on Bayesian deep learning and evaluated its generalization performance
across nine tertiary epilepsy centers worldwide with diverse cohorts, scanners, and field-strengths.
Consequently, we provide Class III evidence that deep learning on multimodal MRI accurately
identifies FCD in epilepsy patients initially diagnosed as MRI-negative.

Project 4 (Chapter 8). Establishing the utility of patch-based sampling with neural networks
in Project 3, we leveraged a similar strategy coupled with label fusion to develop a hippocampal
subfield segmentation algorithm (DeepPatch). We implemented patch-based matching to intrin-
sically model multi-scale intensity features, coupled with sampling heuristics to implicitly learn
the transitions along the label boundaries, and mitigate class imbalance issues using focal loss.
DeepPatch was trained on open-source data of healthy controls with expert manual labels, and
subsequently validated on a TLE cohort. We show that the performance is comparable to state-
of-the-art in the field, while also demonstrating the clinical utility of the segmentations in a seizure
focus lateralization task in predominantly MRI-negative TLE patients.

5

Significance. The role ofMRI in the diagnosis of epilepsy and presurgical evaluation is undis-
puted. However, despite repeated recommendations and guidelines, adoption of best practice
MRI is still variable, with many advances not fully transferred into clinical care [167]. The most
dramatic implication of this translational gap relates to lesion identification, with the risk that
MRI-positive patients may be mislabeled as MRI-negative. This limitation has resulted in the
disproportionate use of invasive EEG studies, with the assumption that electro-clinical hypothe-
ses alonemaybe sufficient to identify the epileptogenic zone [293]. Paradoxically, while appending
MRI-negative status has profound implications in terms of treatment strategies and seizure out-
come, our systematic review showed that this categorization has lacked objectivity. Furthermore,
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data-driven unsupervised machine learning and stratified studies based on diagnostic modalities
identified three distinct classes demonstrating the overall methodological variability and weak-
nesses of MRI diagnostic criteria. While the consequences of inadequate data reporting are un-
clear, the current findings make a strong case to standardize reporting of not just MRI relevant
information, but all modalities used in the clinical workflow to ascribe the MRI-negative sta-
tus. The meta-analysis on post-surgical outcome confirmed the results of the narrative synthesis,
namely that seizure freedom after surgery is more often achieved in MRI-positive compared to
MRI-negative patients. Notably, the virtually stable proportion of MRI-negative with unfavor-
able outcome despite constant improvements in MRI technology and analytical tools over the
last decade demonstrates a translational gap and should be taken as an incentive to increase edu-
cational efforts promoting neuroimaging skills, the availability of standardized MRI acquisition
protocols and guidelines and a cultural change in the epilepsy community. In addition, large-
scale efforts within the open-access and neuroscience community are required to facilitate and
democratize access to image analyses techniques. Upskilling and strengthening the core compe-
tences of epileptologists will undoubtedly transform traditional clinical decision-making into a
modern, systematic, multidisciplinary approach, ultimately circumventing the use of invasive di-
agnostic methods. This argument is supported by the meta-analysis on diagnostic yield showing
thatMRI post-processing is twice as likely to reverse theMRI-negative status relative to the expert
visual analysis. This gain in diagnostic yield is largely driven by the ability ofMRI post-processing
to unveil subtle or subthreshold anomalies inconspicuous to the unaided human eye.

While appendingMRI-negative status has profound implications in terms of treatment strategies
and seizure outcome, our systematic review showed that this categorization has lacked objectivity.
Consequently, we directed our efforts to develop algorithms to identify lesions in MRI-negative
focal cortical dysplasia. Core to our approach was a surface-based integration of morphological
markers as well as intensity and textural features derived from co-registered T1w and FLAIR data
as well as their ratio. We implemented a non-parametric boosted decision tree ensemble that inte-
grates random-undersampling (to circumvent class imbalance) with adaptive boosting [236, 237]
that can capture complex decision boundaries while avoiding overfitting to classify FCD lesions.
This allowed our automated algorithm to provide a 4 times higher detection rate than conven-
tional radiological visual inspection. Regrettably, performance comparisons with competing im-
plementations referenced in the study were impeded due to either the source code or the data not
publicly available. In addition, owing to the considerable time investment to manually correct
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brain tissue segmentation and surface extraction errors, an alternate approach that is both time-
effective and superior in performance was proposed in the subsequent project.

To circumvent the limitation of surface-based methods, we developed the first deep learning-
based method to segment FCD that incorporates uncertainty for clinical decision-making, and
multicentric validation. The classifier uses T1-weighted MPRAGE and T2-weighted FLAIR,
contrasts available on most recent MR scanners [167] and widely available, operates in 3D voxel
space without laborious pre-processing and feature extraction. We used a novel leave-one-site-out
cross-validation to simulate a real-world scenario, while also testing the algorithm on an indepen-
dent cohort. Furthermore, by relying on subject-wise data normalization, rather than group-wise,
our implementation obviates the need for a matched normative dataset, an expensive and time-
intensive undertaking. Regarding specificity, the number of false positive findings in healthy and
disease controls were rather modest, while attaining performance parity in adults and children.
With respect to the latter, the use of age-appropriate templates considering the developmental tra-
jectories is likely to have contributed to the excellent performance. In addition, our method relies
on linear registration of voxel-based data to align a subject’s brain into a standardized stereotaxic
space to correct for location, orientation, and overall size of the brainwithout requiringGM/WM
segmentation. However, even this requirement can be rendered obsolete altogether in future it-
erations of the algorithm, by using the MRI in their native stereotaxic space, since intra-subject
registration is more critical than the inter-subject to detect colocalizing anomalies in multimodal
contrasts. Hence, further limiting the amount of preprocessing required.
To address the technical and logistic challenges required for feature engineering and processing

steps involved in the analysis of surface-based data, we have taken steps to ensure wide accessi-
bility by minimizing the technical burden on the clinicians and other end-users by simplifying
the workflow from installation to retrieving predictions. This entails integrating all the steps
into a streamlined preprocessing routine (including skull stripping, inhomogeneity correction,
intensity normalization, and modality co-registration). Notably, the algorithm and all its depen-
dencies, built using open-source software, are containerized to be installed and executed using
a single command. This minimizes software installation and prevents licensing issues. Essen-
tially, users are required to only provide the native 3D T1-weightedMPRAGE and T2-weighted
FLAIR images to the algorithm. Future iterations of the project will provide a web interface
(https://github.com/NOEL-MNI/noelTexturesPy) to upload the image pair for each pa-
tient, further reducing the friction to obtaining predictions from our algorithm. Taken together,
such characteristics and performance promise potential for broad clinical translation.
Compared to previous deep learning methods [190, 195, 196] in which clinical description was

scarce to absent, and information on the FCD expert labels and histological validation of lesions
was not provided, our study relied on best-practice multimodal MRI, histologically-validated le-
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sions, and a large heterogenous dataset. Critically, none of the implementations are open source,
thus preventing any performance comparisons.
Federated learning [261], a distributed approach that decentralizes data for multi-institutional

collaboration, coupled with human-in-the-loop approach can expedite the labeling of difficult or
novel cases that the algorithm has previously not encountered. This iterative procedure of adding
more lesionswould increase the classifier’s ability to learn better discriminative features for lesions
under-represented ormissing in the training dataset. As the data corpus diversifies and expands to
includemore edge cases, performance and confidence of future classifiers will inevitably improve.
Notably, this hybrid approach lays the groundwork necessary to facilitate a multi-institutional
prospective validation of this framework.

We developedDeepPatch, a volume-based subfield segmentation framework that combines patch-
based atlas matching with fully convolutional neural networks. The algorithm operates on T1-
weighted images alone, the most frequently used anatomical contrast in major population-level
MRI initiatives, such as the UK BioBank and Human Connectome Project. Our algorithm
demonstrated robust performance not only on normative data (publicly available dataset [151])
but also inTLE,underscoring thepotential utility ofDeepPatch in clinical decisionmaking. Deep-
Patch, however, was unable to match the performance ofDeepHIPS. Although, the difference in
performance was less than 1%, it can be partially explained due to the differential composition
of controls in the splits across the training and testing sets, and partially due to the denoising
preprocessing implemented. However, this can be circumvented by explicitly specifying the split
composition, as prescribed by the MIT-BIH arrythmia dataset [294] used widely in electrocardi-
ology. We also observed that the variance in performance across implementations was ∼1%. The
underlying reason is unclear, but we speculate that there cƒould be a ceiling effect in terms ofDice
‒ attributable to the label noise (errors in ground truth labels). This limitation probably makes
Dice (or other overlapmetrics) unsuitable to compare performance, at least in the clinical context
where ∼1% difference is unlikely to meaningfully impact diagnosis. Such overlap metrics merely
probe the global segmentation rather than inform areas predictive of pathology, with large penal-
ties ascribed to errors in smaller and compact structures like the hippocampal subfields. Moreover,
the richness of data in terms of locoregional textures and shape complexity of the subfields and
their immediate vicinity is not adequately captured. In the clinical context, where making a diag-
nosis is prime, testing performance on a downstream performance on clinically validated task is
thus, more appealing and pragmatic.

In a recent work, we combined automatically-generated hippocampal surface labels using Surf-
Patch with a surface-based classifier for seizure focus lateralization [289]. In this work, as a first
step towards a more simplified approach, we replaced SurfPatch withDeepPatch, a volume-based
segmentation. DeepPatch algorithm matched the clinical accuracy of SurfPatch generated seg-
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mentations, but without the additional complexity involved in generating those segmentations.
A planned future implementation will streamline the workflow by integrating the lateralization
and segmentation within a single multi-task deep neural network framework [291, 292]. Such
an implementation will generate both the subfield segmentations and lateralization (left or right
TLE) labels for a patient, rather than rely on an independent classification paradigm. Moreover,
we will offload the trivial task of global hippocampal segmentation to existing frameworks (e.g.,
nnU-Net [295],HippMapp3r [277],ANTsPyNet [296], etc.) tomake the source codemoremain-
tainable and accessible, while also significantly reducing duplication of efforts. This also ensures
that more rigorous baseline (e.g., ablation-type experiments) comparisons can be easily incorpo-
rated into the study design. Hence, this substantial technical debt reduction would pave way for
a broader clinical adoption.

5

In summary, our quantitative evaluation emphasizes the power ofMRI post-processing to extract
critical information from high dimensional imaging datasets. The proposed methods together
with our findings provide avenues to clinically improve lesion detection and better characteriza-
tion of MRI-negative epilepsy to facilitate improved clinical prognostic and diagnostic descrip-
tion of this challenging patient cohort.
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Unsupervised clustering

The purpose of clustering was to identify the co-occurrence of diagnostic modalities, namely
studies with similar multimodal diagnostic profile. This procedure was designed to identify
groups (or clusters) with higher intra-group similarity than inter-group similarity, without any
prior knowledge about their composition. For each study, we binarized MRI (1.5T, 3T, 7T,
T1w, T2w/FLAIR, IR,DWI) and non-MRI (MEG, PET, SPECT, SEEG, EEG-fMRI, and spec-
troscopy) diagnostic modalities: 1 if certain evaluation was done, 0 otherwise. This data, assem-
bled in a binary matrix, served as input to the clustering algorithm. Since intracranial stereo EEG
(SEEG)was an outcome of interest, it was dropped from further analysis to prevent confounding.
This resulted in a binary data matrix (𝐴) and computed a dot product to obtain a transformed
modality matrix (𝑋 ∶ 𝐴𝛵 × 𝐴, where 𝐴𝛵 is a transpose of 𝐴, Equation A.1). Each element in the
matrix𝑋 represents the number of studies that were common to any two modalities.

𝑋 = 𝐴𝐴𝛵 = [

𝑥11 𝑥12 ⋯ 𝑥1𝐶
𝑥21 𝑥22 ⋯ 𝑥2𝐶
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑥𝑅1 𝑥𝑅2 ⋯ 𝑥𝑅𝐶

] [

𝑥11 𝑥21 ⋯ 𝑥𝑅1
𝑥21 𝑥22 ⋯ 𝑥𝑅2
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑥1𝐶 𝑥2𝐶 ⋯ 𝑥𝑅𝐶

] (A.1)

We then leveraged spectral clustering [297] using the binary matrix 𝑋 as the input. The final
clustering solution was obtained by taking the majority vote of the class assignment across 1000
randomly initialized 2 bootstrap subsamples, resulting in each of 196 studies being assigned to
given clusters. The optimal number of clusters (𝑘=3) was determined using silhouette analysis
[298]. Adjusted Rand index was used to quantify the consistency of cluster assignment across
tandem bootstrap samples.
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Table A.1: GRADE evidence for association of MRI-negative status with Engel-I outcome

Study design (N) = Observational (70 studies) Starting
score of 2.0

Risk of bias

Low variability in patient inclusion criteria since
drug-resistant patients who were candidates for
presurgical evaluation were included, towards
an objective outcome (surgical freedom: Engel-I)

No change

Inconsistency

While studies are relatively consistent in direction
with the magnitude of point estimates, there was
substantial heterogeneity in one of the subgroups
(MRI-positive)

−0.5

Indirectness
Consistent outcome timeframe (surgical freedom:
Engel-I, > 1-year follow-up) used across both
subgroups

No change

Imprecision Confidence intervals around the pooled estimate
are relatively narrow [0.63, (0.59–0.67)] No change

Effect size Moderate effect size estimate (Proportion, 0.63) No change

Publication bias

Not serious, as indicated by funnel plots. Small
studies with small effect size seem to be missing.
Large to moderate number of studies across both
subgroups are present

−0.5

Overall score: Moderate to Low 1.0
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Table A.2: GRADE evidence for association of type of MRI analysis procedure on diagnostic yield

Study design (N) = Observational (40 studies) Starting
score of 2.0

Risk of bias
Reporting bias controlled for since only studies with
repeated measures design (pre- and post- intervention
estimates in the same studies) were included.

No change

Inconsistency Low to moderate statistical heterogeneity was present. No change

Indirectness Repeated measures inference to decipher the direct
effect of intervention No change

Imprecision Confidence intervals around the pooled estimate are
relatively narrow [8.66, (6.17–12.16)] No change

Effect size Moderate to large (Odds Ratio, 8.66) +0.5

Publication bias Undetected, as indicated by funnel plots No change
Overall score: Moderate 2.5

Table A.3: GRADE evidence profile: MRI-diagnostic status with post-surgical seizure freedom

Number of patients

No of studies (Design) Engel-I Total Proportion
(95% CI) Quality

MRI-negative

57 (Obs) 995 1773 59% (55–63%) +++
moderate

MRI-positive

13 (Obs) 848 1235 75% (67–84%) ++
low
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Table A.4: GRADE evidence profile: MRI intervention on diagnostic yield

Converting MRI-negative
to MRI-positive

No of studies (Design) Post- Pre- Odds Ratio
(95% CI) Quality

MRI post-processing

24 (Obs) 367/679 91/679 11.41 (7.30–17.81) +++
moderate

Qualitative MRI

16 (Obs) 299/563 144/563 5.87 (3.50–9.83) +++
moderate

Abbreviations – GRADE: Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and
Evaluation;Obs: observational;CI: confidence interval;OR: Odds Ratio

Figure A.1:A. The chord diagram depicts the co-occurrence of any two MRI (shades of green) and non-
MRI modalities (shades of gray, and orange) across the 196 included studies. The chord links
the source and target modalities specified by the color while its width signifies the number of
studies. B. The radar plot depicts the percent composition of imaging modalities per cluster.
Only modalities with composition > 20% are indicated.
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Figure A.2: Terminology used to describeMRI diagnostic status across groups. Note thatMRI-dominant
was 5 times more likely to use the term “MRI-negative” than “non-lesional” (*: 𝜒2=7.50, un-
corrected p < 0.05), while the opposite was true for the limited-MRI-information group.

Figure A.3: Funnel plots relating the study-wise effect size to the standard error for the meta-analysis on
post-surgical outcomes (left, log transformed proportion of Engel-I outcome) andMRI diagnos-
tic yield (right, Odds Ratio of the diagnostic yield). Gray solid dots represent a study. The verti-
cal dotted line along themiddle of the funnel indicates the average effect size. The outer dotted
lines delineate the boundaries within which 95% of studies are expected to lie in the absence of
biases and heterogeneity. The funnel plot for the post-surgical outcome is asymmetric (i.e., all
studies are not distributed symmetrically around the effect size), indicative of publication bias
due to missing small samples/large effect size studies in the right bottom corner. Conversely,
the funnel plot for MRI diagnostic yield is symmetric signifying absence of publication bias.
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Figure B.1: Convolutional network architecture (CNN×) for two-label (lesional vs. non-lesional) classifica-
tion with three consecutive convolutions (kernel size: 3×3×3, filters: 48,96,2) andmax-pooling
units, followedby a voxel-wise softmax classificationusingmultimodal (FLAIR+T1w)patches.
Each convolution is followed by rectified linear units (ReLu), which introduce non-linearity.
Batch normalization (BN) and 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑝=40%) serve as regularizers to prevent network over-
fitting. 𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡𝛭𝐶 (𝑝=20%) operation after first and second convolution layers are essential to
quantify the epistemic uncertainly using dropoutMonte Carlo, and exclusive to Bayesian clas-
sifiers detailed in Classification paradigm of the text. Adadelta serves as the gradient descent
optimizer to minimize the binary crossentropy loss.
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Figure B.2: Individual lesional and non-lesional posterior predictive distributions
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Classifier design

(a) Data sampling and patch-based augmentation. Data augmentation encompasses a suite of
techniques that enhance the size and quality of training datasets; in addition, they make
training computationally tractable without information loss, prevent overfitting, and in-
crease generalizability [299]. To this end, we sampled hyperintense voxels by threshold-
ing FLAIR images z-normalized with respect to each subject discarding the bottom 10
percentile intensities; this thresholding resulted in a mask containing voxels within the
grey matter and its interface with the white matter. The mask was then used to extract
3D patches (dimension: 16×16×16 voxels) from co-registered T1-weighted and FLAIR,
thereby modelling the spatial extent of the FCD across orthogonal planes and tissue types.
Data was further normalized within each modality with zero mean and unit variance. The
set of all computed 3Dpatcheswere aggregated as P=n×2×16×16×16 (wheren and 2denote
the number of training patches and input MRI modalities, respectively) and randomized.
As the number of healthy voxels significantly outweighs lesional ones (< 1% of total voxels),
we undersampled patches derived from healthy voxels to obtain equal numbers from both
healthy and lesional tissue. This multicontrast patch dataset then served as input to the
convolutional neural network (CNN).

(b) Network architecture. A typical CNN consists of three stages: convolutions, nonlinearity,
and pooling. Recursive and hierarchical abstraction of data at varying depths (or layers) are
at the core of the architecture. Specifically, a convolutional operator allows implicit encod-
ing of spatial covariance amongst neighboring voxels (rather than treating each voxel inde-
pendently), while nonlinearity optimizes performance on fine-grained tasks. The current
CNN (see Figure C.1) is composed of three stacks of convolution and max-pooling layers
with 48, 96 and 2 filters (size: 3×3×3 for convolution and 2×2×2 or 4×4×4 formax-pooling),
respectively, followed by a voxel-wise Softmax activation usingmultimodal (FLAIR+T1w)
patches. The rectified linear activation (ReLU) [282] non-linearity function is applied to
thefirst twoof the three convolutional layers. Batchnormalization (BN) anddropout [254]
(𝑝𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡=0.4, namely 40% of the neurons are randomly dropped) serve as regularizers to
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prevent overfitting. DropoutMonte Carlo operation (𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡𝛭𝐶 ; p=0.2, namely 20% of
neurons are randomly dropped) after the first and second convolution layers are essential
to quantify epistemic model uncertainty [198, 248]. Softmax non-linearity is used after
the final convolution to normalize the result of the kernel convolutions into a binominal
distribution over healthy and lesional labels. The adaptive learning rate method Adadelta
[300] served as the gradient descent optimizer to minimize binary cross-entropy loss, start-
ing with a randomly initialized model. The training set is used to adjust the weights of
the CNN, while the validation set (25% of the training set) measures the performance of
trained CNN after each epoch and continues until the validation error plateaus to achieve
an optimal bias-variance tradeoff, thereby mitigating overfitting.

(c) Estimating prediction uncertainty. Assessing uncertainty is an important step towards
ensuring the safety and reliability of machine learning systems. Deterministic classifiers
provide prediction probabilities without estimating the algorithm’s uncertainty or confi-
dence in prediction. This is achieved by sampling a distribution of predictions at test time.
Each test prediction varies slightly –the lower the spread of distribution of predictions, the
higher the confidence, and vice versa. While probabilities can be normalized between 0 and
1, they are uncalibrated, overconfident estimates for out-of-distribution data, i.e., they do
notmatch the training data distribution [301]. The fundamental reason formiscalibration
is failure to account for uncertainty. A neural network can represent manymodels that are
consistent with our data, while classical procedures discard this uncertainty and rely on a
single model [197]. On the contrary, Bayesian probabilities are better calibrated since un-
certainty is preserved by averaging over several models; in addition, this variance over the
predictive distributions provides an estimate of uncertainty that is clinically relevant.
We computed the posterior distribution 𝑝(𝑤|𝑋, 𝑦), where𝑋, 𝑦 is the training dataset and
𝑤 the learnedweights of theCNN. In practice, while the solution of this posterior is analyt-
ically intractable, variational inference (VI) methods approximate it with a parameterized
distribution 𝑞(𝑤) (Equation C.1 below).

𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑋, 𝑦, 𝑥⋆) ≈ ∫𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑥⋆, 𝑤)𝑝(𝑤 ∣ 𝑋, 𝑦)𝑑𝑤 ≈ ∫𝑝(𝜃 ∣ 𝑥⋆, 𝑤)𝑞(𝑤)𝑑𝑤 (C.1)

ℒ ∶= ∫𝑝(𝑦 ∣ 𝑋, 𝑤)𝑞(𝑤)𝑑𝑤 − 𝐾𝐿(𝑞(𝑤) ∥ 𝑝(𝑤)) (C.2)

The first term in Equation C.2 above maximizes the likelihood of the training data 𝑋, 𝑦,
whereas the second approximates the true distribution 𝑝(𝑤) by 𝑞(𝑤). Gal & Ghahramani
[248] empirically associated Equation C.2 with dropout training to approximate the in-
tractable integral with Monte Carlo sampling. This results in the conventional Softmax
loss for dropout networks, for which units are dropped by drawing from a Bernoulli prior
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with probability drop for setting a unit to zero. TheKullback-Leibler (𝐾𝐿) term (see Equa-
tion C.2) was shown to correspond to a 𝐿2-regularization term in dropout networks.

Source code and data availability

The source code and the pre-trained model weights for the FCD detection algorithm are avail-
able at https://github.com/NOEL-MNI/deepFCD (v. 1.0.0; doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.

4521706), and for the brain extraction at https://github.com/NOEL-MNI/deepMask

(v. 1.0.0; doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4521716). To minimize software installation and obvi-
ate licensing (MATLAB or equivalent) issues, the open-source Python-based algorithm and all
its dependencies are containerized into a Docker application. The Docker images for deepFCD
and deepMask can be accessed through their respective GitHub repositories under the Packages
section.

Pre-trained model weights for CNN-1 and CNN-2 are provided as two separate Hierarchi-
cal Data Format (HDF5) files: noel_deepFCD_dropoutMC_model_1.h5 and noel_deepFCD_
dropoutMC_model_2.h5, respectively, and located in the app/weights folder in the GitHub
repository (https://github.com/NOEL-MNI/deepFCD).

Anonymized lesional and non-lesional patches derived from 148 FCD patients is available as
a HDF5 dataset (available fromDryad: doi.org/10.5061/dryad.h70rxwdgm). To create this
dataset, for each of the 148 FCD patients, we sampled at most 1,000 cortical patches (or # voxels
in the lesion, whichever is lower) of size 16×16×16 within the lesion. The same number of cor-
tical patches were sampled randomly outside the lesion. The resulting lesional and non-lesional
patcheswere concatenated, shuffled (to add another layer of randomization), and saved alongwith
their binary labels (as a compressed HDF5 dataset).
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Table C.1:MRI acquisition parameters across sites.

Site MRI
scanner Coil TR (ms)/TE (ms)/

Flip angle (degrees) Voxel resolution [x, y, z (mm)]

T1-weighted FLAIR T1-weighted FLAIR

S1
Siemens
TimTrio 3T 32ch 2300/2.98/9 5000/389/120 1×1×1 0.9×0.9×0.9

Siemens
Prisma 3T 32ch 2300/2.9/9 5000/392/120 1×1×1 0.9×0.9×0.9

S2 GE 3T
Discovery 32ch 8/3/12 6283/118/90 0.89×0.89×0.78 0.8×0.55×0.62

S3 Philips
Achieva 3T 8ch 7.51/3.55/8 4800/278/90 0.45×0.45×0.45 0.55×0.55×0.56

S4
Philips
Achieva 3T 8ch 8.18/3.75/8 6628/315/90 1.00×0.82×0.82 0.69×0.59×0.59

GE Signa
Hdxt 3T 8ch 10.68/4.87/13 11000/129/90 1.00×0.82×0.82 1.00×0.42×0.42

S5
Siemens
Prisma 3T 32ch 2000/2.26/12 5000/388/120 1×1×1 1×1×1

Siemens
TrioTrim 3T 32ch 1567/2.15/15 5000/388/120 1×0.6×0.6 1×0.7×0.7

S6 Siemens
Verio 3T 12ch 2155/2.7/9 5000/295/120 1×1×1 0.8×0.5×0.7

S7 Siemens
Skyra 3T 32ch 1900/2.3/9 5444/392/120 0.9×0.9×0.9 0.92×0.85×0.85

S8
Philips
Achieva 3T 8ch 9.9/4.6/8 4800/307/90 1×1×1 0.8×1.04×0.8

Siemens
Avanto 1.5T 8ch 1640/2/12 6667/340/110 0.8×0.8×1.0 1.02×1.02×1

S9 Philips
Achieva 3T 8ch 9.6/4.4/8 6446/301/90 0.78×0.94×0.91 0.51×0.56×0.63

Abbreviations. S = site; TR = repetition time; TE = echo time; ms = milliseconds
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Table C.2: Peak location of FCD lesions in MNI space (see Figure 7.5A).

ID Peak (x,y,z) Cluster size Anatomical distribution

1 -22, 1, 29 320043 8% Front_Mid_R; 7% Front_Sup_R;
6% Front_Sup_L; 5% Front_Mid_L

2 -35, -73, 19 41437 28% Fus_L; 18% Temp_Inf_L;
10% Temp_Mid_L; 8% Occip_Mid_L; 6% Parahipp_L

3 16, -71, 0 8032 64% Ling_R; 22% Fus_R; 7% Calc_R

4 -45, 8, -35 5851 33% Temp_Pole_Sup_L; 30% Temp_Pole_Mid_L;
17% Temp_Inf_L; 12% Temp_Mid_L

5 -26, -37, 33 2727 18% Par_Inf_L; 12% Postc_L; 5% Par_Sup_L
6 -17, 41, -14 522 47% OFmed_L; 16% OFant_L; 12% Rec_L
7 -30, 30, -19 447 46% OFpost_L; 16% OFmed_L; 15% OFant_L
8 -39, -15, -3 386 49% Ins_L; 9% Temp_Sup_L
9 -50, -10, -34 262 100% Temp_Inf_L
10 -7, -42, 31 205 59% Cing_Post_L; 35% Cing_Mid_L
11 54, 31, 18 76 100% Front_Inf_Tri_R
12 -55, -12, 9 59 73%Heschl_L; 27% Temp_Sup_L
13 -19, -45, 72 51 67% Par_Sup_L; 17% Precun_L; 16% Postc_L
14 -16, -64, -4 42 100% Ling_L
15 -19, 31, -14 39 38% OFmed_L; 13% OFant_L; 10% OFpost_L
16 -31, -39, 62 37 100% Postc_L
Lesions (ID) are ranked by size (number of voxels). Anatomical distribution is defined based on percent
overlap with the AAL atlas [302].

Abbreviations. Cing: Cingulate; Front: frontal; Fus: fusiform; Ling: Lingual; Occip: Occipital; OF: Or-
bitofrontal; Parahip: Parahippocampal; Par: Parietal; Precun: Precuneus; Temp: temporal; Rec: Rectus.

Ant/inf/med/mid/post/sup: Anterior, inferior, medial, middle, posterior, superior
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Table C.3: Peak location of false positive clusters in MNI space (see Figure 7.5B).

ID Peak (x,y,z)
Cluster
size

Anatomical distribution Group

1 -19, -2, -26 69990
13% Ins_L; 8% Cing_Ant_L;
7% Cing_Ant_R; 6% Temp_Mid_L;
5% Parahipp_L; 5% Temp_Sup_L

FCD

2 36, -6, 3 17308 53% Ins_R; 12% Rol_Oper_R FCD

3 -43, 3, 36 10726
63% Prec_L; 10% Front_Inf_Oper_L;
9% Postc_L; 8% Front_Sup_L

FCD

4 53, -30, -1 8344
52% Temp_Mid_R; 27% Temp_Sup_R;
18% Temp_Inf_R

FCD

5 47, 5, 31 6437
65% Prec_R; 21% Front_Inf_Oper_R;
9% Front_Mid_R

FCD

6 38, 0, 2 5287 56% Ins_R HC
7 38, -3, 4 5069 73% Ins_R TLE
8 -41, 8, -6 4378 76% Ins_L; 10% Temp_Sup_L TLE
9 -40, 14, -8 3896 72% Ins_L HC

10 5, -20, 50 3556
76% Cing_Mid_R; 10% SMA_R;
9% Precun_R

FCD

11 31, 34, 48 3267 59% Front_Mid_R; 40% Front_Sup_R FCD
12 -30, -2, -16 2268 47% Parahipp_L; 20% Amy_L TLE
13 22, -12, 57 2267 49% Front_Sup_R; 26% Prec_R FCD
14 -58, -28, -23 2132 79% Temp_Inf_L FCD
15 17, -86, 8 1766 88% Calc_R FCD
16 -6, -90, 8 1504 77% Calc_L; 15% Ling_L FCD
17 -27, -1, -16 1454 42% Parahipp_L; 34% Amy_L HC
18 21, 3, -30 1360 77% Parahipp_R TLE

19 15, -34, 0 690
16% Precun_R; 13%Hipp_R;
10% Ling_R

FCD

20 18, -56, 18 595
51% Precun_R; 39% Calc_R;
9% Cun_R

FCD

21 22, 4, -25 529 71% Parahipp_R; 21% Amy_R HC
22 49, -63, 2 437 54% Temp_Mid_R; 46% Temp_Inf_R FCD
23 40, -10, -33 337 80% Fus_R; 20% Temp_Inf_R FCD
24 12, 18, 63 317 91% SMA_R; 5% Front_Sup_R FCD
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25 -46, -34, 16 229 73% Temp_Sup_L; 26% Rol_Oper_L HC
26 53, 5, -10 224 91% Temp_Pole_Sup_R; 9% Temp_Sup_R FCD
27 -44, -26, 15 223 74% Rol_Oper_L; 26% Temp_Sup_L TLE
28 17, -83, 8 204 93% Calc_R; 7% Cun_R HC
29 -8, 14, 67 194 100% SMA_L FCD
30 -42, -25, 18 147 94% Rol_Oper_L; 6% Supramarg_L HC
31 -46, -66, 18 121 79% Temp_Mid_L; 15% Angular_L FCD
32 15, -82, 10 117 98% Calc_R TLE
33 -66, -17, -20 108 94% Temp_Mid_L; 6% Temp_Inf_L FCD
34 30, 0, -16 107 97% Amy_R TLE
35 20, -35, -14 101 71% Fus_R; 25% Parahipp_R FCD
36 -15, -34, -1 85 49%Hipp_L HC
37 5, -8, 63 84 100% SMA_R FCD
38 -51, -51, -12 78 100% Temp_Inf_L FCD
39 50, -71, 24 73 58% Temp_Mid_R; 42% Occip_Mid_R FCD
40 -49, -73, 30 60 93% Angular_L FCD
41 10, 38, 53 57 86% Front_Sup_Medial_R; 14% Front_Sup_R FCD
42 -10, -90, 5 53 66.% Calc_L; 34 Occip_Sup_L HC
43 49, -50, 15 50 98% Temp_Mid_R FCD
44 -37, 45, 31 47 100% Front_Mid_L FCD
45 -43, -31, 42 47 55% Postc_L; 45% Par_Inf_L FCD
46 53, -7, -31 47 89% Temp_Inf_R; 11% Temp_Mid_R FCD
47 12, 45, 49 46 61% Front_Sup_Medial_R; 39% Front_Sup_R FCD
48 18, -18, 69 46 89% Prec_R; 9% Front_Sup_R FCD
49 -54, -37, -2 45 100% Temp_Mid_L HC
50 62, 3, -7 44 68% Temp_Sup_R; 32% Temp_Pole_Sup_R FCD
51 65, -13, 20 42 100% Postc_R FCD
52 14, -20, 67 38 50% Prec_R; 39% SMA_R FCD
53 55, -63, 7 38 100% Temp_Mid_R FCD
54 -15, -10, 67 37 43% SMA_L; 32% Parac_L; 24% Prec_L FCD
55 -44, -69, -6 35 54% Temp_Inf_L; 46% Occip_Inf_L FCD
56 38, 40, 37 34 100% Front_Mid_R FCD
57 -13, -57, 10 31 87% Calc_L; 13% Precun_L FCD
58 -55, -44, -14 30 77% Temp_Inf_L; 23% Temp_Mid_L FCD
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False positive clusters (ID) for FCD, healthy controls (HC) and TLE patients ranked by size (number of
voxels); anatomical distribution is defined by percent overlap with the AAL atlas [302].

Abbreviations. Amy: Amygdala; Cing: Cingulate; Cun: Cuneus; Front: frontal; Fus: fusiform; Hip:
Hippocampus; Ling: Lingual; Occip: Occipital; OF:Orbitofrontal; Parac: Paracentral lobule; Parahip:
Parahippocampal; Par: Parietal; Prec: Precentral; Precun: Precuneus; Rol: Rolandic; Supramarg: Supra-
marginal; Temp: temporal; Rec: Rectus; SMA: Supplementary motor area.

Ant/inf/med/mid/post/sup: Anterior, inferior, medial, middle, posterior, superior

Figure C.1:Hierarchical patch-based feature learning using CNN. The CNNworkflow entails patch
sampling, hierarchical feature learning and classification (colored solid arrows and line) for a
single patch. For each test subject, T1-weighted and FLAIR images were first partitioned into
3D patches, which served as input to the CNN. The two-label classification (lesional vs. non-
lesional) is achieved by performing a series of operations [Convolution (conv), Batch Normal-
ization (BN), ReLu,𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡/𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑡𝛭𝐶, Max Pooling (max-pool), and Softmax activation]
at different depths (or layers) to learn (or extract) features from the multimodal patch dataset.
The feature dimensions (larger cubeswithblack outline) at each step are in the formatN,where
N represents the number of features and P the edge size of the patch. The convolutional op-
eration dilates and contracts the first dimension (2 to 48, 48 to 96, and 96 to 2 feature maps)
to learn cross-modal feature dependencies, while the max pooling operation downsamples the
data (16×16×16 to 8×8×8, 8×8×8 to 4×4×4, and 4×4×4 to 1×1×1) to learn features at different
spatial scales. The gray cubes (within larger cube frames) represent the kernel size for conv
(3×3×3) or max-pool (2×2×2 or 4×4×4). These kernels slide over all the voxels in the multi-
modal patch to generate feature maps. Finally, the softmax activation layer normalizes the net-
work output to probabilities between 0 and 1. The binary cross-entropy loss is computed be-
tween the ground truth label and the predicted label, and errors back-propagated through the
network iteratively until the performance as tested on the validation set no longer improves.
See Classifier design for details. All elements in the illustration are not to scale.
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